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. IT is with some diffidence that I venture to approach a snbject which has
already met with such able handling at the hands of others far more masters
of the language and literature of which they were treating than myself, and I
90not imagine that the present work mill be found to conti~in anything that
is not already known to the Pushtoo scholar. My only object in compiling it
has been to facilitate a further study of the langunge on the part of such as
may have only as yet commenced it, and to enlist generally the interest of
those as yet unacquainted with it, whether in England or India, by a rendering,
however bald and inaciequate, of some of the more interesting pieces mhich its
literature contains.
It is indeed strange to observe the apathy with which the study of the
Pushtoo language is taken up even now-a-days, and that in spite of the daily
increasing importance for professional purposes of a thorough acquaintance
A
with this language to so many of our Anglo-Indian officials, whether of the
Military or Civil Services, independently of the interest attaching to the study
of this language, which is that of one of the most peculiar of the populations
* with which, in the course of the extension of our Oriental territories, we
have ever been brought in contact, and of the fiact of the length of our
acquaintance and connection with the land of their homes and the stirring
episodes in our national history which hnvu occurred and mny yet occur in
the course of our intercourse with this country and its inhabitants ; and if
this is true as. regards the langnage itself, still more is it the ease with regard
to its literature, which could under any circumstances only be expected to come
under the notice of such as had pursued their studies in Pushtoo to such an
extent as to be able to appreciate the interest attaching to those of its productions which are still extant and available for their perusal ; there are
indeed but comparatively fern that appear to be acquainted hardly further
than by name with the works of its most famous authors, such as whose names '
are household words in every Pathan home, and whose compositions are i n the
mouths of countless *numbers of the. Pathnn population, many of them subjects

of our Govemmcnt. That this neglect has been redeemed by brilliant exceptions in the c,zse of those capable of an appreciiltioo of the interest attaching
to these works, nnd the beauties to be found in them, has been amply
clenlonstrated by the mlnnble ~vorksof Dr. Bellev, Mr. Ilngbes aod others,
and lastly but by no mcans leastly those of Major Raverty. The latter may
indced be styled the Father of the study of the Afghan language and literature,
for more than thirty years ago he devoted himself to placing a t the disposal
of the public the uniqne stores of information ~11ichhe had in the course of
years of slucly acquirecl upon the subject, and it is mainly owing to the
facilities which he was thus able to affurcl that his successors i n the task and
the ordinary student of the prcsent day is indebted for any proficiency which
he may attain in his pursuit. " Raverty's Gmmmar," "Raverty's Dictionary,"
['Kaverty's Gulshan-i-Roh " or Selections of the most interesting, characteristic
mil beautiful extracts from Pushtoo literature, will ever be lasting memorinls
of thc conscientious and clisinterested labour which this pioneer of the
of tho Pushtoo language and its literature bestowecl upon a subject the interest
and importance of which was even less aclequately understoocl at the time that
he vrote than at the present time.
However much these morku may be improved upon by a more esteucled
accl~~aintance
with this population and its language, they will ever remiin the
original foundation of whatever our further acquisitions in this respect may be.
As regards the present mork it is only to be regarded as being s n p p l e m e u t a ~ ~
t o theti, and specially compiled for the benefit of the beginner in Pushtoo.
Ivith this reservation the only merits yhich I claim for its production
are that as regads the vernacular portion of the mork the system of spelling
adopted has been as far as possible based upon the latest devised rules of
orthography ancl grammatical construction, such as a canclichte for examination
iu Pushtoo mould now-a-days be required to pay attention to i n the cornpositiou
of his theme. It must be remelubered that the Pushtoo can hardly be called
a written language to any appreciable extent; as in the case of Scotland, to
which country its characteristics of population and national traits afford a
remarkable analogy, its sole literature may almost be said to be sue11 as 11ns
taken a poetical form more or less of the character of ballads; tllese poems
moreover have been mostly handed down by oral tradition, and but i n few
eases conmitted to writing. Bven where the latter has been '-the case, as
might be expected amongst a rough and uneclucated people who scorn such,
as they consider them, effeminate accon~plishments as reading and rvritillo, but
little attention has been paid by the various transcribers to m y uuiform system
of spclliug or of grammatical construction, the equivalents of the words recited
having been probably as often as not committed to paper alpon pllolletic rather
than upon any other principles.
^
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It is only lately, sincc the introduction of the printingpress into Pesl~amar,
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that a demand for printccl copies of these poems has arisen. This demand has
of course been almost exclusively confined to the ni~tives of the country, and
thc natu1.e and qua1it.y of the article supplied has been s~lch as would meet
wil;h their expectation and requirements, but to any European, except such as
have made the reading of vernacular literature their spccial study, it must
often have been a matter of experience how cliscouraging to the orclinary
reader is the spectacle prcsentecl upon opening a book of this character in tho
usunl type; so mnch so that in spite of his desire to penetrate its contents m d
'mtilre himself acquaiutecl with the matters of interest mhich it contains, a
persevcfance in his object involves a hard struggle, the more so that, as is the
case with most Anglo-Indians, his more immediate ol~jectin this st~ldyis the
ngrceable and profitable employment of such leisure as he is able to snatch from
the more serious business of life upon mhich his maintenance clepends, and this
?cads me to the only otlier merit mhich I claim for this work, vhich is that
tho printing is legible; there is no running of one word into another, or
placing one portion of n word upon the line with the remainder in the interval
above it, as is the distracting custom in most of the procluctions of the
Vernacular Press. I should add that the brief Grammatical Introduction which
I have prefised to the accompanying Selections is a mere compilntion of notes
taken by myself whilst studying for examinations from the mouth of vernacular
&acbers and from the works of Major Rilverty and Professor Trumpp. With
this ~pologyfor the appearance of the work at all, I will proceed to add a fern
l-emarlis for the benefit of the English render or of such Europeans in Iudin
as have not been brought much in contact with a Pathan population.
Afghanistan has always been a country abounding in rustic poets, and
amongst a people absolutely devoicl of any other form of literature the poetic
has, as amongst most free and mountain moes, been ever the favourite mode
of recording any forcible impression whether of n senti~nentnl, llistorical or
moralistic description which may have occurrecl to the composer; down to the
present time there is no form of enjoyment more appreciated by even the most
wild and barbarous of the tribes inhabiting these regions than that afforded by
tile recitation df their favomite ballads, or indeed of any such as relate in a
sufficiently impressive manner any forcible incident of national or individml
interest. Anrongst all these procluctions of local talerit the poems of Rhush-ha1
Khan Khatak, the famous chief and warrior, and Abd-ul-Rnhman, the philosopher
and moralist, have ever held the foremost place in the affections of their fellow
countrymen, so much so that m a ' y even of the most ignorant amongst them
have i n the course of listening to repeated recitations of' them by professional
bards acquired an acquaintance by rote with thc best known of them, and there
is no surer or readier m ~ d eof appe'nliningto their sympathies or enlisting their
rn
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co~ifiile~lcc
tliou by the qootation of a fcw stanzas from the compositions of the
one or the other poet.
Tllii is but n ~ t u r d for
, these poems breathe of the subjects i n which every
T;~tl~;ui
deliglits ; thcy remind him of days of former grandeur and prolvess and
1
1
to I
alilie of love and warfare, which are the themes which must
ever appeal most readily to the untutored instincts of a brave though stivage
and indopendent people. As they tell of raid and foray and contest between
clan and clan his ejes Bad1 and his nostrils quiver mith the passions they
arouse; as they describe the softer emotions of love and sentiment his breast
l~cnreswith gentle sighs, for is spite of rugged and brutal bearing there is nopcoplc in ivhich exists a deeper fond of latent tenderness and gallantry ; again,
little as he may probably care to carry into practice the moral teaching of.the
didactic portions, he can still fully apprecii~tethe loftiness of the sentiments
wliicl~they contain, and in this lie is not singular amongst mankind.
Tlie pocnls, as would be espectecl, bear throughout the impress of the"
Afghanistan is
nnturnl influences by which the composers were surrounded.
n country ~ ~ l l c rnature
e
ever exhibits herself in the most conflicting aspects;
it is a country of lofty mountains and deep ravines, of arid plains and fertile
~:iiley%of bitter cold and scorching heat, for the seasons too share of the
extremes visible in the pllysicd cliaracteristics of the country ; i n wiutei biting
frost and heavy snow i n parts, in summer scorching minds and fiery sunshine.
The only period of the year on wllich the Afghan poet delights to dwell is t h a
ilitcrvening bctween the freezing blasts of winter and the burning heats of the
1101; season, while the general barrenness and sLerility of his native land is amply
brought home by his repeated recurrence to the simile-as typical of everjrthing
that is charming and delightful, and mhich is one that he invariably makes use
of when he wishes to bring in a comparison which shdl touch the heart of his
render-of a " garden," to walk in which on a hot summer's clay is the supremest
of his delights.
What wonder then that, bom and bred amongst these scenes of sterility
and savage grandeur, the Pathan should breathe of the instincts with which
his cunstant intercourse mith them mould inspire his nature.
In the deadly
strugglc for existence ~vhich the barrenness of his native land involves, t h e
strong hancl has evcr beeu the ouly law recognised or to which a n appeal woulcl
be made, and Thou slialt mant ere I do " has been as much.-the motto of
cvcry Patllan tribe as it ever was of the border clans, of Scotland in the good
old days of yore. But deeply as in the case of the true Pathan the fiercer
iwhlcts of human nature seem affected by the scenes which Kature herself has
spread around him, these are accompanied by a simple and poetical appreciation
of tho more beautifd and softer features of the landscape, pnd a healthy maoliness of tom in his cspressiull of the shti~neutal,emotions, which afford a
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refreshing contrast to the maucllin or voluptuous treatment which such subjects
meet at the 11ands of most Oricntd poets. I t is this manliness of tone inherent
in his nature which must on one point always appeal to the chivalrous feelings
instinctive in every European and make the latter feel disposed to ileal killdly
mith his other failings, ol~jectionable ancl conten~ptible as they may appear in
our eyes; and that is his treatment of the weaker sex, so different from tho
habits and customs of other Eastern nations with mhom we have been brought
in contact. It must, howevcr, be unclerstood that throughout these rernmlrs
I am spealring of the higher classes of Pnthans; amongst the populace their
'women-kind probably meet with no better treatment tlmn they do amongst the
lo-wer classes of l311ropeans. To Englishmen of all nations nlnst this redeeming
trait ever appeal with peculiar force, for from what other Asiatic people with
n-hom me have Been brought in contact could we have hoped for the treatment,
rough as it was, whicll our fellow co~~nt~ymomen
met with at the hands of the
4avage and vinclictive Pathans mllen they fell into their hands as prisoners at
the time of the disastrous evacuation of Cabul in 1842, 2nd that too at a time
when the passions of their victors were at their fiercest pitch ancl they were
fluslicd with victory and success; far cliff~rentwere the experiences of such as
some years later fell into the hands of our own Sepoys aucl others, our only
mistake' in dealing with whom had beell that we had treated them with too
great confidence and generosity. Startling contrasts are, however, as much tho
&~nracteristicsof the nature of the Pathan as they are those of his country and
its climate; he is capable of the most unespectecl outbursts of generosity and
sentiment as of the most colcl-blooded and calculating acts of treachery and sordid
greed and duplicity ; of the deepest self-devotion to those to vhom he is attached
or vhom he considers to have a claim upon his gratitude, in comparison to ~vhich
life, or what perhaps is dearer to him than life, money, presents no value in
his eyes; as of the most implacable resentment towards those at whose hands
he imngines l~i~nself
to have received any ii~jiiry,more ptrticularly it would
almost seem if such should in m y may be connected with hitn by blood.
I t is with the expression of such manly sentiments as mere exemplified on
the occasion to which I have above referred that the Pathan love-songs are
replete ; portions indeed of the sentiment:~l poetry are of that type so pecnlinr
to Mahommedan compositions of this nature, in which the expression of the
sentiments -of - human love and passion are so inextricably mingled mith those
of devotion to the -Deity that in many cases it is almost impossible to distinguish the one from the other, or separate the outpourings of the love-sick
poet from the mystic yearnings & the devout mind for absorption in or union
with the Divine Being. The special distinction of the Pathan poetry in this
respect, ns contrastecL with the cnrlnent poetry of the East, is that-intermingled
as are the expressions of .these sentiments in the poenw of this description-

there is llotl~ingabout them that need sliocIr tlie ear of the rcfincd lover or
Offelld the sense of propriety of the devout reader, as is too frecluently the case
J\~il]lthe gross and material allnsions cornmonly indulged in by most oriental
poets. If the sonnets we read as simple low-songs they are full of beautiful
picturesque comparisons such as worlld naturally occur to tllc rustic pout
pouring forth his feelings of sentiment towards his n~istressamidst the recesses.
of his native mountains; if they be regarded as the expression of the criivings
of the ilevo~ltsoul for a closer nnion with its Cleator, there is nothing in them
that nced prevent their pertlsnl by a we rent mind The similes introduced
in tllese love-songs are i n many cases as mild and fitll~ifulas the scenes which
nus st have met the eyes of the composer. Tllc lover is conlparcd to the
breeze jvhich is fi~ncifiillysupposed to bc distractedly \~anderingabout in pursuit
of the perfume of the rose ; he is drawn towards his mistress as the sun in
its mid-day heat draws up the clew ; again, lilte the dew whicll, glittering in
the rays of the sun, is fancifully conrpaled to countless eyes, he is a11 eyes fo?
the approach of his mistress; as the sun derives its light from some supernatural source, so the refulgence of her beauty is reflected upon him ; the snow
upon the mountain tops niclts upon the appsoach of spring into sympatlietic
torrents of tears over the woes of separated lovers; the mountain slopes covered
with the smoke of burning prairies are typical of the sighs and lanlentations
of the same; again, the wounded heron, separated from and left bchind by its
companions in their flight, lends itself by its distress and the agitation which
it eshibits to the same purpose; his mistress is con~parecl to a cypress, to
a pine, in her stateliness of figure and graceful carriage, her face to a tulip,
in mhich the red and white are cunningly mingled, her locks are like hyacinth, '
etc., etc. I h e appreciation of scenery and the beauties of nature mllich finds
such a frequent expression iu these poems is a sentiment with which me
Europeans must sympathize most strongly, all the more so that a capacity for
such mthetic enjoyment is not by any means widely spread amongst Asiatics.
To understand appropriately the spirit and character of thc patriotic and
llistorical portions of this poetry it mould be necessary to review briefly the
special characteristics of tho people amongst which their authors took tlleir
origin and the scenes and conditions of society amongst mhich they were born
and brought up.
As has been before remarked the country of Afghanistan affords in its
social aspects a remarkable analogy to that of Scotland, particularly as regards
its political condition and the national traits of its inhabitants ; that is, if regard
. be had to the Scotland of the Middle Ages. A5 in Scotland the Highland portion
of the population is found divided into various clans, distinguished by patl.onyn1ics
denoting the ancestors from ~vhich they respectively clainv their origin, each of
vliich, iu fornler ages, under the feudal authority of its own tribal chief, w]lose
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personal influence was the only rule that its membcrs recognized for their gnicl-.
ance, led a distinct and semi-independent political existence, neither recognizing
nor deferring to any claims on the part of othcr clans of a collaternl origin, or
indeed of any supreme power except in so far as the head of the clan found it
expedient or necessary to do so,-in the same way each Afghan tribe constitutes
a separate political unit bound to its iudiviclual chief by strictly feudal ties, aucl
recognizing no authority beyond him except under compulsion by superior force.
The tribes, honrever, of Afghan origin, by no means form the exclusive
population of these regions; for, intermingled amongst them, is found a con'side~able sprinkling of tribes of Persian and Moghal descent, introduced into
the country in the train of various Mogl~aland l'crsian invaders, their re1a t'ions
with. mhom are, as it may be imagined, none of the most cordial; for the latter
are evidently a con~parativelyrecent accession to the population, and the tribes
of Afghan origin, n7ho are the oldest inhabitants of the country of mhom we
5ave any record, could thus hardly be expected to look on them with other than
feelings of jealousy and dislike as intruders and intel.lopers. There is strong
reason to believe that the Afghans tliemselves are a tribe of Western origin,
who l~avetaken refuge in the legions in which they are now found from the
successful invasions of their own homes; but their descent is lost in obscurity,
and it is difficult cven to m a l e a suggestion as to the immediate cause of their
immigration into these regions. Coriously enough, they themelves claim to be
or Jewish extraction, and there is no doubt that this strange traditionary belief
in their descent is firmly implanted in their breasts ; it is no weaker now than
it Tvas more than two centuries ago, the poetry of which period abounds in
allusions to the same. Certain of the words, moreover, found in their language,
are by some supposccl to be remotely connected with the Hebrew, and thus to
,give some shadow of reason to the advancement of this strange claim on their
part; all, however, that is certain about then] is, that at present they constitute
the majority of the inhabitants and speak a variety of dialects of a common
language. This similarity of language, however, appears to constitute locally no
bond of union between the members of the various tribes into which this popul ilt'lon
is divided, which each esist apart mith entirely distinct custonls and interests,
and on terms of mutual distrust and suspicion, if not of actual open hostility.
Following out, then, the analogy that has been suggested to the condition
of Scotland - i n . the Middle Ages, we must endeavour to imagine the Highland
and Lowland sections of the population inextricably intermingled as regarcls
their local position in adjaccnt counties, as it were, instead of inhabiting perfectly
distinct tracts of country, though ~ q u n l l ydistinct from one another in all their
social relations. The Afghan would thus sufficiently and aclequately represent
ihe Highlanders, or the morc ancient inhabitants of the country, while the Lowla~iclcrs, or the mixed a i ~ dalicn mEes, comprised of the relics of succcssive
I)
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from the South, would be represented by the various
inrnding
of
distiIlct
from the Afghans, which a1.c f o ~ l c lscattered amongst
them, but
difference of a l u m origin is imnlediately proclaimed by their
appearance, Iangnage, and manners.
nighland portion of the popolatiotl, mhilst living
A s illen in Scotland
on terms of pelpetnal hostility ~vithits Lowland neighbouw, mas itself divided
illto clans
differ& communities which, though regarding one another
=ith a jedous distrust mere bouucl internally with the closest ties,-so in the
case of the tribes of Bfg11:m origin are their respective mernbcrs equally jealoos
of their tribal rights and privileges, vhile at the same time living collectivelyupon terms of the bitterest hostility with the races of a differeut extraction
residing in their midst. If this latter be the cass now-a-days, after years .and
years of intercourse, or at any rate of contact, how much more must it have
been so tmo centuries ago, when the Moghals were supreme in Hindustan and
the dominant race in Afghanistan itself, and that in spite of the most determine&
and obstinate resistance on tile part of its Afghan inhabitants ! Of the bitterness
of the feeling towards then1 on the part of the latter there is abundant evidence
in their poetry of that period, which abounds with descriptions of sanguinary
conflicts between the rival races and bloodthirsty pzeans over hecatombs of
slaughtered Moghals. Such portions of this poetry are full of peculiar interest
to us in the present state of our relations with the country as deuoting the
terms upon mhich our predecessors in the sovereignty of Hindnstan mere upon
with these savage and determined opposers to their rule, and the means which
they evcntnally adopted to overcome this opposition and introduce distrust and
disunion among the confederate tribes. I t must be remembered that a t the
time thcse poems were written no such a personage as an Amir of Cabul
existed, neither had Cabul itself ever been the seat of a national or other
dynasty ; up till then, and indeed for many years subsequently, i t never formed
more than the headquarters of the Governn~entof a local Satrapy, according as the
province of which it was the chief town happened to constitute for the time being
a dependency of some Central Asian Dynasty or of the throne of Delhi. Though
under these circumstances this province nominally stretched as far as Ghazni on
the south ancl to the confines of the present district of Peshawas on the east, tllo
actual rule of the Governor of Cabul does not appear to have extended beyond
the Cabul valley itself and those immediately accessible from it:. In the same
way the district of Peshawar was a remote dependency of the throne of Delhi,
and its chief town the headquarters of another provincial Governor, mhose nominal
svay extended over all the tribes scattered throughout the surrounding country.
Tllc degree of recognition, however, accorded to the ~*uleof these respective
governors by the tribes inhabiting the mountains extendipg from Jellalabad to
the neighbourhoad of Peshnwm, such as the Afridis,
Mohnlunds, Shinwaris,
,
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Khataks, etc., etc., appears to have been of almost as vague and shadowy a
description as that now accorded by these same tribes to the Arnir of Cnbul.
The Moghal Emperors appear to have tried every expedient that could possibly
occur to them, whether through the medium of force or diplomacy, to reduce
these tribes to a position of subordination to their rule, but equally without success.
They remained a set of incorrigible and uncompromising robbers and banclitti,
only to be won over to an inoffensive attitude by a lavish expenditure of gold,
vhenever their neutrality or good services mere requiised. Many years later
the strength and independence of their position was demonstrated by the fact
ihat Nadir Shah, the great conqueror, o,n .his return from Hindustan, was compelled to submit to pay a heavy black mail to these predatory tribes to secure
a safe passage through the Khaibar Pass for the treasure vhich he brought
with him.
The poems of one of the authors of whom I am speaking date from the
r,iiddle to the end of the seventeenth century, and so extend through the period
during mhich the Emperor Aurangzeb-reversing
the tolerant and temporizing
policy initiated by his predecessor Akbar, and carried out by the latter's immediate successors Jehangir and Shah Jehan, which had clone so much to extend
and soiidify the Moghal supremacy throughout the continent of Hiudustanwas endeavouring, by a r e ~ o r tto violent and oppressive measures, to reduce the
heterogeneous races comprised within his empire, over tnnny of whom he held
little but a nominal sway, to a condition of abject subjugation to his rule; an
enterprise in which, after years and years of warfare, he not only hiled himself
most signally, but by his failure auii, the feelings of dissatisfaction and opposition
which he aroused laid the seeds of the subsequent downfall of his dynasty.
Against no people did he make more strenuous ancl futile efforts than against
the Afghan tribes inhabiting the regions acljoiuing the North-Western frontier
of the Punjanb.
The importance of keeping open a free cur~ent of communication between
Hindustan and Central Asia had al~vays been recognized by every Moghnl
Emperor of Delhi as being the only means by which fresh influxes of reinforcements of their countrymen could be obtained, ancl it was to the failure of this
supply of fresh 'and renovating national material, in consequence of the closing
of this means of access, that the gradually increasing weakness of the Moghal
rule was su5sequently due ; but whereas previous Emperors had been content
to secure the freedom of this means of cotnmunication vith the homes of their
race from the wild and warlike tribes, in whose hands the route by Cnbul lay,
by a mixture of force and cajolery-and to purchase the immunity they required
at the cheap expense of an occasional expedition against an individual offender
and a few bribes and honorary titles bestowed upon such as submitted to their
wishes, without, however, for a moment- dreaming of any attempt upon the freedom
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of the moss, it vas one of Aurangzeb's ambitious scllemcs to reduce the entire
inhabitants of these regions to a position of absolute submission to his rule.
I n this enterprise, however, he hiled as signally as he did in his later underFor two years mere his armies encamped
tdiings against the Nahrattas.
amongst these mountain fastnesses, and countless mere the lives lost and treasures
expended in the guerilla warfare with the fierce and hardy Afghans which
ensued, the leader amongst vhorn was the famous chief, warrior and poet,
Khnshhal Khan Khatnk; of shorn Elphiustone in his History of India appropriately remarks, "This war derives additional interest from the picture of it
preserved by one of the principal actors, Khushhal W a n , the Khan of the
Ehatalts, a110 was a voluminous author and has left several poems writtcn a t
this time for the purpose of exciting the national enthusiasm of his countrymen.
They are remarkable for their high and ardent tone, ancl for their spirit of
patriotism and independence, so unlike the usual character of Asiatics.'' I t is
from these amongst others that I now give a few selections, and feeble as mil*
be 111y translations as compared with the fire and spirit and vigour of the
originals, they may yet be of some interest to the general reader unable to
peruse them in the original, if only on account of the matter which they
contain.
Khushhal Khan mas, as has been before remarked, the chief of the Khataks,
a powerful and warlike tribe inhabiting the neighbourhoocl of the Khaibar Pass,
He vas born in the early part of the seventeenth century, and died in a ripe
old age towards its close; he was thus the contenlpo~aryof Charles the First,
Charles the Second and James the Secopd anlongst our Sovereigns, ancl
lived through a portion of the reign of the Emperor Jehangir, the whole of that
of Shah Jehan, and the greater part of that o.f Aurangzeb, amongst the Moghal
Emperors of Delhi. It was during the reign of the Emperor Shah Jehan that he arrived at the age of manhood, and his abilities and influence appear to have
been fully recognized by this Sovereign, who, with the diplonlacy which was
then the policy of the Moghal Emperors, supported him in every way, and entrusted him with various responsible duties connected with the protection of the
line of communication bet ween Hindustan ancl Cabnl. Wherever this Emperor's
name is mentioned in his poems, he is spoken of by Khushhal Khan throughout
in terms of the greatest esteem and respect, very different in their tone from
those in which he refers to his successor Aurangzeb, mho, as has been dcscribecl,
reversed the temporizing policy which hacl been that of his .predecessors in their
relations with these mountain tribes, and made a bitter enemy of Khusllhal
Khan by treacherously imprisoning him in Undustan for many years in consequence of some supposed contempt of his authority. H e escaped, however,
from this imprisonment to his native country, where, as s a y b e imngind, he
became the rallying-point of the opposition offered by his f e l l ~ a - c o n n t r ~ ~ ~ ~

.

to the attempted aggressions of the Moghnls. As is known from history, this
opposition on the part of the Afghan tribes was of so determined a cl~aracter
that, though the Xmperor Aurangzeb himself took command of the forces, hc was
unable to accomplish his object, and obliged, after several years of a disastrous
and clesnltory warfare, carried on at the expense of many lives and much treasuw,
to withclraw his troops to Hindustan. Later on he succeeded in effecting by
cajolery a great part of that which he had failed to clo by force, ancl by a liberal
espenditure in the way of bribes ancl clouceurs to the leaders of other tribes,
succeeded in detaching tllese from their confederation with the Khataks, a subject
fo which nlany are the bitter and contemptuous allusions made by Khushhal
Khan, who appears never to have abated from the hostility of his delneanour
toratds the Moghals till, morn out and broken-spirited, betrayed into the Lands
of his enemies by his own son, he seems in his old age to have felt at times
the hopelessness of contending against such influences, or of inducing the other
t~ibesin the face of it to combine with him in the defeuce of the national independence. His feelings towards Aurangzeb, however, never changed, ancl he
never alludes to him except in terms of the bitterest hatred and contempt,
and never loses an opportunity of covering him with derision and obloquy.
The poems of Ichnshhal Khan are of the most heterogeneous description as
regards the subjects of which they treat, they deal with those of a patriotic
nature, con tests with the Moghals and tribal feuds, sports of various descriptions,
esp"ecial1y that of hawking, which appears to have been the favonrite amusement
of this accomplished and versatile chief, conviviality, religion, morality, and
sentiment. Ho appears to have been indeed a mau of the most, extraordinary
vigour of mind and exceptional versatility of talent; there is no subject which
coold ordinarily occnr to a human being, not a specialist, which he does not
.discuss. Such a clevelopment of intellect and power of observation and nppreciation of the gravity ancl profonnclness of the problems affecting human life as
are exhibited in his works are all the more astonishing to us vhen me consider
his career, the age he lived in, and the almost utter state of barbarism of the
social surroundings nmidst which he spent the best part of his life. I t is true
that the greater portion of his poems appears to have been written after he had
passed thc p r i m ~of his manhood, and subsequently to the period of his imprisonment in India by Aurangzeb, to which frequent references are made, though
some of them Were evidently written during the time of this confinement, for
they contain the most pathetic lamentations over the restraiut he mas subjected
to, and expressions of home-sickness and piniiigs after the free lifc and the
mountains ancl streams of his native country. I t is probable that it was in the
course of this confinement, and in that of his prcvious intercourse with the
Emperor Shah Jehnn, ,with whom llc appears to have been on the most friendly
a i d confidential terms, thnt he acqui'recl ancl developed the taste for refined
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and literary pursuits and philosophical enquiries and reflections which mas then
the characteristic of the Moghal court, to which all the Oriental literati of the
age had, since the time of the Emperor Akbar, been encouraged to resort.
There is no question that he was s man of exceptional talents and energy
both of mind and body, nor that, had his lot been placed in a wider field and
in a more civilized sphere, he mould have risen to a position of considerable
As it was, being only the chief of a comparatively insignificant
nionntain tribe of Afghanistan, his existence depended throughout on the most
precarious circumstances, and he died in an obscure old age unnoticed and
unconsiderecl by his fellow-countrymen and contemporaries.
His poems are characteristic of the national character and the circumstances
of his life; they contain the most extraordinary mixture of marlike, not to say
bloodthirsty sentiments, and those of a philosophical, religious, or sentimental
nature. I n the same poems almost one may find the simple and most charming
expsessions of his appreciation of the beauties of nature ancl the benefits of the
Creator, the most sanguinary rejoicings over the discomfiture of his foes, even
whcn these are of his own countrymen, and reflections of a moralizing description
which shorn the amount of thought he had bestowed upon such subjects.
Such of these poems as relate to patriotic subjects, tribal encounters, the
struggles between the Afghans and the Moghals, are those the recitation of mhich
is most popular amongst his fellow-countrymen of the present day, as they are
those of more special interest to ourselves ; they are collectively far too nutneroh
for reprocluction in the present work, but it is hoped that the samples procluccd
may be indicative of the interest attaching, to the remainder. I t should be
noted that though, in speakiug of this section of the population of Afghanistan,
I have done so under the modern and conventional designation of Afghans, this
term is mrely used in these works, in mhich Khushhal Khan almost invariably,
refers to his fellow countrymen of the various tribes under their common national
designation in the East as Pathans. The term Afghan is, however, used ocoasionally, but then only as evidently synonymous with Pathan.
Some of the poems written during the period of Khushhal Khan's imprisonment in India are, as has been said, most touching in their nature and in
the terms in which he gives vent to his pinings after his native country and
thc scenes amongst which his life had been spent. Their expression also is
strikingly characteristic of the strange patriotism of the Afghan; mhich appears
to attnch itself to the inanimate surroundings of his home. with feelings of the
decpest devotion, such as resent., with sentinlents of utter abhorrence and
almost in the light of sacrilege, the intrusion-amongst these of the stranger and
i~lficlcl,wliilc at thc same time completely devoid apparently of any ~ c ~ l t i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
rcgrard or even interest in his fellow-eo~~ntryrnen
and ncighboprs harboured amongst
these scenes beyond the narrow circle of his'immediate relations and friends.
C

C
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I t mill of course be remarked that many of the local references are to places
in what is now the British district of Peshawar, mithin the limits of which a
great part of the territories of the Khatak tribe lay. A t that time, however,
this district was merely s remote dependency of the throne of Delhi, whoso
rule was recognized but little more than in name by the presence of a Moghal
Governor at Peshawar.
The translations are almost literal, and give but a very feeble idea of the
fineness of conception and the spirit contained in the originals. Were the
mode of expression of the latter ruder than is the case (and in many instances
ii is very far from being anything of the kind, though tbe metre is not of
course such as mould conllnend itself to or be appreciated by European readers
unaccustomed to its rhythm), still the sentiments contained in these productions
are thoroughly poetical. Whether W a r or the Emotions, Religion or Philosophy,
be the subject treated of, its mode of handling is true poetry, and that of a
simple and natural character, far different from the forced and artificial effusions
of most Oriental poets when dealing mith the same themes.
As regards the constitution of the language in which the poetry is written,
it abounds, as might be expected, with Persian and Arabic words, the former
language being consiclered amongst the Mahommedan populations of the East the
special medium for the expression of the more refined sentiments, as the latter is
that of terms of devotion and those relating to the arts and sciences. The
fra'mework, however, is pure Pushtoo, and its mocle of expression is identical
with that of the Pushtoo spoken in the present day. It may be of interest to
remask that out of 2000 words take^ consecutively from the pages of these poems
-there were found to be 600 whose origin could not apparently be traced to any
Persian or Arabic source, and these, as might be expected, consisted, besides
,yerbs, pronouns, particles, etc., principally of words expressive of primitive ideas,
such as in every language form the most lasting traces of the original solzrce
from which it is derived; amongst these were many evidently of Sanskrit origin.
A number of the following poems have already been far more ably translated
by Major Raverty in his 'LSelections from the Poetry of the Afghans," and are
merely reproclnced in their present form in this work for the assistance of the
student.

C. E. 13.
*,* A g e n t portion of this Jntroduction hns becn reproduced from the Jan., IS90, Number 01 thc "Asiatic QunrtcrIy
Rcview," by the ltiud lmmission of thc proprjcto~s.
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4, 5 , 6, 7, 8 Omit

"

termination" at top of first columns.
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The Pushtoo Language is written in the Persian charncter, but contains, i n addition
to the letters comprised in the Persian Alphabet, several denoting sounds peculiar to itself
or derived from the Snnscrit.

-*

Lelters peculiar to Pushtoo.

t=

ts.')

d ="lihey

,

= r6 gey 11 or

iI

"

or

"

shey .'I

(I

xhey ."

j = " rnn" nasal " n."

There are two principal Dinlects in Pushtoo, viz. the Northern nnd the Southern.
The former, which is spoken in the regions extending from Cabul to Ghuznee and Peshawar,
is a rough and a ha~s11one; the latte~,Ghich is spoken i n the districts of Herat, Cmdahar,

d

/

-

and Quetta, is s soft one ; this is probably owing to the proximity of these latter districts
1

.
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to Persia., wl~ich llas had the erect of softening the sounds, for the Plishtoo language is
are pronounced hard
a 11nrah and guttural one, for esample, the letters 3 and
I1
in Morthern Afgl~anistan,as gey" and
I1
prOnonncecl as diey " and " shey ."

" khsy," while in Southern Afghanistan they are

Thougl~tlle sounds conveyed by thc letter

t are both represented by

tlley must be clzrefiilly distinguished in practice.

the same letter

It will be noted that i n such words as

are incorporntecl in Pushtoo S'*om Persian thc sounil
" '12 " the Persian c,as:

" ts" represents the Persian ,
e and

Tlmo are three sounds of, :
1.

"

w " as

3.

"

o " as

,>,

bd,\l= wm~rlz=Snow.

2.

"

= l a r = Danghtcr.

u " as

= wror = Brother.

T l h Intter sound is clistinguislied by the sign

1placed

over the vowcl.

T I I E PARTS OF SPEECH.
Thc Article does not exist in Posl~too,i t is either expressed by the indefinite N u u ~ e r a l
'I

one" or by the Demonstrative Pronouns.
The Nonn is of two Numbers, Singr~larand Plural, and of two Genders, BIasculinc

nnd Feminine.
The Cases are formed b y the pre- or post-positiou to the Noun in its inflected stnte
of the following parlicles :
Gen."of9';.

Dat , " t o " ~ J , g , A : . . . , , d.

. .

Abl."from'

' n j . . .

41.

The Accus. and Agent are simply tlic inflected form of the Nonn ; beyond tllis inflection there is no alterntion in the termination of the Noun from that of the Nominatiire
Case Singular or Plnral as the case may be.
Adjectives always precede their h'ouns and agree with them in Gender, Number,
and Person.
The Genders and Inflexions of the Nonn can only be learnt by n careful study of
the termination of the Nominative Case Singular.
Feminine Nouns are forined from Mnscnline Nouns on the same principles as the
Feminine of the Adjective is formed.

-
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GENDEES AND INFLECTIONS OF NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES WITH
EXAMPLES OF EACH.

TCRIIINATION.

NOX. SISG.

INFLECT. SING.

NOAI, PLUR.

-:

Jj!
.

FEM. N031. SIXG.

ct;'JJ1

ndda

adds a

adds

ti

shor t e n d

vowel lengtl~encd

3

changes to a

uncl~anged

,

&ALL,,

,

L+J3

Q
A
j.!

i.j
unchanged

unchanged

+LA\

&LA\

+Y

+-Y

$3

CSJ
unchanged

drop a and

adds

u

\,.

&J
cl~angesto r

adds a

\$2.A2I

+kt

L9k.y

+::-J

unchanged
adds u\

&!.3
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Life

Patlm
Prnyer
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~ ~

ndcls x with vowel chsnge
lengthened

(titsl;,"
~j

~4
l
;

6
' \

qj
Y

LL+J

~j

&b

Adjectives.
TRRIIIX.ITI0.Y.

INFLECT. SING.

N O I . PLUR.

Fallen

A"h

Ripe

&&L

ai\{

sort

L+
+&

akt

++

8J
,+
,

5'+

Fat
Scattered
Benvy
Rotten
Brigll t
Blind
Old

Mounted
Cold

&Jh

d+

al4L

5;L
x~jb

5'j
x,&

!&

AL~J

q!J
b3jb

5b

3 ' ~
5L

!$

Croolted

9K

Deaf
Damp
Sated
Small
Sweet

x
jK

"_6'K

xAY

a&!

Red
Green
Dead

+
5'3

!-

shortened

Q.

5'9
$'+
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Conquered
Hot

2. Nouns terminatizg in J.
TERMINATION

NOX. SIXG.

Star

~ J P

Cst

&,
d ~l i

Summcr
Winter

Dish

Youth
Stone

43'

INFLECT. SING.

hp?
q"".

g-J'4
Gj

NOJI. PLUR.

dl?'&

&
-\
+-'

$9

1

FEN. NOJI. SING.
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Adjkvtives.

4Lb

Apparent
Bo tll

Angry

x

+
i

24

Asleep

5.+

So much

h',

A11

&d

,
Extraordinary aa:A

+
,

Preferable

&,\

Loose

,

iyp

Asmuch

~llnscufineAbstract Su@xes.
TER)IINATIOS.
~1)

ABSTRACT NOUN.

ROOT.

great

4,1

grentuess

separate

&

seeparntion

TER31ISbTION.

31EAXIXG.

TEILXINATIOX.

ROOT.

G3j' man

CL:~

Jb

w&
,

"'

INPLECT. SING.

SING. NO&

Road

9

Day

~ J J

4

5.

-1

redness

4\b+

I'LUR.

NOY.

GJ!
~

J

J

&JY

&

0

&@"J
../
$
'../+

unchanged throughout
Girl

s

u ~ f i

changes cE into j

9

4.

,

lnanlincss

adds 3

Maid-servant

3'

&

red

1. Consonant

9

ABSTnACT NOUN.

&=7

&?

&?
../

c h n g e s a into

Wad
Weeping

6.

c5
Bride
unchanged adds ~ 5 j g
Bear

.I. Consonant

Coverlet
Doorway

Skin

j,

JE+

nV-

7
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Bonse

Purse

Poverty

Cold

Stumble

Treachery

Defeat

Feud

Bread
Milk

Boat

Tail
Mound
IIonse
Branch
Spring
Dust
Bank

Storn1
Fireplace
Valley
Water
Fear
Slave-girl
Canal
Fort
Loins
Light
Bncli

Earth
mar
Re1,i wous
'
Side

Staff
Spcech

ROOT.

k:l'

Lightness

,
&49,

d%

Knowledge

"3

&- Pleasure

Pleasan t

,

Light
Knowing

9

p"

Avaricioi~s

A

rL

Tribe
Own

&A

+

Good
Knowing

TER>IINATTOS.

1. Consonant

ARSTRACT KOUX.

,

,!Lj

Avarice

&$

Tribeship

g'y6

Ownership

6'

Goodness
Acquaintance

,:&
J"v .

SINGULAR.

N.

pT

G.

yri 5

D.

I

-

81

Bcc.

-

' i

1

&j,J

of n llorse

+7

.to a horse

~ ,jdT
!,X

n l~orac

b&

3~2

b

PLURAL.

a horse

ed wT

+-

3

horses

of horses

to horscs

dGY'i

jY'i

horses

APCHdl; POETRY OF. THE 1

J

Voc,
Abl. A;I, al

N.
Infl.

~r
uj+

Infl.

,tj\?f

N.

dJd
yr

N.
Infl.
N.
Infl.

n thief

O! horses
from horses
thieves

a sliepl~ercl

sliepllerds

a Inan

men

n hair

11air

a heart

hearts

0 ! horse

*kc

N.

Infl.

iW)
k+)
5j

N.

~j
a hare
GY
q,~:
yJ;? a prisoner

Infl.

UAA?

N.
Infl.

7 CENTURY.
~ ~

bares
prisoners

../

Declination of Feminine ATouns.
PLURAL.

SISOULAR.

TERWNATION.

1. Consonant

N.

Y

a road

roads

a road

roads

0!r o d
from a road

0 ! roads
f ~ o mroads

a house

houses

a girl

girls

a word
a COW

COW9

s bride

brides

"

w

Declination of Accectises.
1. Consonant
3IASC. SING.

FEN. SING.

MASC. PLUR.

rtnd

1
Nom.
Infl.
C,

Mom.
Infl.

indeclinable tlirougl~ont.

$

21

>

J Y ac,

a straight %tick

a straight road

4p

Or
PLURAL.

straight sticlis

4~~
@&.

$9-

stmight roads

~ J ' I Y P-J
SINGULAR.

Nom.

a fat horse

Infl.
PLURAL.

Noin.
Infl.

fat horses
SINaULAR.

Nom.

a strange dog

Infl.
PLURAL.

strange dogs

&+

4%

strange women

,&+ ,dj,

2
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SINGULAR.

a nice dish

Nom.
Infl.

PLURAL.

nice dishes

N0lll.
Infl.

SINGULAR.

n great man

Nom.
Illfl.

PLUNAL.

great men

Nom.
InB.

Nom.
Gen.

I
of me

Dat.

to me

Acc.
Abl.
Ageu t,

me

from me
by me

Born.
Gen.
Dat. etc. A? I;' )
Acc.
\;.
Abl.
a;Ld
Agent.
b

thou
of thee
to thee
t.he e
from thee
by lhee

Gen.
Dat. etc.
Abl.
Agent,

&a5
aj'

A,

aj rtih &\

&a

he, it
of him
to him
him
from him
by hi 111

they

&m
+k
.

3

etc. ai ,jcSb)

*

43 , h d

Timc
r

of them
to them
them
from them
by them
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lienzinine J ' o I ~ .
Nom.

&a

she

p"

Infl.

@'

11er

A

Nom.

dh3

Infl.

&J

)

they
them

declined throughout as

ABBREVIATED
FORXSOF THE PERSONAL
PROROUKB.

These forms also indicate the Agent and are equivalent respectively to L, b, &m, etc.

the Agent cases of 5 , b;',
as

&A

r,+

=

J

,+

$I+ =

=

and

)!$

v

I+!,

,a

A+!,&,
\1,,3, 1) are

=

hi"

=

XJJ,

14,dk

= 1iis father
= I saw

Aim = he saw

jr =

8 4 , ,%A

inflected f o r m of

= my father

L = thy father

XAJ;

8 4 1 L~

No. 2.

L tci

we

SPIW

= they saw.

3,Aj',

&&

,but are used only with prepositions signifyiflg "to" "from

and nre equivalent to
" "

L,b,

&A

upon "

I t will be observed that when these latter forms are coupled with Prepositions con~posed
of two words, one preceding and the other sizcceeding the word gorerned, the preceding portion
is invariably dropped; it would be impossible to say

KO. 3.

u
,a
; these forms are equivalent respectively
<
'

to
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For &A he, it,

&J

= this, the forms \J and

&J

are freqnently substituted respectively,

tile former is only used in the Xom. Sing.; the inflected form Sing. of the latter is

h.

The

i n f l e ~ t e d ~ : ~There
.
is also a form j~
used rnrely as the inflected
Plural of Loth forms is
form of la. When it is intended to place special emphasis upon the Agent tho forme L, b,
or more rarely sib are used instead of,.+, 9 , J;.

Nom. Masc. J-

Fen.

3;.

lnfl.

,&is also used for " self"
=his or my, etc., own self.

and frequently combined with J& for emphasis, as & J+

From &A is derived the Adv.

dlt<

=of his, my, etc., own

accord, spontaneously.
for both genders =who ? or someone, there is no Plnr. for this form in the sense
Nom. L$&
Inflect.
Inflect.
"Om.

1
"c
+I

of "who?" but in the sense of someone the following Plum1 form is used.
for both genders = " some ones" or

y-L . . . . . . cs;A

" certain ones"

= some

. . . . . . others

This form must not be confounded with tlie prepositiou &=

$,

ca;;;S
+.A

I<

from" or "from, her, it," as

= ask him, her, them

TUE AUXILIARYV L ~ B .
I. In$nitive Obsolete.
PRESEAT.
SINGULAR.

PLGRAL.

The two forms of tlie 3rd Pers. Sing. and Plur. ore sometin~escombined for the sake of
en~phnsia,as 6

3

k A &&= he (certainly) is.

PAST TENSE.

?, aj I was

;,jy We were

4, dj' Thou waat

& yb

Ye were
They were

qJjy We will be
d,
q y'2 Ye will be

I shall be
Thou s l d t be
H e or she will be

4,

d x b , hj.,

JJ

,+.:+

5 dS

aitb

Uo

They will be

= were I, thou, he, etc.

I would be
Thou mouldst be
He would be
She would be

JjA

1

:,a~

We would be

2, q &
.,

Ye mould be

Jdto become

to be or become

PRESENT.

499

f2

I will becoine

AORIST.

hj I m y be
? &ia He, they may be

A
,,

kc
A

,.jA jl arj I used to be

wanting

*

I.dq aj

I used to become

CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.

+-$dj ,j A<

Were I, llrou to be

3J-Sd;' 3 bS Were I to become

INFLECTED INFINITIVE,

PRESENT PARTICIPLE.

being

-

4' A$ c&s JA&

becoming or one who becomes

AFGHAN POETRY OF THE 1
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PAST PARTICIPLE.

+$i

Gi~&

haying been

J-iJ having

become

The folloving tenses are wanting in J&
PERFECT.

r;, 49 aj = I have been

SUBJUNCTIVE PERPECT.
PLUPERPECT.

,+ + 49

= I may or shall have been or become
,+
&A,

9 = I had been or become

SUBJUNCTIVE PLUPERFECT.
,+J

+ &A

~ ;=i I should l ~ a v ebeen or become

COKDITIONAL PLUPERFECT.

n;

sj ij4 ==Had I, thou, etc., been or become

&A, be thou

'& -

&A

let him be

.&j

Yi'

be Ye
a& let tlleln be

The Auxiliary Verb Jjf when joined mith the Past. Part. of another Verb has a
twofold meaning.
1. I t forms the Passive Voice of all tenses if the TTerb be Intransitive, and of all but
the Past Tenses if the Verb be Transitive.

+

2. I t formsthe Potential Mood of dl Verbs, as
dj would mean either (1)'I am
tied or (2) 1 can tie.
The Verb JJ-( conveys the meaning of A more continuing state of things than J$
wllich means simply "to be."
4. InJinitive.

J+4\ = t o be or lo exist, to remain.
INPERFECT

,

,++4 5
I,,

~?-.?'j,..

G
'
P

FUTURE.

HABITUAL IMPERPECT.

+ 3 I will be

+5

,.++>I

I used to bc

CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.
,

s5t
../ 3 'Lib

aim

&A G

3 xi'

$J+J

NTere I, thou, he,
etc., to be or remain
C
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This verb conveys the idea of a continuous state of thing, consequently in its Past
Tenses it is restricted to the meaning of

" remain, exist."

PERBECT.

+ J+..3\

5 = I have remained,

stayed, etc.

SUBJUNCTIVE PERFECT.

+ J+j\ 3= I
PLUPERPECT.

?,

,J+j\

may or shall have remained

5 = I had remained

SUBJUNCTIVE PLUPERBECT.

p

d!

&+4

82-

- I would have remained

CONDITIONAL PLUPERFECT.

4: ;f A+>\

= Had I remained

sj

ACTIVE PARTICIPLE.

df

=~-euaining,one who remains an inhabitant= ~A;L!

PAST PARTICIPLE.

&~,*2\ =having remained.

Obse~valionson the constrzcction of the Past Te?zses of the Transitive Tierb.
There are in reality no Past Tenses in the Active Voice of the Transitive Verb in
Pushtoo, the Tenses which are usually denominated as snch are in Juct the Past Tenses of the
Pnssi 5e Voice.
I n Pushtoo in consequence snch a mode of expression a8 :

I beat him

.

.

Yon beat me
H e beat -yon

the meaning is rendered by
C

J

does not exist

He was beaten by me
I mas beaten by you

etc., etc.

Yon were beaten by him
in which the Verb agrees with the Subject in Number and Person, while the Agent is plrt in tile
Instrumental Case, the above sentences being rendered thus :
LA!,

,,L :?

a& = B e by me was beaten

,+b, cb L-+aj = 1 by thee v a s beaten
,aim cddj =Thou by him wast beaten

&,,

According to all analogy those sentences should mean respectively,
H e me beat

-

I thou beat
Thou him beat

AFGH.4N POETRY OF THE 1
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The following is a good sentence to commit to memory with a view to mastering this
peculiar idiom :
IIe did not see me but I saw him = 8 4 , W L J, $4 3 d,
9
J$
to do

*

Jy'=

PRESENT.

PAST.

$td 5

3'
~d 4 ' A5 yb

Ki

d c G $

(!A5

C d i +

*

CONDITIONAL PAST.

& .....d

L

d+ yi
FUTURE.

e+J

PERFECT.

dwj

AORIST.

PLUPERFECT.

GJ<

(!¶

SUBJTJXCTIVE PLUPERFECT.
IMPERFECT.

p

?A'

"2

CONDITIONAL PLUPERFECT.

HABITUAL IMPERFECT.

tf .!
CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.

4J

, A ;rra,l:

,\n

aS

IMPERATIVE.

do tho11 & ,b$ C $
let him or them do
PRESENT PARTICIPLE.

do y e = 4jgj t~jj(3

+=J
../

cg$,

PAST PARTICIPLE.

,

9 'Lb

--

Remarks.
J$ or JjS is a Transitive Verb, consequently all its Past Tenses are Passive in their
construction.
The subject is invariably in the Norn. Case. The Agent is in the Instrumental Case.
The Verb agrees with the Subject in Number, Gender, and Person, as
me
thee
him
. =he plundered us
YOU

them

either one of the Agents I. 9
Where in any one of the persons for the Agent
,
may be substituted as
,+ + GJ Yi; i) 3 = YOUwill have plundered me

d

yi. + ddS' IL-,,+ bi = I will l ~ a v eplundered you
9:t+ +$8\;' 4 atin = You will have plundered him

GAS' Y L- +iiy = You will have plundered as
~ j ;+! +A
c < lb ,+ ,&L = I will have plundered you
,
a! Ls$ 11L' 9 &in = YOUwill have plundered them
$2:
-

4

or
G
m
d
=
Were I to plunder him
&AS'-. 11b
dJS'1L- 9 aJ- a<= Wcre you to plunder m e
or
+,, q$ 111'; J 5 = POLI
had pl~uldercdm e

,r

&,
.. &b(
.. YL- ,r
:a

A;

= I had plundered yon

42 11;' Ld, bib = H e had plundered hi~n

JI, to go
PRESENT.

AORIST.

?,Y

8j

etc.

1iLIPERFECT.

5 5 etc.
pUj !,a j

HABITUAL IMPERFECT.

$.L + xj etc.
CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.

A.7

Ls

5 ajetc.

!,+ aj etc.,

etc.

or 1
J

I a! 5 etc.
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PAST.

CO&TITIOXdL PAST

sj

d

,4 & !

bj

rJY
PERFECT.

SmBJUNCTlVE PERFECT.

&5

(
,
't,
!

CONDITIONAL PLUPERFECT.

;,#bimuij&
IMPERATTTE.

&;

/!.it

irs

-

J

Remarks.
The Verb

&!, is

in fnct only a compound of the abbreviated form

I,

of the First

, and means literally only "to come to me;"
Personal Pronoun with JL an obsolete form of k
by the substitution of the abbrevinted Pronominal forms )J or,)
61

. " is assumed as
golng

A\=

"

for that of

!,the

meaning of

come to me " or " come " generally

It is di5cult to explain the meaning of the compound of

with Ji as it is ynite idiomatic,

~S
,3
~
this sentence will give an idea: L
F+,i
=,
doesJ
the Pushtoo
language colne to
.-,
you= can YOU speak Pushtoo?
The form !,has, however, become so intinintely associated with purts of the verb that
it is in some places apparently inseparable from it, whence come such anomdous constructions

GRhRIbIATICAL INTRODUCTION.

can be substituted for !,only in the following tenses of the Verb

The Formsj,, and

31.1I, viz., Present, Future, Aorist, Imperfect, Habitual Imperfect; in the other tenses it
is so intimately associated with the verb JLd that it is inseparable.

, and !,may be added to all tenses of the verb

The forms,a,,,

, GJ3, and ,&, .

and Past, which require di!,

?Fansitice.
s

INFINITIVE.

J~ ~=3
to move.
2

v

PRESENT.

,
J .'A,
(!!J)

5

etc.

INPERFECT.

,.+J:~;B
,,

)j eta.

CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.

d+jjL&b

di

5 A<

PAST.
,4+!j$,

bj

CONDITIONAL PAST.

,+
aj d JJj;i,
PERFECT.

r,,$+;jLj etc.
+ J+jgaj

S U B J U N C ~ V E PERFECT.

PLUPERFEC.!I

,+,
JJJL

5

SUBJUNCTIVE PLUPERFECT.

A,except the Future

POETRY OF THE l'irri CENTURY.
COXDITIONAL PLUPERFECT.

4, &I A&

&D

ij

INPERATIVE.

vj+,

0

J

,5ji

&j$
Y
$ &m

0

3 .

PRESENT PARTICIPLE.

Tllis is the typical form of the Tntransit,ive Primitive Verb, but in many cases a
devintion occurs by which the$ of the Imperative and tenses derived from it is dropped, 3s
JA+.\,

= to rise

Imperat.

J+,$ = to flee

&\,I?y
J

Pres.

+i

eic. etc.

(;;& etc. etc.

T/ie Trer6 in Pzahtoo is very irregular in its construction, so much so that i t i s &nost
impossible to lay down any general ru11e.s for its conjugation beyond those regulating the actual
terlninations of the different tenses and persons; a knowledge of the various forms which tile
Root of the Verb may assu~netllrougliout its conjngation can only be ncqnired by practice or
by an effort of memory; a few general observations are all Lllat can be offered here.
(a)

The Boot.
The Infinitive alwnys ends in

J ; by droIjping this the Root of the Verb is found; any

variation from this which may occur in the course of its conjugation mil1 be found only in tile
Present ancl its derivative tenses, viz. Imperative, Fnture and Aorist; the Pust Tenses almost
C .

invariably adhere tlirougl~oiitto the original forrn of the Verb, as shown in the Infinitive, with
the exception of the 3rd Pers. Sing. Masc. of the Past Tense itself, which is very irregular i n
the form ~vhic11i t t d \es.
N.B. The 3rd Pers, l'lur.

JIasc. of the Tlnperfect is identical in forrn with tile

Tn fiuitive.
(b) The Teminations.

These vnry only in three Tenses.

GRBM3fATICSL INTRODUCTION.

(c)

The Distinctions of the Tenses. .

( 1 ) The Present and its Derivative Ye'enses.
The Aorist is formed from the Pres. by adding Lhe prefix I to all persons of the Sing.
and Plur. preceded by the particle

+ in the case of the 3rd Pers. Sing. and Plur.

The Putwe ia formed from the Present by adding Lhe prefix, preceded thro~~ghont
by
the particle

+.

The Inzperative varies from the Present by substituting 8 for

in the 2nd Pers. Sing.

and adding the prefix, to the 2nd l'ers, bol.11 Sing. and Plur. ; in the 3rd Pers. Sing. and Plur.
s

it adds the prefix 9 to those forms of the Present.

9

(2). The Impelfect and its Derivntiae Tenses,
The Past is firmed from the Imperfect by adding the prefix, tllroughout.
The Habitual Anperfect is formed by aclding the particle + before the different persons
of' the Imperfect, as

,

1. Present

,5

?$,)

Aorist

I may be afraid

L S ~ ?),C9&A
~

3rd. Sing.

3

K&>'

Imperat.

&J!,:!

>

2. Imperfect

?j3:,

Pust
Hnbitllal Imperf.

*

I am afraid

> Be afraid
Let him be afraid
&j I was afearing

,+!!,
3.5 - 1feared
?~7,
9 aj I used to fear, or I kept 011 fearing

N.B. 7 %P~r e j x , almost invariably immediately precedes tl~eVerb, but t.he particle
d~ , tl~ougllpreceding, may be separated from theverb to which it is attached by eeverd words or
C

even a whole sentence.

The Reyular o r QpicuZ Verb, whether Primitive or Derivative, may in its Transitive
and Intransitive forms respectively be considered to be a Componnd of a Pronoun, Noun or
Particle with the Verb

J$

or the Auxiliary Verb

J A ~ ;

in the case of the Primitive this

Pronoun or Noun, etc., has become obsolete and so inseparable througho~it from the Verbal
termination wit11 which i t is combined ns in the case of J

J+dj:, J J ~ ~ I J+J+,
,
J+j,

A ~ ; ~ ,

J+.jL J+y.

rn the case of the Compound or De~ivntizeVerb the Verb is in certain tenses, viz. the

Aorist, tile Future, the Imperative and the.Past, frequently dissolved into its Root combined
rcspectile?y in the case of Transitive V e r b with jj%in tlmt of Intransitive Verbs with &A,
which supplies the correspqnding tenses vhich I~avebecome obsolete in the Verb JG,as

AFGHAN POETRY 0%' THE 1 7 CENTURY.
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InIinitive
Present
Imperf.
Aorist
Future
Imperative

Past

nunsitive.

$2 = J$,+
rjs,j = $2
dj
\I' ..

Infinitive
Present

:2=
&$

Imperf.

(+jbfi

Aorist

5

Future

< 0 j.8'
13-3 . f l J

Imperat.

$3

To cause to pass

I cause to pass
I was being caused to pass
I may cause to pass
I will cause to pass
Cause thou to pass

I was caused to paas

Pust

I t will be noted that in the m e of the Intransitive Forin the prefix, which in Regular
forms is the characteristic of tile Future, Aorist, Imperative, and Past Tenses, is in these dissolved
forms invariably dropped, and that i n the case of the Transitive Verb in the dissolved form the
prefix, and the particle

are attached i ~ n ~ n e d i a t eto
l y the Verb ; the latter particle, howevel;
C

still retains its liberty to precede the T7erb to which i t is attached by several words, as one could
say ?.,

+>

ij or f>,,+'@ ~j
but one could not s g
+ 9.
The dcljectizie in the clissolvedfolrn agrees in Number, Gender and Person with the

_

Subject, as

ypbi8 = those men passed.

& gJ*i&+

15.b

= those women passed.

I~zlransilive.
INFINITIVE.

J++>= to pass
PRIBENT.

p i . "5
FUTURE.

JSj = to cause to pass

r

CONDITIONAL IMPERFECT.
$
' ,A>
khjd

&?

9

14

CONDITIONAL PAST.

,+=?
,

'G, 8 j dS
SUBJUNCTIVE PERFECT.

One of the chief peculiarities of the Pushtoo language is the facility with which

it forms Verbs from various Roots such as Nouns, whether Substantive or Adjective, Pronouns
and Particles.
There is some analogy to this in English, for from the Noun Substantive "water"
is derived a Verb " to water," and from the Noun Adjective

" dry " is derived a Verb " to dry ";

but the Verbs t l ~ u sforlned in English have mostly a Transitive or Causal meaning, whereas in
Puslltoo the Verbs formed in a corresponding rnanner have alike a Transitive or Intransitive
meaning as the case may be.
.

In English, however, we may, though it is not strictly gram-

matical, uae either of the.words

" to water," " to

dry," above mentioned as examples in an
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Intransitive as well as a T r a n s i t i ~sense;
~
as, for instance, we m a y say of a n Engine that
tt

it is satering,"-as

and of clothes that

we mny also in the same way say of a Steamer that " i t is coaling,"-

" they are drying ";and this is n form precisely

similar to that so prevalent

in Puslitoo, the follon-ing nre instances :
Substantive
+,\ = water

= to water, i.e. to drink
J&;\= to aster, i.6, to came to drink = to irrigate.

Intransitive Verb J+,\
Transitive Berb
Adjectire

g, ='dry
Intransitive Berb Ji!, = to dry, i.s. to become dry
= to dry, i.8. to make dry.
Trnnsitive Berb
& = full
Acljec tive
Intransitive Verb J+(J = to fill, i.e. to become full
Transitive Verb
JjfJ= to fill, i.e. to make full.
Preposition
= down
I n Irarlsitive Verb $JA;;
= to descend
, 9
Transitive Vcrb Jjjg= to cause to descend.

Jjk,

jj!

ON

TIIE

USE

O F TEE

,

PREPIX.

(1) Thc following Verbs do not take this Prefix in the Future, Aorist, Imperative, or

Past Tenses.
(a) Yedx already compounded with a

Pmfis such as

&, @5,

J

.

(6) ,411 Componnd or Derivative Verbs.
(c) The following Verbs :

4

&j!.
L3;!
$3
Jjd
J?
This .rule applies equally to the Auxiliary Verb Jj-5 when used with a n y Noun, etc.;,"
which miglit form the basis of a T'erb, ns
+
9i
&A = he will be angry :
= to be angry does not actually exist,-still,

.
I

though aoch a TTerbas A
J
+
tliongh

9A

+ were the dissolved form of such a Verb.

(2) Whell the prohibitory L is used with the Imperative, the Prefix

is here omitted, as

,is dropped, except

theVerb be i n the Passive Voice, when it may sometimes precede the Participle,
preceding the Auxiliary Verb ; i n the clissolved form of the Compound Verb

a.

immediately
is frequently

inserted between the Root or Basis of the Yevb and the Imperative of the Auxiliary Verb
or the Verb J$ according as the former is Intransitive or Transitive, a s

&\a=

:a.

do not do SO
6. &j, = do not be seen
nS b , j = d o not pass.

.-

Js
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ON

THE

POSITION
O R & RELATIVE
TO

(1) In Verbs compounded with a Prefix s ~ i c has ,k

THE

VERB.

& Gd wj,it is always inserted

between the Prefix and the Verb itself, na
~ l j 4j,

3%

L&

= hc did not fall.

(2) In the Passive Voice and in Compound Verbs it is always placed before the Auxiliary
Verb, as

.

G"

&
.. ,
& ai

&&a

9&a

= he will not be beaten
= he did not pass.

(3) In the Aorist and Future it always precedes the Verb immediately, and follows t l ~ e
l'refix, in the case of the former, and the Particle a!, and the Prefix, in the case of the
latter, as
&j,

IWFINITIVB. PRESENT.

+ 5 = I will not rise.

AORIST.

[MPEILbTIVB.

TIIPPRPECT.

r";L

TO come

A

S

+L

I'AST PART.

24,
\b

To go

Ls

--

--

--

--

&'

,+dj+GJ,

p*?

--

~LJJ./{

-Lj: 3rd Sing.,,

-ti,

3rdS.b;'K

--

,

--

3rd S. a+\

26
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is another and irregular fosm of the 3rd Pers. Plur. of the Compounds

N.B.-There

of

27

35, which is formed from the 3rd Sing. as though the latter were an Adj. as
o j t 2 <= he fell

aj'\,~,;]/!

= they fell, cf.

~ 3= fallen
~ ;

aj'h= Fallen (plus.),

There is also a Verbal Noun of the same fonn, derived in a silnilar manner, as
8

~3p.=
i h e entered

d,5 = entrance.

(1) To be or exist
To rise
To flee
To run
To leap
B

To turn
To ask

To graze
To tremble

To be entangled

~ + j

+
3rd Sing.

To dig

J3.j-S

r'

@,
~ 4

'+

?+'
(3) Almost all other Intrpsitive Verbs are Rcgular and follow

j+,j;L

9

,

I

in their Conjugation.

38
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(a) To throw

To send
To light
To raise
To dress
To throw
To put to flight
N.B.-This

form corresponds to the example

Jr+,

and may be formed from any

Intransitive Verb in the same way, i t is generally derived from the form taken by the Present
and Derivative Tenses if any deviation from the form of its Root occurs in the course of the
Conjugation of the Verb, as
Intrans.

= to rise.

Jp
=
N

Trans.
Intrans.

Trans.

&A

&j

Pres.

to cause to rise

= to be entangled.

whence.

= to.raise.
Prea.

J;l&= to entangle.

(2) The 3rd Pers. Sing. of the Pnst Tense of this form dwnys ends in
Inf. &\
3rd Sing. Past = a,\?!..

Jp\
,, J;+
,,

1)

,

7t

IKFINITIBE.

( b ) To drink

J&

*

To bite
To reap

&J

J&?,

To wash

INFINITIVE.

(c) TO cultivate

J>

To gain

&f

To possess

J,!

TO lick

J
&
.

.- .-

8,L\,.

8,$*&,.

b,\,

as

,
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(2) Irregular Forms.
,

(a) To take

To read
TO scatter

&-A\

~-7
J.-,?

+A\

a
(4

3rd Sing.

+..A,
,\

UL&-

1
f6.9,

3rd Sing. L+J,
e93
3rd Sing. c+l,

1.
0

Of Place.

Upon
This side

There
Down
Behind
Beneath
That side

On this side
OuLside

On that side
Inside

Near
Where

Far
Nowhere

Here

UP
Before

Somewllcre

AFGHAN POETIIY O F THE 1 7 ' ~CENTURY.
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Elsewhere

Everywhere
Vlierever
So far

All round

Shut

Open

Back again

2. Of Time.
Now

Then

When

Sometimes

Always
Whenever

Repeatedly

Instantly

Successively

Before

After

Slowly

Quickly

IIom often

Once

For ever

Every time

So long as

Till now

Ever

Never

Continually

3. Conjunctions.
Perhaps

In short

God knows

Indeed

By God

Forsooth

However, but

So, therefore

Notwithstanding

If

&3

2

,

Thus, i.e. this way

Prepositions.
In, inside

Together with
Close by

d5.'

qJ3

&a!.?

Below
In front

sp

QJ
!,'

Therefore
Wben, that
Thus, i.e. that way

With

5

Above

3

Behind

&&

_

For the sake of
I11 the lnidst

GRAMMATICAL ITTTRODUCTIOK

1

Un ti1
So far ~7s
0f

;

9

Like

. . . .2
5

To

'G...,;

'G

.

dJ

From

8j . . . > ; g

,

'G,...,;

THE NUMERALS.
CARDINAL.

ORDINAL.

First

$ ; bj!,

16

bj3

17

& ilf3f

18

&'GI

.

%!J3
Jjk

19

'&ay

20

&f

I

$33

a: t

40

-*+

4j

50

V'

60

wh

693

Third

+3

"I

Filth

vjpv

,?$A

Seventh

p 3t

Eighth

$I

Ninth

P'

Tenth

d
..,.

,,,,,k

P?

Sixth

21
30

iljj

Second
Fourth

&&.i
I&

J+

&d9

4

k,'

Eleventh

p! >;a

70
80

&;I

Twelfth

dJL~

90

49

f-49

+ajo
etc. etc.

dJ'+

INC4LISII.

A innn

PUSHTOO.

4 ~A?);

A husband

An old man
,4 boy

A youth
A cliilcl
A relation

&,A

&?.$yd
d

b

44

.

A woman

%>\
A&+

A mistress of n howe
A fernale slave

3-

A male sl-ave

PUSIITOO,

A wife

d-,g
.

A master of a house

ENGLISII.

jijc

LY!!

die2'9

An old wornnn

A girl & & - - & - & & - ~ - b j , ~
.. , ..
A maid
An infnnt
A strangcr

/

al;(
"

Y

p-

4%
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Terms of Relationship.
EBCJLISII.

PUSIITOO.

Mo t l ~ e r

, j ~Plur.
1

Daugh ter

6%

4-3

Sister
)j;Plur. g+.+
Aunt
J,>
Plur. g&.+i
Brother's daugh ter
Y!J>
Sister's daughter
?J
Qi~audmother
Plur. gj@

Sister's son
Grandfatl~er
Father-in-law
Son-in-lam
Brother-in-law

+p-

Mother-in-law
Daug11ter-in-law
443 1

Grandchild
Cousin

Plur.

Sister-in-law

s;"'
~ 9 2
NAMESO F ANINALS.

1. Domestic.

Bull
Horse
Colt
Camel

Ram

C

Goat
Buffalo-bull \&LA,
Dog
6Cock
&
?
,
Cat
j
*
Y
Calf
;-A C&-'.
Buffalo-calf
Chicken

Cow
Mare
Filly
She-camel
Ewe
She-goat
Bufldo-c,ow
Bitch
Ben

GJ:$?

Drove of cattle
Herd of horses
Flock of sheep or goats
Any entire m i n d
Any gelded animal
Any aniinal used as a beast of burden

Camel-calf
Kid
Lamb

$

3

~

~

&ALL$
.. ..

GRAMMATICAL ISTRODUCTION.

A herd of cattle
General name for sheep
Fat-tailed sheep
Thin-tailed sheep
Any animal in foal
Any animal that has just given birth

Hawk
Owl
Starling
French Partridge

& J J ~

*~j

Sparrow
Grey Partridge

&

Snipe

Crow

d

Scorpion
Lizard

Rock-snake
Worm

p+

Bair

&'+,

Eye
Eyebrow

$2

Forehead

Val ture

'

Wild Duck

Eye1ash

u"g
/slj f
G

Nostril

Ear

%JJ

94
4L

d;jf?
d^d~

Nose

.

C heeli
Mouth

.

$
RLi

'4

A\+

\

&$
~2.b
=-

82"
. c -b v

GJ?"
G j v - $#

)L\+
&?
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Moustache

CL?~

Benrd
Brows
Tear
Neck
Eape
Shoulder
Chest
Bosom

Armpit
Arm

Nipple

Horn
Feather

Sky

Ferry

p:

Plain

- 8'

Sun

Unrsh

A??

Abyss

&dp

Moon
Star

Hollow
Uucl

Cloud

Drop

Rain

Low-groilnd

El ail

.

L.@

;a

hk
,

Precipice
Valley

VP

Ravine

a d

55;

Puss

&'=

~riar

5+?!

Cliff

JA

Snow

Thorn

&&\

Dry bed of torrentJ$

Ice

Enrth

+--

Mountain-peak a<,

new

Ground

L j

.Stony-ground

Water

Dust

$A

Forest

Sp~aing

Stone

River

rn'ood

Canal

Grass

Ford

Monntain

Rivulet

Skirts of ditto

&$
csXYI

'I

'

Caveim
IIillock

LS>,kK
P!

tAd
J,;,J

; G4jji

J

d+\,

I~

High-ground
Bramble
Pit

&

J+
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QRAMNATICBL ISTRODUCTION.

&A

Summer
Winter

. .

Morning

Tlwee days ago

r\"L*'
B
I' *
&ik,i

&;4

tJ3

Last year
Nest gcar

r)

Rniny Season JQ)
June-July
,Irn\

Day

~ J J

Night

LA

Dawn
About 8 a.m.

4b g+e

Day before yesterday

~ ~ , i l

To-day

WA

Yesterday
To-inorro\v
,Three years ago

‘p

~,3;r_"

Evening
About 4 a.m.
Sunrise

d!+,

Spring
Autnmn

G*J

L,&

ndJ,

d. - UJ .

b
Jg &.2)Y

P e a r before last

JgWD!,
Jx4""

This year

North

.)

Ens L

+I=;:

West

South

5j+

Snl tpetre

.

Leaf
stamp
Gravel

.

y!!
'&&

+

Jk'

JKd"
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3cj

Oil-press
+-j f
Jnr
Dishes
Light
%$
Spnrlr
&&?
Ember
Matting
42
Bcclding
9,k
Quilt
c;"&Blnnket
4-9
Articles of dress /J K
is
Clothes
-&\?

Trousers
Cloak
Purse
Staff
Rope
S tring
Thread
Needle
Pard
Shoe
Peg
Leather

Millet

Ilarvest
h,d
Landed property jlja
Landliolder
9;~id
Cultivntor
Verdure
'G ,iJj
Drongh t
$Y
Depth of soil J\,jjj
Sll00t
A cold
;-J"
Fever
a?
Small-pox
&j
Cholere
b

$4

";;A

djJj

Field
Plougliing

4";
4 2

b+ji

Mustard
A4
Cotton
-3L
k
Rice
~j;,
W 001
GJ:
Fur
Coarse cloth
Lk
'Mlxslin
Lk

-&

Goad
Irrigation ridges
Ear of corn
Fnrrow
Bridle
licins
l?'I~cnt
Barley

4;
d,$

T ~ n n r sRELATING
TO FOOD,ETC.
Brcad
Mca t
Milk
IJuttcr
Cllee

Glajla
A+,=

,

xJy
- &;

<
k,

C

99

Rice and Milk
Stew
SOUP
Curds
13iittcrini1li

..

A
?

&*j

bJ9

'

J

d?
-

~

~
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Well cooked
Food
Drink
Flavour
Chewing
Fasting

e~

Satisfied
Hungry
Thirsty
TI~irst
Hunger
Sour

4t.l
LC

L$
J'j,

2,jtS

,k

JP

Hard
Soft
Rough
Smooth
not
Cold
Dry
9

42
8

I

Wet
Damp
Luke-warm
Blind
Diirnb
Deaf

(
I
(

-9

J'P
dj?

Tasteless
8.L)
..
Grain
AL
Salt
AAJL
Mouthful of food dJjj
,, ofwater yJ
Stinking
k*
Y

&Y

~

5

59
39

Y CHOW
neii
Grey

m*
Green

AS^

j-ij
J+
Si.t.4

A
;
!
&jj

tk'

Spotted
Pie-bald
Skew-bald

Lame
Toothless
One-ey ed

Blear-eyed
Lazy
&
i+' Unclean
Aj>A

9

r3

EXTRENES
on

~-

Elder
Awake
Fine
Tall
Long
Broad
Heavy
Fat
Straight
Standing

A

VSJ

Asleep

99'
&

short
Narrow
Light
Thin

r"

Crooked

2 9

Fallen

d d

Empty

Ripe

t3,

l!t11ch

,!.a
bjg
.+

Younger
Coarve
8hort

-0

Sharp

QUALITIES.

&;

d j ~

Full

QPPOSITB

Ruw
Little
Blllllt

6

ie,!

dAJ9
d3,+

d
wl&

&";

u+>

-I li

L .\

Jjb
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Sweet

;
IjA

Bight

d+

7 CENTURY.
~ ~

Sour

&2

Left

Ad

Dried up

$P

Watered

Inhabited

J2:

Liberd

~ 5 " ~

Deserted
Miserly

Snccessful

Unsuccessful

kP
Compact (tight) LA;'

Scanty

Dense

LJ\J:

A;,.,

$5

CSJ

Loose

Enclosed

Upper
Tmn e

=

Lower

J?\

Coagulated
Light
Clean

2

3

~

d b

Scabbard

&

Trench

Gun

dv
ji

Pistol

d
.
+
k
j
.

l

wild

&.

Melted

&?

Dark

J?

Dirty

q6-

J A ; ~

Engagement

cia&,

Palisade

$id

Night-attack

>Le

Supplies

ep

Raid

dJ

Ambuscade

x$

Bow

a d

Spoils

Arrow

GAL

Esplosion

Spear

s.4
i.

Reprisals

/ih

Fugitive

Jarelin
Dagger
Quiver

jid

Ls

&*

&!

NTounded

Barbed arrow

g~

Bullct
Rocket

ZJ f
LS f
b
c).

Vanguard

Cannon

+J

Renr-gn ard

Cut

Soldier

Main body

~PU ~ J $

- J J ~
dA%
& #:a

Bruised

A wound
Archer

L
;

-

$yV

Feud

Snpplian t

JA~?

,

L J b

- ~2

vJ..!A
q2

I+

&f,!

+

IbI?

+

GRdAIidATICAL INTRODUCTION.

Tribe

"4

Headman

Family

&-

Wandering tribe

District

a_;.

Housel~old ,d

\~d-d&
Fine

a~j>i

13rib e
:,!

Disturbance

-

hb

Insu~rectioii

Belongings

4

Neighbour

$+$\if

c i i \j

Prisoner

LS J?

Felter

ajl',L

G?

d
l
;
$jf

Tax

,,
,,

(on cattle)

(on property) \,IL
Swindling
&J

J

IDIONATIC
EXPRESSIORB.
To conquer a conntry.

J

To pacify a country.

J

I

1

To muster an army.

A

TO s q in jest.

,

TO swim.

L

To form into line.

L''

To retreat.

JJle

J+j&.'

Tola~znchaboat.

LIPWf$J $ Gj+

%

To track a deer.

J-s-I

J!

I go at once.

A;>

d;

To start out of an am- LCJ2&d

3.r-S

buscade.
To draw sword.

aj &
&I; ; , a i

That man will not recover.

p j

3

@b

6

5

3 d2 &

>JG,=

&j

Ga

We do not think t l ~ a t dc j
is'
possible.

A&

K, fa jy
323

..I

TOfire a shot.

Jj-P j4

I t seems best to me to

a;!, Jiy
a;

To be seized with panic.
To fire a volley.

J+,,Y

saJ nothing.
H e is waitingoutside the

@'*r

&s ~

To cross a river.
To shy (of a horse).
T'o stumble (of a horse).

-

To buy on credit.

JAAk7

hi

J d f

+.i

%

J$$J!&
3--;\5j2
J3.S a,;kf

To pawn.
To take in pledgc.

J-A\

To stretch out one's hand.

~~_S\PLJ

3;j-i

+J

3;-ca;\?5

To imitate a person.
,

the place.

I am convinced that

JFJ~
~j:

TOlend money.
To give gratis.

To laugh at a person.

QJJ?

-rJ2

To borrow money.

TOselect.

,+

ho~ise.
4jJk\9kdJ$
J i-i A A+ d
&
jJj&
LA-; H e could not stir from nj cs''A;,J:~~2
.. d

317 &-J

To trot (of a horse).

4

;

JjJ

To wheel round.

&, 9

To be delayed.

J

To join battle.

%

J$
:

$9

& I A : ~4,;\?

what he s a p is not
true.
Your trouble is in vain.

dA

er*!
JJb i S ~ 4

13

gi!bt
, *ib +
4473 8j. Li,

n~ L+Jb y ~ L

This man is taller than &

dog.

&ia

d

GJ

@J

that.

A deer is swifter thnn a

aj

ed $9
@ @$

GJL;~--,;:!,a;
Ile is sunk i n the nlnd U d r 9LS,+<+
up to his waist.
&-$
-69
He is the sbilfullest of d l .

5

d &b
A)Y &ia

4,~
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Udx.+

now deep is the water +,I

4

in that river?

0

Come to my house early
tomorrow morning,

5**+

L5~L:j3 %

Ran on in front and see ,l+,lJ
r h o that man is.

d%

+Gp

8~

+ j,d

&LL

+ d,k&

we will go out shooting together.

ty<&ad?5j$

hi, j l+

a~Ej).&

A+& j &
+ b . ~d . b
The
to bathe
IIare you seen any one L S ~ ~ G
Jboy
~used
@
~d
in the river.
8
4
passing tliis nay ? $ 4
J
Wby do you talk such
@\a =!
Go stmigh t on for one
d
J
,
:

d <

+

I~OSS,
then turn to the
right and then to the

~"JI,

GL

May good befall you.

SOU

not be dis-

&.iL+

God be with yon.
May good be before you.
Who are you?
Vbat sort of Pathan
are you ?

A,+

+

R;

4 d+d l
& 61
&,c,jy

Wlence are yon come ?

Li\,d j J
.. i.
62

Whither nre you going?

GL d;fi

~

$9"

I s youy village on this
side of the river or on

& ,&&

5
Ga

A+&

,t

the further side?

&+m
.

Can one cross the river
I>
43 L+ a.:
l
.
by a ford or by a d j ~ b -&; ; ~ , J P

JAS.

9 a;l^

j

+!

aaY
l

nj'

\d

there.

@L
9

r

you could not go

; edJ\,+ L
&A (J-4

&+ "Jt yf

I t is a long way off and & a!

n~ :
,
&p

tressed.

Thilthorserandersabout
loose.

$<,&

~ 3 A&,'
9(4 &,a

Long life be yours.

May

3,$ a
a v"Y

Come always.

&' js+

nonsense ?

&A

left,

TVelcoine.
May you not be tired.

&+

&,I$,

il&

&

JJ7;SThatbrougl~tyoul~ere?
a/& @ LC% d d

ferry?
I t has been raining for

&

some days, I expect

&>
43 )ZJ1

+ 6j

ul+f92Jj\

that the river will be +q&'

A+

-

% eP

very full and there 4,,l&..
+,J ~ , ; , d
is no boat.
4%' &
)\

.

,&

13
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&

The fog is dense and ~4 33 5,I 8 3 L(/
Are there any places in U~li
3
GJj %
there is a thick haze.
the road for pitching ,$i\Jk!
3k
a3;;!,
6 3
I am tired and cold and 9)
i t r L p+-p
xj
tents or encamping aj3+k x ,53

+.

I

an army?

Xj

let us go there.
9lYjy
Collect wood and light a &,j\ ,!2; Jt;i

>
/I
pitched under those d ~15;3 , ,h 5- .
..,
fire that we may warm aijkJjr +
trees in the shade.
YJj^"
ourselves.
XJ;~
& &a);
CGose an open space ,I XJ a$ +
a
l,
i\ Now snow is falling and ~jflt/?3,$ w,\

"

4

.

~23 dp 9

hungry and thirsty, +-,A

93

+

I wish my tent to be

Y

and level the ground.

I will do all I can to

,>

,

& A?>\

the water is frozen,
how shall I melt i t ? ,

xJ\p &
j

*gl;&;rY:'1~bCp

+L

+pSClh!?

please you, Sir.

If yon had not come to ai ti+
cook some meat.
spread it

on

the

,f

,

d.GA

~

j

932

Fold up my trousers ,\AJ

s

and thirst.
late, come in the
morning and

&

r

wiIl

Is that horse quiet or

d cb 4 &b
9

lessens go on to-

2 J Lo ,+>8 2
J
.
,
& + &b4

morrow.

&3

Have you seen any snipe
in those rice-fields ?

thevalley ; there most
be a village near.

d3ji

Aj

-

bLC$I
d

a, &?. ,
&
",,
..

57, @ 3"1&, &
\,

GI,$;a

& ,$+

da

.

take my gun and fol- ,1,);(
low me, perhaps we d a
shall find some game
here.
Bold m y horse, lest he
should run amsy.

9

L&
93 34 9 +$<

LL rrj'

Gird up your loins and d ; , 5

y$c;j

$65 ai 6a,

rJ?J$ &j

-/

There is no use in light s*;b

I see smoke risingfrom &cSJi"jLw

that tree

ding.

+ d d ,? (;)L4.f
there will bea hurricane. .&,
bj j*d
wetted by it.

A \a

2
>J
../ ,

and spread some bed- xj;,d,

strong wind, I think

rain, the ground is not

LIP to

(t;LB

3.1 +4
r

Tie hinl

+

J+\ wf

not ride him.

The clouds are very cs2dJdLsd335,
, .thick and there is a 9jjJ1 3 3 3G \,

t+ubc&,
hi a &
j &>

GL

&A$

That horse kicks, I will

4,

I

*.

+--a X p 1 3

vicious ?

e

a<

f: 492

talk with you.

night, and if the rain

aj'

j

-2)

Why have you come so &&J L qJa

&-j

ground.

3,

my assistance Ishould d:'.l
-i' aJ cjl-cL
.. 4,
have died of hunger bn
G&" d ,I

a$%,

Unroll my bedding and $ ,I x p ,

3

X V L)\ &I,

,1"

+ gdG
2 &qh

,ty-

L+, py

k

d4; &

TRANSLATION OF SELECTIONS

FROM THE POEMS OF

I(HUSH HAL KHAN ICHATAK.

TRANSLATION

POEMS.

-

Evil were my dreams until I saw the dawn,

My .eyes I could not close, restless I lay upon my hcd ;
Then I rose ii-om my couch, my head was aching sore,
So distraught was I that I could see neither the door nor my way.

I went to bathe and came back ill at ease,
My ablutions I performed as directed by the Prophet.
All my people were asleep and snoring in their slnmber,
No one knew of my trouble, bnt I told Asl~rafKhan ;
All the advice which should come from a father,
In a book, I wrote down briefly for him.
I prepared to go to Peshawar, and took u p my sword,
I t was the day of Friday, when the spirits walk tile earl11 ;

My way lay towards the West, but of I;hat what care had I ?
-3

Bow can one turn aside the irresistible order of Fate,
However great may be one's understanding, wealth, a ~ armies
~ d ?

I went then to the Mosque and said my morning-prayers,
I mounted, and like n whirlwind dashed forth upon my road ;
I went on tlie wind as the Tempest howls along,
Alone and solitary I went. In Naushshra rose the sun.
I t was not get midday when I reached Peshawar,
Forthwith to the Moghzl sent I my messenger;
I said, (' Here have I arrived as you wrote, as you desired.
"When shall I be present, what duty have you for me?"
This answer I received, that " Well h w e you done in coming,

" To-morrow in the Durbar do you present yourself."
Three days paused; tint foolish ass h e l ~ n oDurbar ;
In ambush against me was he, and I quite unaware of it.
His dcpnty was a certiin Sheikh of Gltijerat,

From head to foot a traitor, evil mns his face.

Suid he to me,

" Come hither, let us take counsel togetlrer ;

Then I will repeat to the Na~vabyour words in full."

I went to him clear in m y own estimation,
My traitorous uncles took part with the Moghals in their villainy ;
All around me came the Moghds in their cunning;
I t was God's decree that I should fall lielpless into their hands,

A tumult arose in the city, spread was this report,
Not a man but was e n l q y l , yet it was tlie will of God.
Down they brought me from my fort, nlien I fell into their hands ;
Quickly the Kotwnl placed shackles on my feet, ten pounds was their weig%t.
Spread the news through the coiint~y,alike through town and village,
There mere none but were distressed, most of all Pnthans, nlilre friends and focs ;
All those, too, ~ d i omere mighty in office or in title ;
All the ivorld was in suspense when they saw this deed.
They went in the morning and assembled in Dnrbar,
Said they, " Eom loyal was this man to the Emperor ! "
" That he should be seized in this f:whion, will the Nawab approve of this ? "
Tied was his tongue, no answer mould he make.
They rose then from their seats, dispersed were all the T\ToLles.
Three days 1md passed when came 1ny ~inclcpbase ;
They came, and to the Moghal they offered congrntulntions,
Horses and robes of hononr gnve the Mogbal to them i n tnrn ;
M y country he gave to them, a villain he made its chief.
M y house and family and tribe, when they heard of this,
All the Iiliataks, too, forthwith prepared to slay them,
Their courage fled from tlien~,and wit11 terror nrere they seized.

1 said to my tribe and family,

'I

Be cnrefd,

" Let there no blood be shed or other opposition shown,

" For glad would be the foe that I should be ruined

by my own people ;

"And, again, if a tumult arise, lost will be the Emperor's trust."
Then my whole tribe collectecl at the shrinc of Sheikh Rahimkar :

On such deeds, by my persnasion, they turned their backs;
Foolish were my sons, great the error that they inxde ;
Had there been no bloodshed, I should have been relcnsed with honour.

S:licl my unclea in their Ilcalats, " IIowcvcP ~ n n c hwc strive,
C

r

Shonld he beconlo released, the gallows will be our FLI~c."
No other thought had they, for their lives they mere nfcnrd ;
Bent they were upon my death, whether by night or day.
Past had now been by me almost two montl~sin prison,
Deserted was iny country, its people had fled to the mountains.
The Governor then demanded of me fifty thousand rupees ;

I answered,

(4

I will not give tliee not one Pice, not one Dinar."

Both parties made agreement together on this,
On one side the treacherous Mogllal, on the otl~crmy uncles s l ~ a i ~ ~ e l c s s ,
((

Now there is no resource but that in Hinilastnil he shoulcl be placed,

(I

Qaickly must we arrange this with all speed and haste."

I, too, was quite satisfied to go to the E ~ n p e r o ~ ,
All iny life I liad been loyal, m y hope was for honournble treatment.
To Bindustan then they despatched me, Mustajab my escort,

A Noblc and Chief was he, the l m d of the Goil I<hcl.
They despatched me from the city with all speed and hnstc,
Slowly marching on I came to the Inn of Sl~allbazKhan.

All the night was the guard of the Muhib Hhcl over me,
Bcsides another band of the followers of' Misri Khan D~rlozai.

I came to Naushahr in the morning in the same fashion ;
Weeping were the people, all strtlclc will1 horror a t the sight.
How sl~allI tell the tale of the night I spent there?

1

The night was ,spent in uproar, alike of IIindoos and Mussalmans ;
In the morning they set out i n fear, alike Moghnls and Patl~ans.
All around were arlnecl forces, in the midst my escort.
A message I had sent to m y tribe, to Asllruf Kim,
66

Make no prepnrations for disturbance or resort to arms,

" Of tile Einpcror the old and ftiithhl servants are we ;
4L

One reason, too,'tllnt I am 11o~indI)y liononr ; auotl~erthat by this slain will be l'atlians."

I came on to Surni, in a molnen t was Snrni ileserted,
Thou wouldst have said that never bad been dwelling there mankind.
What, indeed, sllitll I say ? How many changes has life?
IIow can any one be able to oppose fate by force ?
Many troubles come on us men while i n this worlil,
God alone grant us the power to bear each grief.
I I t ~ r dindccd was the time vhcn I szlw my son O m a a ,

-,

,
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Again came to me Zainoo and other youths of my tribe.
They caule to me lamenting, and with sorrow did we part,
Weeping were they and I and the very trees and rocks of Surai.
We came then to Narraie; spectators, both men and women,
Were standing helpless in grief, like idols ~ i t h o u life.
t
Winding along the rotid then came we to Garrai,
On either side of the river all the people were looking on,
All those that mere with us were overconle nriLli fear;
Thought they, "Who was lie that said that the IChatslk will not come out to fight? "

n

I, indeed, had sent a message, for doubtful of this was I;
Were but a flag displayed from one quarter or other,
Such a fight would ensue as though the end of the world had come.
See wl~atcount would tlie~ehave been on either side of the slain ?
Neither fight uor strife was there by o ~ d e rof tlic Almighty,

I crossed orcr the river, and in Atlock I arrived.
All my tribe in tumult was scattered and conrounded;
Wailing was there in lily houses, and weeping amongst my sons,
Such was then the tirnc as came upon the Hliatalts,
Thou wouldst Lave said on the world had the clay of jndgment come.
From the Attoclr onwards they bore me, such was m y state ;
They Lore me to the camping ground of Bnb+ IIassnn Abdal,
Again from thence to Pindi with liastte and espedition,
Then from thence was our march to Rabat.

In Rabat came there a letter to us from the Nawab,
Again to Pindi they brought me bsclr forthwith.
Again in Pindi came there n letter to t.his pnrport,
"Take him on to the Mor~archwithout furtl~crilelny."
I n the middle of the night I wcnt on from Pin& to ICukartal ;

I went on to Lahore, nlarcll by march on lny road.
The son of Meer Jamal, who was paymaster of the troops,
Hind was he to me, great the enconragenlent he gave,
Said he,

"

Go thon on to the Sovereign, 0 Khush-hdl I

Then thou wilt; be honoared, not; annoyed is he the least."

I, in the midst of the n ~ o n t hRaix~zan,marcl:ing, marcliing along,

-

Came to the Mona~ch'sCourt, n tllonsancl and sevcnty-fonr the year.
Great was the dispntation and arguments lhnt follon~cclthcn ;
r

P

'
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In brief there came the order for m y relief on giving a pledge.
The Rotwal gave me a place in his own house by his own side,
Preparing for m y bail was Syad Shams, son of Jalal.
We were full of this thought when, in the month of Shawal,
A request came from Sayad Meer with these contents :

" Loose ye not Khush-ha1 ; his release mil1 occasion disturbance."
Again there rose between us great quarrels for my freedom.
My country, m y titles, my lands, all these changed their mastera,
Twelve of my officers were there who all were ruined.
Against all justice, on the writing of villains and traitors,
The.tyrant Monarch cl~oseto treat me with violence.
Here was I in prison, there m y family and children
Scattered amongst the moun tains in trouhle and i n distress.
Such deeds ensued as would occur to no one in mind,
No trust will there be ever in the justice of Aurangxeb.
Spread upon all sides were the armiea of Anti-Christ,
But no Mahdi is there to oppose him by his pcrfection.
I t is the time of the end of the world, on all sides are troubles,
All the world is a t war with another, every house with house.
God it is who brought upon me all these griefs and woes,
Of the causes that gave them rise now I @1 the story.
One that I was proud in m y honesty and devotion,
Another the Mogul's greed and my habit of giving no bribes ;

,

Agnin m y unthankfulness, again the folly of my brethren,
Again that mistaken in their counsels were my sons,
And that not only once but repeated mere the blunders

Of all the leaders of my tribe, Asllraf Khan, Bahram Saadat.
To Ashraf Khan I gave the signal that the sword he s110uld nnshesthc,
But no action did he take on the counsel that I gave.
What of Khudayar, of Ehalil, what shame or respect is theirs?
What of ~ a g r a r n the
, Hindoo? What conscience have the Hindoos?
Every warrior knows d l a t ia the procednre of our foes,
Well he knows to mingle poison amidst sweets and sherbet.
Worthy ie the son who is capable and wise,
H e will he awake to his enemy's tricks and wiles,
He will take for his g$ide generosity and ceurage.
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Tllose of lofty minds spwe neilher then~selvesnor their fortune ;
Alas! 0 Ashrnf Khan, n o such resolntion was thine ;
A11 the tribe vas at thy call, but thou hast neither skill nor boldness.
To the Moghal they betook them, great the dishonour of Aal~raf,
Great mas niy misfortune, great was that of each one else's.
While the country mas deserted, great the fear of the Mogl~als;
Again when it mas peopled, great their need of that same land.
They wrote then to the Emperor of the course Jagram Imd t u l i e ~ ~ .
Qliickly to Cabul did he bear away 3'AsIirnf Khan.
Then ut this mas roused to B a l i r m his sense of injured I~onour;
All my tribe did he collect to Narai and there he stood,
'Tia not the nature of the Falcon that fruitless swoops he sllould engage in ;
No real Falcon he, though like one he appenrecl.

A captive I in Delhi was in the bonds of so nluc11 trouble,
Five months, a little more, passed, and I yet remained in prison.
Then the son of Meer Jamnl to the Emperor in private
Presented m y petition on the strength of Meer Khan's favour,
Thus said the Emperor, that " thnt man will I release,
E i s mife and children if with speed he summon hither."
This order he gave, then Amir Khan wrote a letter.
I remained a prisoner, but my liousehold they brought to me.
e

Heard was that order b y Saadat and Meer Bnz,
One by one they came and told Ine of the fact.
I t was the month of Safslr that all three like hawks
Took their flight to their own land at my dismissal.
They went to their own land in twenty days straight on end,

But one of thcm never reached it, my confidant was he;
Though to the West was turned their faces, to the East they said their prayers.
Their way w3s to ICerbeln for closed to them the pnth to Mecca.
How shall I relate these long and tedions stories ?
Sad indeed the facts, short the suminary sliould be.
All, both men and boys, whom I had well protected,
All whom the Kings of Persia had carefully looked after,
Scattered were they on dl sides, afflicted with 'aore troubles ;

It was the will of Heaven that companions they should be of woe.

D g by day fresh the treatment which is devised by

Fate,

.
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No confidence is there in its fondling or favonr ;
At one moment it to t11e ground dashes down the mighty,
Again, him lying in black dust it promotes to Iofty place.

In the stream it founders him whose boat is stout and strong,
P e t from the midst it bears him who knows not yet to swim.
What can I do? To who~ncomplain? No confidant is there of mine;
To whom shall I now call? There is none to hear my cries;
Do I cl~angemy path, my way is stiIl stopped by Fate.
*

%Touldno fate were there, or that I were not thus noted.
The manly are in misery, the base w e now in favonr ;
The mistress is in tatters, the maiden in full d ~ e s s;
He wllo is n, fool now eats .the baker's cakes,
While the wise and true have not an onion even for a relish.
In the house of the loyal there is hardly an old carpet,
Scarlet are the cushions in the.1lomes of the liar and the spy.
While other birds wander in the gardens rnidst their sports,
A prisoner is t,he one endowed with plumage or with song.
The horse's back is galled with the saddle and hard riding,
The ass braying prances at ease within its stall.
Bow shall I tell you if i t is truth or imagination?
Stop these speeches, Bhnsh-hal; and ehorten thy narration.

I know not whnt to do since Heavep protects the base,
Would that m y hand could reach him, then soon would my wrath be coolcd.

' Twice was m y home at S u r d broken up ; once when I was imprisoned.
Again when Saadat, and when Mir Baz arrived.
Once defeated and pursued they fled to Hangal,

And again they took refuge in Selrra of the Alrozais.
Yet their swords were not red with blood, nor were sword cuts on their heads.
Abandoned by m$ sons were my conntry and my tribe,
I in Hind, a prisoner, and Ashraf Khan in Cabal.
All my mires and children were put to shame in Selrra.
Came then to the Emperor from Cabul a written message,
" Devastated is the land of Surai, greatathe ruin that has been wrought it ;
I
Everywl~ereare your forces encamped as guards throughout the country,
. " The road to Snrai is seized, on the passers-by we fire."
Joined were Usufzaies against the ICl~atrtksto raid in Snrni,
4

.
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Some ponies they collected and mounted in the morning;
Good God ! Wliat a ride was that, its like mas never seen ;
Good God! What a fight was that ; where were the wounded then ?
Gone was my fame and honour from the confidence of the Mogllal ;
1I

Disloyal " was the name they gave me who had ever been loyal to them.

The lands that had been given me on the front& of the Pilnjaub
The Emperor's edict went forth that resigned they should be from thence.
Is it the weary march, or the battle, or the victory ?
Everything befalls msn as is ordered by the Fates.
'Whilst these were the deeds of the present, another concern was mine ;
Let no one injure another, bnt leave him alone to his fate.

I, in the food of the Usafzaies, had been as the bitterest poison ;
Xo other object was mine in the scrvice of the Moghals.

Many their chiefs and marriors whom I had slain by the sword ;
Alas! for the time thnt is past, no profit is there in regrets,
How could these things or misfortunes occur to the mind of a mall?
Yet it mas God's will that things should be as they were.
Sliabash Khan attempted to retrieve his tarnished honour ;
Then came the Usufznis, and sore were the straits he was in,
With them were the Baezaiea and the Rauraxies, they marched together.
M y tribe, both great and small, fled to the other side of the river;
They betook them thence to Selim, in n u m b y a hundred houses,
But the other Rlintaks of mine remained undismayed in their homes.
What calamity God has wrought me to separate me fro111my house,
And that my brothers and frienda were divided amongst thernselves.
A11 mere i n lamentation, in tears mere the young and the old,
Astounded mas all the world at the evils thnt befell the H h a t a h .
God is of that awnre which to no one else can be known ;

A prisoner am I, may I never be freed if that which I say is false.
Whether my own people or strangers, whether my friends or foes,
On none had I evil design, nor thought I of injuring them.
Whatever I ma3 to their face, behind their backs such was I.

.

No such a thought was ever mine as of flattery or deceit ;
Never had it been m y policy to oppress or injure anotlier ;
Nay! sharp had been my warnings to those that were tyrants Itnorvn.
JTI~ocvcrmas my suljcct, whether poor or s stmnger,
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conduct towards him was such that no trouble should be from me.
Whether gold or ornanients mine, or land, or otller wealth,
All have I bestowed amongst my family and my friends.
The enemy I of those who were heretics or untrue ;
Filled was m y heart with good mill towards the learned and the devout,
111 the clesigns 1 had upon the faithless and the rebellious ;
Filled was m y heart with anger a t the enenzies of the Enlperor ;

.

Passed as had been my life in loyalty and honour :
' I n no one action of mine was any treachery to the Moghals ;

My father and grandfather had sacrificed themselves for the sake of' their honour to t,licm.
No other P a t l ~ a nwas there whose honour was equal to mine,
And yet m y son was in prison, and I from my country an exile ;

And how many ills fell upon m e witliout fault or error of mine.
Scattered and dispersed, where has my family gone?
All plunged in distress, parted ,and scattered are they,
M y country is in confusion, m y cities are inhnbited but by name ;
Wandering through the mliole conntry my people are Alled wit,h laments.
I n Delhi was I imprisoned for months in sore distress,
Now i n Rantipur a lonely captive I lie.
Qo concern has the Emperor Aurangzeb upon my state ;
W h a t though his people are ever in groans at his tyrannous ways?
Not mine alone these tears, these are m a t y that are bitterer than mine.
Twenty the Provinces of Hind, in them on every side is trouble and grief.

..

All who are Nobles or Chieftains in each province,
Some are captive0 and in bonds, and others are full of distrust.
In Rantipur d o n e two hundred are there iu restraint,
Many the other fortresses in which the prisoners are without number.
The firstof all upon whom his vengeance he aredred was his father,
flow after him he pursues others, what matter whether great Or ~ n d l ?
Pale be th6 faces of those who say that the truth is a lie,
There is not a soul in the country who wishes the tyrant well.
When coming here from the Deccan his standard he raised aloft,
By his violence and treachery many bad be brought to ruin.
First with Murad Balchsh an oath and engagement he made,
Then to Oojein be came, and Jeswant Singh he defeated ;
Then he came to ~

~ andr dark
< was the day for Dam,
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Sl1sl~jehnnhe i~nprisoned,and deprived him of all his retinue ;
Again 31nrad Balillsh he reconciled to Sllalljellan,
And t l m to Mooltan lie bore his standard in pursuit of Dnm.
Then came he back again, and trouble he brought on Sllnja.

It was in the battle of Knjwa that pnt to flight was he.
Then again Dara fought with him in Ajmere, more or lees ;
With his face then to the West Dara Shah fled in fear and confusion.
H e was taken by the Chief of Jun to his honse for design of his own.
Tl~encewas lie sent to Delhi where his l m d from his body was severed.
Again Suleman Shekh, the lionourecl son of Dara,
The Rajputs gave u p to him, and trouble thus fell upon him.
ITis eldest son fled to Shah Shujnh, and then in terror was he,
But he separated them from one snother by many a wile and deceit.
Next in intrepidity to Shah Shujnh was his brother Muazzim,
But him he expelled from his home, now who lmows where he draws breath ?
Siich is the grief that he brought on the honse of his own father,
Arabia and I'ersia alike were confounded at his deeds.
All these disturbances occurred within only about two years,
Then upon him wns confirmed the Sovereignty of IIinclustan.
The year that this took place wns two years less than 1070,
When he on the throne of Delbi placed his steps.

It is either the retribution of liis father, or elpe the decree of fate,
Or from pride in his rank, his nature has been perverted.
There is nothing but cries and lamentation on his tyranny and nppression.
Were there many more years like this, the whole world would be stript of life.
Thus, to all appearance, determined is he on deceit,
Yet by all professions a very patriarcl~is he.
If you consider but his actions, his designs, it is to destroy yet more, the t j r a n t !
Who has heard of such deeds amongst the descendants of Adam ?
His own father he imprisoned and then slew, such mercies his,
And ever all his thoughts are bent upon his own advancement.
No question does he make of the state of the poor and oppressed,
It is alike to him in judgment, whether one is guilty or blameless,
Such is our Emperor, such his justice, such his conduct ;
Yet, please God, no favour may be shown thc tyrant on this earth.

s
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All the story that T tell you is carcfi:1ly considered by me ;
T l w e is nothing befalls us but by Qod's will
our own fille.
lvhcrc is Dam Shah ? M711crehis splendour and his treasure?

.

'CVhera his tllundering a t I)clhi, his armonr and
sllidds?
What of Anrangzeb? Wllat his security ?
R l j a t of his equipment and his armies alL disordered ?
IIe ctune into Agra wilh a shroud upon his bead,
Scettercd were his annies, and De1l:i in confusion.
When fortune fwours one, then vcrdant are his fields,
Bloom alike the roses in the tneadow and the desert.
W l ~ c nfortune favours one, Iliough lie were encloscd in steel,
wealth will enter to hitn lhrough thc doors and throug1;ll the windows.
Wlien fortnne turns his back, though the wisest of the age,
All his wisdom profits is to burn the proceeds of his harvest.
If fortnne tarns his back, not even the pearls of Aden
Are worth in the nlarkct the seeds of the Bramble-bush.
The action of the stars is not proved to any one,
Though the twelve worlds he wanders, but nowhere finds lie rest.
Eithcr part h e plays dilic nl~etherthat of thief or n~atc11ma11,
Some IIC frig111s to death, and some he slays with the sword,
lIow can I relate to yon all his treacheries and wiles?
None are free from molestation, wl~ctllcryoung or old.
Wien I overloolted him, as I did, from head to foot,
Do is all nothing bnt empty vanity, in th?s I tell no lie;
D e is all onc thoug1:t of self, " I " and we " are a11 his words,
]<very word is full or trc~c1:crythat comes lorth from out his month.
May cyil bc his end, aurl tltc fatc of' Peaid upon liim !
May tllc cursc rclilnir: upon him as of' 1Iusscin and IIaesan7a deal11l
Ii'iscd irldced will bc n pcriotl lo his waywardacse and wiles,
But bollndlcss through till tiwc will be thc h a t ~ e dhe has gaincd.
What tllough wealth and fwtunc wait upon his skirts ;
Wllcn
ever the base bcen t l ~ curastcr of high place?
((

1T.e who by disposition has been borli of filll~ynalure,
Never will lie bc clcnn, l l i o ~ ~ 2g1.1l1~day ha wash his body.
JTllal tllough the raven flies from forth the Eagle's eyrie,
A Raven lie rcmains, however sllarp his C ~ W S .
ne w]lo counts his nature pure a& noble in its essellce,
God forbid that such 8n one sliould rejoice in his father's ruin.
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May God promote those objects on which my heart is set.
In some deeds mas I mistaken that my treacherous uncle I exalted.
Again that I his daughter to a mighty Noble betrothed,
Again that for myself I kept neither silver nor gold,
And again that for myself I built not a strong fort upon a moontain,
And again that I was proud of my valour and my service,
And agnin that by bribes I did not dupe the Moghnl,
And again that when I could I did not seize more land,
And sgain that to the Usufzais I fresh strength bestowed,
And again that I imagined that the Ghorilrhey1s were true Pathnns.
Yet to bestow one's a11 upon one's people is wise nature.
God will guide the current through the natural streams of water.
These words which I have now uttered from my mouth
Let all of them be wrilten in tneu's hearts.
Be it Dranghts, or Chess, or Backgammon, say I,
If all these and such be learnt, there is good in it.
Whoever in such matters is raw and inexperienced,
H e yet in course of time may change his ignorance for knowledge.
Be thou not self-confident in thy own slrill and wiadom.
But learn from every one who is abler than thyself.
They tell how Buali was fill1 of confidence in his wisdom,
And yet in many matters a fool was he calle-d by men.
No Inan indeed is he who is gaided by every one's words,
One must work with trust in God and not watching each man's eyes.
However dear the Mistress whose eyes reflecf your own,
Be thou not misled to trust her in her friendship.
How sweet the sight of loving eyes with their fringes of dark lashes,
But fail thou not to blind them if they look aslrance from thee.

A comrade may he be called who goes not beyond his friend,
No conlpanion he who goes now in front, now behind.
When once a man's mouth i s accustomed to bitters,
The bushes of the cactus and the radish seem to him sweet.
There are some who by continual reading gain their information,
Some in their mother's wombs are taught, and then are born.
Two hundred and twenty are my verses, eleven are their stanzas,
With these in Rantipur I solaced m y heart's anguish.

-

Great IVaS the s l ~ l c i ~ d oand
a r beauty of De]lli ;

On all sides inagnif cent its llnildinga ;
Splcndid tile Bazaars witllill tile City;
Every luxury was there procurable :
From great canals were streams to every house;
I t s markct covered n o t less than near an ac1.e.
Of the Monarch's Audience I'Inll what shall I say?
For his sleeping-rootn was such that my mind was quite astounded.
When Shalljehau h e l d open audience of his subjects,
I n his Durbnr were the Seventy-two peoples represented.
I'lad it but the breezes of Irak and Ellorassan,
Jealous, indeed, would Paradise have been of Delhi's rivalrg.
That $01-y vllich S h l ~ j e l i a ngave to Delhi,
When had any o t h e r Sovereign bestowed on it such glory?
T h e foundations of Delhi, from whose hands they were,
Time after time, too, who exercised Sovereignty in it,
Each one will I n o w by name relate to you,
According to what his nature and his character waa.
The Chohans f rst laid Delhi's founda t'ions :
Three hundred y e a r s did they reign over it ;
The firat Mnliominednn King of Dellli was Mauzuddeen,
Whose stay in Delhi was but for pne year,
When Dellli he took from Pathoru,
Great the trouble tbnt this labour cost him ;
Wlicn Patl~ora'shcad hc severed' from his body,
Five llundred and eighty were the years of the ITijra.
Then aftcr him c a m e Kootubudcleen, his slave,
Wliom in Bind h e had left as his Viceroy.
After lliln calne Sllamsudtleen, who was his son,
Famed was he for jiistice amongst his people.
After lliln calne Feroze Sl~nh,son of Shamsuddeen,
Whose eqLlal
in 1iberalit.y was not found in Hindustan.
After Ililn came Razi, cla~ighterof Shnmsuddeen,
And happy with her were soldiers and sdljects d l dikeAfter ller came Mauzuddeen, son of Shnwsuddeen ;
Great was ever t h e fear his enemies had of him.
After lliln came Nasrutldeen, so11 of Sha~nsddecn,
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Who mas famed for his humanity and Itinclness.
Then wns Alauddeen, the grandson of Feroze Shall ;
Great his charscter for justice and devoutness.
Again the Soltan Jelalooddeen ascended the throne,
Who by descent was of the conntry of the Ghilzais.
After him mas Bootubuddeen, son of Alauddeen ;
Devoted to folly and luxury was he.
After him came T u g l ~ l a S11:lh,
l~
greatest of all ;
Nurtured had he been by the Ghiljie rulers.
After him came Silltan Mohninmed Sllah, son of Tughlak Shsh,

I n whose times the peoples dwelt in ease.
Then Sultan Mohnmined Sha11, son ofFeroze Sllah,
Who seized the Kingdom from his brother.
Then the Sultan Ghnyasnildeen, son of Felme Slmh,
Who ascended the throne in tlle lifetime of his father.
After him came Secuader Shah, son of Mohammed Slinh,
Who remained on the throne but a month and a half.
Then his brother Nasrnddeen ascencled the t l ~ o o e ,
Great need had he of 11nrdy warriors.
After him upon Hind burst Timur Shah,
To Iil~izrKhan lie gave the Sorereiguty.
After him was Sultan Mnbnrilr 811a)) son of Kllizr Iihan,
Whose sanctity was apparent fTom his brow.
After him Sultan Mohammed Shnh, wbo was his nephew ;
During his reign Pathans were held in hononr.
Then the Silltan Alaucldeen, who was his son ;
All wliose time was spent amongst his women.

Then Bheilole Lodi became the King of Delhi,
Who remaincd on the throne for twenty-nine years.
After him Secnndei*, 1311cilole Lodi's son,
Whose practice was in accordance wi Lh the faith.
After him came his son Ibmhim,

Who fought with Baber a t Panipat.
After him was Baber King of Delhi,
Who was indebted to the Puthans for his plnce.
After him Ruinaun, Baber's son,
Whose armies and wealth were without bounds.

C
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After him Shah Alam, son of IXaesan Soor;
Defeated at his llands was E u m a u n .
Aftcr h i m Isla~nShah, son of S l ~ a hAllum,
Whose daring was even greater than that of his fatl~crs.
After him came -4dil ShaI.11,wllo was his cousin ;
Disgraced were the Pathans during his reign.
After him came Alcbar, son of Btunnun,
Wholn victory accompnnied wherever he went.
After him Jeliangir, son of Akbar,
During whose reign Hind was like Paradise.
Now the King is S l d ~ ~ e l i ason
n , of Jehangir,
Who had been formerly in 13all;li and Badakshan.

I I<Iiusb-ha1 have narrated this, get I :m 110 Poet.
Employed in it I tried what I could do:
Had I art of Poetry and verses,
Many me the praises of my Emperor I should have sung.
When through Hind I wandered, tlleli to ingsclf I said,
I t is long I have been thinliing of this history in my mind."
II

If of this story the date you ask of me,
P

Hear by all account it is the y e a r of Iiurshat.
This poem I began at midday prayer,

.

And by evening prayer it had been completed.

.*

To me the whole of Dellii's city was as s garden,
While were with me Shahbaz and Saxdat Khan ;
Rut when they departed, and left me there done,
Hard indeed my lot, 8s death this sepamtion.
Since from their sight I have been cut off completely,
Now 1say indeed it is as though I were in a prison.
M y household is as a garden, and I the gslrdener ;

It is not strange that in the garden the gardener should be happy.
But when from the garden which he loves the gardener is divided,
That separation on both sides is equally hard to bear.
I f but a flower of that garden-should meet the sight of his eyes,

To the gardener's heart comes joy every moment that he beholds it.
See upon tlic paper the picture of-M%jnunJsfeatures,
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I like hiln am now but skin and bone, an elnpty spectre.
To each one in the world one time comes the hour of dying,
I , nithou t death, die not once, but every day.
Unjustly hare I become Aarungzeeb's captive in prison ;
God is alone who horns wbnt was my charge or crime.
I n myself I know no crime, it is by God I swear it;

But by others the tales that are told, many and lying are they.
The nature of my fmlt is by me ilnknonn entirely,
But I see that m y own excellence has been the cause of my ruin.
As I was firm and honest in deeds and in goocl intentions,
No other Afghanwas there in the service of the Moghul.
To Sovereigns there sllould be compunction of heart,
Honour and self-respect, as well as justice and consideration ;
For to nliom can one appeal against the decrees that tlicy give,

If upon oppression the l~enrtof the Sovereien is bent ?
Such trouble as on my tribe and family t h e fell,
May there never such happen to IIindoo or M[~ssaltnan.
JVllen the discern~nentof their own honoor is lost by them,
I t is of their own power the ruin that Monarchs cnuse.

If Aurung Sl~allk e e p on ever sucl~course of action
As now he has taken in hand, God preserve us from its end !
Either it is i n this genr or next year t.11at people will hear
r
That rivers of red blood \ d l full and flowing be..
What indeed am i ? But there are others who will act like me,
Countless are their names, the lords of the mountain lands.
He wlio 11ad no compassion on his father, nor yet on his son,
How will he stay his hand on any one else in the world?
With pride is he intoxicated, and standing erect in his folly,
On high is fixed his gaze, as though the Heavens wcre his goal.
He that seeks of him justice, his answer by sword or by club,
What time tliat in his court the injured appeal for redress ;
Never so much does he ask as why are yonr actions thus ?
What though the Chiefs in his country are murdering great and small;
A Governor's word is worth more tkan twenty witnesses,
To their decrees do his Judges forge his signature;
His procedure is n11 by bribes, withont interest is there nothing,
If one would gain for one's ol~jectm n e resnlt ;

Is there any one 1~1iosenature is ill-suited to these means?
Midst his court he wanders helpless in despair.
To the Physician yet say nothing, 0 Iihush-h~1!
For it is God the all-powerful mllo alone will cure thy ills !

When the time for the bloom of the roses comes,
Gentle are the showers that are falling on the ~neadoms;
Whose fortune is there that can rival his,
Whose steps lead Lim to wander tlirougll tlic garilcns?
To-day good luck is on my side :

May my destiny be ever so friendly to me,
That my stay sliould be in such a lovely spot,
As famed like it is none other in Hindustan.
Had the Abdal's eyes but lit upon this place,
All olher regions would they have forsaken for it.
Midst its meadons the vaters

wildly,

Through its turf the streains run ever 011 ;
With such pure and limpid waters,
How it triumphs over Cashmere's Sh~lilnar.
Men's eyes brighten, and their hearts rejoice,

-

As the water of its fountains sprinkle round.
As the water rises now, then falls again,

.-

One would say that round it pearls are s t r w n about.
4-

Where the fountains of white marble arc found planted,
Lovelier far tbat spot than Iran's vaunted scenes;
Thou wouldst say it was the thnndering of the Ileavens,
Where the river pours its waters down tlie falls :

If there be that cross tlie bosom of the lakes,
They would say that on a mirror is their Kay.

On the waters aye the wild-fowl ever diving,
Before the P J n c e seated one enjoys tlie Fdcoa's sport.
One -would say lhey are the flanles of Nimrod's fire,
So scattered are bright Tulips through tlie mead.
The Roses there tlieir cliar~llshave wove together;
Like a warrior armed, tlieir spears are by their sidce.
All w.xd are the meadows in fit11 blooul
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Of the Iris and the Lily, gallant show.

In that garden flowers are therc: they arc not scat1t ~ ,
Of dl their number, wl~attong~zeis there can take account ?
Be they Roses, or Violets, or Tulips :
By their sight is my heart now soothed to rest.
May I devote myself to the Creator of thcse worlts,
Since from his n~ightyIlwlds such buautics have bcen pr0111lccd.
All its trees rise as tliougll in rivnlry with the Henvcns,
Overtowering all is the lofty Dcodnr.
Of countless natures are the tuuings of' tlic birclu,
When from the Deodars their concert loud is l~cnrd;
From the tuneful pipings of t h e minstrels,
Not from the brecze, come the m ~ t l i n g sof tllc trces.
I n it of snowy plaster a mansion fine ia placed,
Through every room in which the splnslling rvaters run.
Three hundred are the paths that run amidst it,
Sach one whiter than the whitest lincn robc.
The mildness of its breezes-is beyond all description,
Were one ill for cigbty years there, would one soon bc wcll ;
Were the old n ~ e nto remain there, soon would they bc g o u t l ~ ,
Such is my belief in thc powcr of its brecze.
A boilcling such as this would Gnd its plucc in Paradise,
r

Wcre its guardians Lilt nwnrc of tllcse deligl~ts.
All its praises are far beyond all count ;
Were I to relate them, it would take u p a boolr.

By Asaf Khan werc its foundations l:litL,
Now by Ii;1~urrum1sorders is lllc work proccctling.
I t was the tl~ousandand fifty-ninth ycnr of the llryrtl,
The twelftll day of the New Year, I wrote tl~cscvcrscs.
Since from K11usl1-ha1has colnc such lengthy ~1,cec.h~
Good sense forbids tlirtl estcnded it s11o1Albe !

What though fed have I been on the salt of the Mogul's !

My heart is bursting with h~xrung.'~
scorn and cvil treatmel~t.
Unjnstly into prison did

1112 cast

mo for many years;

God knows what was m y fault, of it no knowledge Inine.

' ,
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Blsclr, is the RSogul's heart to~vardsall u s Pnthans,
Well n m I acquainted with cad1 one of their designs.
The true coin and the base to me are clearly known,
In their actions of their purporl a toi~clistonetrue am I.
Waa I an Eagle or a Falcon in the sight of Shahjellan,
That to Anrung as a Crow or Sparrow-hank I sliould be?
The life that before it sees but its own dishonour,
H e who leads it, a t such a life astounded am I.
Fire take their titles and their service then I say,
Since in tlie Mogul's eyes and underslanding I am despised ;
Maddened now am I that my name and honour are i n question,
Though no care is mine for the gain or loss of countless wealth.
Wlro with the greed of food rushes on the hook,
Thinl; not tlint I am suclr a foolish fish.
No remedy is there for any one against Fate's decrees,
And yet I am more cautious thnn an old wolf.
To tliosc who can discern I ~zunas true as the ruddy golden molrar,

I3y t l ~ ctest of the undiscerning I nm vnlued as a straw.
The world as yet
,

bows nothing of m y ~nerits,

Bilt I speak truth, as tlrc apple of the eye am I ;
Far greater my

W O P ~ ~than
I

the flowcra of tlrc Champu,

To the ignorar~has tlic Sunflower dci;oid of scent I seem ;

Liirc the falcon ia my eye on noble quarry ;
. a

No 8 p r r o I~ that Seeds on worms arid grubs ;
A 'l'igcr I whosc fiast is 011 his vicli~lrs;
No bullock I that grazes on 111c plains.
M y bcnrd is growilrg white, clcur to nlc are faith and honour ;
Were I to ilcal otlicrwisc, a pitiablc creature I should be.
If'pcople tueo tlicir back on me, no care is mine ;
For many have been hlistercd with m y true specchcs.

All t l ~ a lmppcns
t
is by Fate, no profit i n belief or knowledge,
Thus it is Iilrc a kite I am drivcn b y the wind.
Every Pathan that takes tlie Mogul's service,
More experience mine thnn ever can be his.
When in the Mogul's aervice, m y title was that of Lord :

-

Now that no title
. is mine, as an Angel free a m I ;
No care is mine for his decrees or his'permission :
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Praise bc to God that my will is n o r m y Own!
I;o carp is lllinc for his Court 1101' Je'l

f01'

Coullci1 ;

longel*is my ~ ~ a t at
c hhis upstart 110hles'

xowitnessing, no signing, no reporting mine,
n-0

care is mine for bonds or j e t d?crees.

Every fool that made me bow my lleacl,
bowed with blow of sword and mace.
His ]lead haye I

If to tile evil 1 am niggardly, wllat can Ihcy do m e ?
Like a bright star fortunate is 111Y clestil]~;
Every dap is to me a l~oliclayof independence,
Jyllat though otllcrs veep ? I am mad wit11 joy.
Enougll for n Pathan l ~ i srug and blanket ;
KO care is mine for C O U C ~ I or
~ S for cushions.
Frcedom is mine, thong11 plain and coarse m y clothes ;
Rullercd rmc an1 T of elv vet and of brocade;

A gmss-built hut is now so dear to me,
I had rather be seated tliere than in Palaces of stone.
IY11at tl~ouglirnx food is only sonp and curds ?
With the mealth of the JIoguls my chests are f d l .
Tile opposition rrhich I have resolved it is for faith and honour :
Kere I to waver in my design as n girl, I should be doomed.
By none hare I been wounded, by guns or yet by arrows,
m
I that hare been strnck, by my own rifle has it been.
Cut to pieces are the Biittiklieyls, who were as the pinions of my wings.
Eow vith the clipped wings of the Baraks is my fight ;
The feathers of m y flight have I shed like the Falcon,
Yet think not I am as a bat with no feather in my wings.
M y true brothers indeed are the Turis, ~ n c l is
i our relation,
From the Bolalrs am I removed liardly a finger's breadth :
K i t h lying deceitful \rords whose object is dissension,
They arc betraying me, for they think me as a boy,
1spit upon the beards of eve1.y one anlongst the Bar&,
And on my o m too if of such am I.
This day lins my tribe dealt w r y l l a r d l ~nil11 me,
But ~ e not rielding mine, \ ~ l ~ n t c ~Gad's
. c r will may be ;
On
haye the Khatalis turned their bath, for this may tlleir faces be blackened
For 1 aloll~am llleir clmmpion, in the alpport of God is lily t r ~ l ;~ t
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Yct were tliere any ties of brotlierhood or kindness betwixt us,
Great sliould Be my hopes from the parentage of every one.
The Mohmunds should be the feet and hands to assist me as I am crippled ;
Well pleased am I with sr~pportfrom the Afridis.
Many streams when joined together will make a river;
Now to all appearance I am helpless as a bubble.
Tliere are the Harlanrai and Sarbunni, many Patl~ansare there,

I, in the cause of honour, am associate wit11 tl~eulall.
That so milch favour has been accorded me by the Heavens,
Grateful indeed am I that such its decrees should have been ;
For now my age is passed beyond thee-score yeals and more,

Yet in purauit of a foray as an Usbeg staunch am I.
I t is for the Afghan honour that my sword I have bound beside me,
I Kliush~halRhatak am the only proud Afghan of tile day!

Colr~eand listen to my story,
Good and bad is told in i t ;

Hc became chief of his clan.
Those wlio sat with h i ~ nat table

Warning it contains and counsel,

All like lions were fierce and bold.

Let the wise take note of this.

Stained with blood the grave received them,

I am Bhush-hal, son of Shahbaz;
Of a warrior race I am s p r ~ n g .
Few so active and so bold.

All his officers and chiefs.
Numerous was his family with him,
~ 7 brave
1
hardy warriors they ;
Of one wind in all their actions,

Akory 's son was Ysliycr Khan,

Jealous each of fame and name.

Master of the sword was be ;

The thousand and twenty-second year of the Hejrn

Skilful was he with the sword,

I t was that to this world I came.

With the bow excelled be more.

Fifty years had lie completed

Once his eye had marked his foe,

When was rnartgred Eliahbaz IChan.

Soon his place was in the grave.

The Etnperor of his time was he,

Ready ever for fight or banquet,

TIiat discerning Shah Jellan.

Kind was he and generous.

To me he gave IDy father's place,

Under the constellation was he born

Of my tribe was I the chief.

Which gives birth to noble men.
Not yet entered i n the world

Vere it war or gifts they wanted,

The priests had long fore told his birth.

Thirty thousand Kliataks mine,

*Inthe Emperor Abbar's reign

Eaeh one to my word in tent.

8hahbb Khan was Yallycr Khan's son,

.
C

*

Lacking they foulld nougltt in me.
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All m y wealth T spent on nrmics,

Soon that gallant becomes poor.

Or the feeding of my guests.

Yet from the Emperor A i i r i ~ n ~ e c b

Had I a hundred in m y house,

Full vengeance tool< I for his bonds.

A thousand went on feasts and sport.

The sword's impress I printed clear

Every Iil~ntakin my Chiefship

Alike on Hind and Mnss~ilman.

Famous was tliro~~ghout
the world.
Did I find one lo\v in tronble,

Why should I, thoog11, boast myself ?

Raised I him aloft in joy.

The Emperor's bitter foe am I,

Every sort of en tertain~nent
To my fill T revelled in ;

Whether my path through hill or plain.
The Pathan's honour, dear to me,

Were it horsemanship or hawking,

Though they have joined the Moguls ;

Or the garden's peaceful joys.

Like the dogs they stray about

Gold I counted in my eyes

Seelring for the Mogul's scraps.

As the dust of the desert.

Now of seventy years I arn

He whose thonght is on his honour,

I n the month of Ramzan.

Others let them tell the tale.

As before, in m y heart of them no sign was seen,
Now froln forth it what deeds does thc world behold ?
Tllrough Lachee nnd Chontra did I wander,

But now is my way to Mddai-, the Afridi's home.
As the Falcon circling round surveys the mountain on both sidcs,
Again is now my glance upon the kountains of Swat.
When I gave up the titles of the Moguls, t l ~ u splcascd was I
As would be a captive from the bonds of long confinement.
Such rare determination as is mine,
No other Afghan will be born the same.
Could I but hid one other patriot nt m y lmnd,
Far from my heart with him would fly all my griefs.

'

To the 14ogul [hen would I such deeds make known,
That pleased would be the soul even of Farid Khan.

I n God's strength will I conquer, H e will help me,
What though in the battle Satan himelC\Trere m y foe?
Whatever the work to which s brave man binds his l~cart,
Though as a piercing thorn, as a flow& it will resnlt.
l b m if he were an angel, tronble would be his lot,
Whoever's fate has made him companion of the base.

-
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I I e whose intelligence is weak, it is well for him
That to another's guidance he sllould beud his war.
No longer now to-day's design will I defer until to-morrow,
For what guarantee to mnn is there of to-mo:~ow'slife?
IIe who sleeping laughs, waking finds good cause for weeping ;
In the friendship of the foolish the advantnge is but loss.
One spark alone is required to fire a village,
I t takes but one word to drive all trust an7ay.
Come, Cupbearer, pass the tankard, it is m y turn to-day,
See ~1110
lrnows to-morrow, ~vlioseturn i t then will be.
Anrnngzeeb the Emperor has come raging to Lahore,
See uutil to-morrow what the lot of all will be.
As the ineadoms need the rain snd the breezes' favouring influence,
I t is to those that show them kindness that the people will be tme.
Go, speak not of the cl~angesof the month or of the seasons,
Every day to us does Providence stranger changes shorn.

Many are they to-day who boast to you of tlieir friendship,
Bnt your life they seek to-morrow, for your foes they are become.
I n the world there are but two choices which honour offers,
Either to lose one's life or to succeed in one's design.

I am looking for the struggle of the Falcon wit11 the Raven,
Streams there are of blood that 'twist them will flowing be.
a

rn

=

DIay nonc be so acquainted wit11 the tyranny of We,

Bf any are the griefs that I bear now in m y heart.
They that formerly lay prostrate a t my feet
Now on my head do tliey plant their footsteps.
They m11o had ever expectation fiom m y kindness
c 1011s.
Rain now upon me their bounties and obligzt'

They who lmve recovered of the \vouncla of which I healed them,
Laughing are they now that I am in need of cure.
To what purport sl~allI ply them ? Who cares for Ll~eirmerit?
Burn them in the fire, those black pens of mine.

And yet it is not 1alone that regard my country's h o n o u ~ ,
For many are the Pntllans on the mountains and the plains.
Let tllelil the;; all give up thc Bilogal's treasures,
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Or I, too, in m y turn, will offer my hand to his bribes.
He that eats the Mogul's pottnge, a dog indeed is he ;

How can 1 make mention of the names of such as these?
Are they Hhataks ? Are tlley Bangash ? Are they Wurralizais ?
May their houses ne'er be free from lheir mournings for the dead.
Would that I had vengeance taken for my rnge and my distress,
Or that I had abandoned d l hope for my own I~onour.
With my enemies what fault hare I to find,
X7hen from beneath my feet my own people draw the props?

May an nnns~tusdson never grow old in any one's house,
Who would rie against his father in his schemes.
The Poet has no eyes to his own faulty verses.
1t is thus that with mistal<eshis writings miist abound.

Surprised indeed am I at bow it lends me on,
This strange art of mine they call devilry and magic.
I will Iny me down with weeping,
JV11en the time corqes for the

Such h z t ~ ebeen the griefs of this heart of thine, Khnsli-hal.

Gone have thy con~panions,tlley have marched to their last halt ;
Still horn soimcl d e e p thou stayest, Q! that careless lieart of mine.
From non-esistence into being, and fiom life again to death,
Uasten on the ILaffilas, band succeeding band.
The road through bogsand quicksand, on a sorry steed thou'rt monnted,
See than thee those bc tter monnted lmve failed to mdre their nay.

Plunged in this world's torrent, no hope t.hine of finding footing,
Many those tliat sought to stem it, but they never found the shore.
From the fury of its waters to the bank thou ne'er wilt reach,
None are t i m e who know its margin But the dwellers on that aide.
All the profits of this world w e vain and empty burdens,
Whose is greatest do thou not consider him a gainer.
To its decrees bring resignation, wllatcver thy lot may be,
Nothing can be averted by prayers or iqcnntations.
Look nt thine own l~artdsand feet and consider well,
All these are proofs of t,he Imowledge of God.

TRANSLBTIOS .OF POEMS.

Say thou ever, ''Well do I recognize God's Unity."

'

r

*

lf in God thou place thy trust, have no regard for follies.
Besides God, come tell me, who is tl~erethat has created
Euman beings from black dust, with such form and qualities?
Be not like the beasts who lire but for food and sleeping ;
I n the world of action be not lees t l ~ a nthy inferiors.
In the ma'tter of thy interests how alert and watchful art thou I
Yet in that of thy religion how drorrsy and careIess !
Be not proud of thine own beauty, thongh handsome as a flower,
Time will in a few days wear away thy face.
Let no one hope for.good of tllose of evil nature,
No one will taste the sweets of honey from the bitter of the Nightshade.
The ~ o r c l sof the nlan who takes no action on them
Are like a horse that is parted from its rider.
The man who acts not on his wards is as it vere an ass
Laden vith precions books, all his lilbour is in vain.
He whose mords and actions correspond together,
Then every word of his has effect whenever he speaks.
I n the good sense of what thou sayest no lack is there, Iil~usli-Id,
.Were tlry actions but as sensible, why shouldst thou have been thus troubled?

What is man, and what his fortune ?

Has no fear Tor IIeil liereafter.

Everything is ruled by Fate.

The Rose is ever the Bee's prey,

Were all the world a sharpened sword,

Whether in Cabnl or Cashmere.

,411men on thy death intent,

A hero he whose deeds are chanted,
Whether in songs or funeral dirge.
The sword's lot is thine, Hliush-ha],
By descent thou art used to it.
For seven generations before thee
Died thy sires by sword and bullet.
Thns I do not wish to praise myself.
True m y speech, as all well know.

Without fate thon wilt not die
By the sword nor yet by bullet.
Without fate there comes not death !
Vield the sword then, have no fear;
As the youthful ~ a r r i o r ' sactions,
Such we not mrought by the old.
The soldicr martyred for the faith

.

!'0
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Art thou wenricd in thy search

For thy cure from this world's wounds.

That from this life's liopes thou'rt parted ?

In no Faith is now my trust,

Countless blessings round thee spread,

Though each Faith and Creed I know.

Ask but and thou shalt receive.

Wounded by each shaft I saw

As thou seekest, thus thou findest !

Nag yet inore shall be thy share.

By ~uyselfthe bow was drawn.
No fear have I of 11arn-1from.others,

Who mould ere task honey's sweetness

So no haim comes from myself.

If the bee's sharp sting he feared ?
Still more early seeli the I-Iealer

Where's the good in promised blessing?
Has ten now with thee my meeting 1

'

I n wealth and joy are nlany friends,

I n grief and trouble nhere are they ?
Spriug nor aatuuin last for ever.
Mark well Destiny's previous course !
IIeard my prayers nnd freed my troublca,
Heaven fresh ones brings on me.
Trust thou not in this world's friendship,
Time will change the choicest friends into enemies.
Those whom I scarce loolred at, so liigli m y rank,
Now from them insulting speeches I hear.
H e who has been fed on sugar and honey,

To his taste the Uer will nevei equal the Date i n sweetness.
Never will he attain to tlie dignity of the royal turban,
I'Iowever much a man place rnby-studded slippers on his feet.
While I live, 0 ! teac11 me to forget it,

I n the p a r e I will think over thy treatment.

Many are they that I remember,

Thus art tlion, didst thou but know it,

Who have come and passed like wind ;

In the dust thy pattern see.

Still others come and pass on,

Naught dost thou know of .thyself;

There are none that stay behind :

A11

Wonderful indeed is this worksllop

Whnt art tliou concerned about?

Which the great Artist has produced.
Look thou well upon that bnbMe,

.Be thon just as glad thereafter.
What troubles hast tliou seen, Bhusll- ha1 ?

Whnt its lasting and its stay.

Sure thy heart i a ~ n a d eof steel.

! liow sad the thought to me !
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If but once thou receive lriudness from any one,
For that once put twenty injuries of his behind thy back.

A traitor yet deserves no pardon,
Tho~zg11
forgiveness is becoming towards the true.
The fault of a brother is no fault a t all,
Mercy is befitting to the mistakes of one's friends.

If from thy friend thou receivest bitter words,
Do thou give him smiling a sweet and pleasant answer.
Make no acquaintance or friendship with a mean man,
From such wilt thou never obtain real friendship.
From the disturber of thy country do t11on never stay thy hand,
However much the priests may entreat in his favour.

A true man will keep his faith as long as he is alive,
The word of the llnlnarily to-day is, to-morrow is not.
They are counted as betlsts, no men are they,
The herdsmen and sliepl~ercls, who lead flocks and herds.
H e who tells thee thy ihults, a true friend is he,
And talks not to others of the faults that are thine.
What though men and fiends woulci slay t h e ? Thou wilt not die
Until the day of thy fate has arrived.
There is not one that is dependent on m y mill,
With words of friendship in their
- mouths all do their own wish.
They who desired my death l k e all died themselves ;
I, behold! am yet alive and remain in this world.
The warrior thinks not of his own deeds of valonr,
Yet the blind Inan is convinced of his own beauty.
Discernment, respect, and modesty become n manIt is these three qnalities that distinguish him from a beast.
H e who is born of noble nature from his father and his mother,
In him will no real baseness be seen.
If one bring up a hid on the rnillr of n dog,
Like a dog in the end will his bleat become n bark.
Tell thou every one this saying of mine,
Eomever sweet the grass, sweet soup it will not make.
However much one may counsel and advise him, it is no use,
Who is born so from his parents, ill-advised mill he remain.
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The wise man conceals many faults by his wisdorn,
The fool by his folly shons his few to the norld.

Ha that lays not his own burden on others, but bears theirs,
Such is the man that is deserving of praise.
H e in whose heart the torch of wisdonl is lighted,
To hill1 day and might are both alike bright..
Repentant an1 1 of my sins, 0 God !
Asllalned of all I have committed.
Disgrace me not now that m y beard is white,
Though wlien my hair mas black sinful was my nature.
Give me now the power and grace for prayer,
No hope have I but in thy mercy and colripassion ;
From thee ever proceecleth favour and pity,
Tortured am I now at the thought of m y offences.
The world is not acquainted with the nature of my actions,
I t is I alone that Bnow wliat m y deeds have been.
No Jew or Infidel is there whose bel~avionris so vile
As I ];now myself to have been in word and deed.
The Sindoo even rises a t midnight for adoration,
'Yet feebler am I tlian he in the practice of devotion.

.

With a thousand other thoughts in my heart I bend m y knee i n prayer :

All through m y life it is tlius my devotions have been said.
Naught have I gained by worship, nor y e t by pious actions ;
I n those I could not avoid how listless have I been.
I Lave never cared for right or nrong so that it pleased mc.
When have I had concern for the lawfulness of m y food ?
Many are they whom I have consigned to the grave,
Even now am I eager to slay yet more.
M y passions make right wrong and wrong right to me,

I remain ever helpless agairist their prornptings.
My nature is as that of the seventy-two heresies from the A i t h ,
Though in my professions I am of the band of the T r u e Believers.
I n the torrents of m y lusts I plu?ge myself,

In the fortress of desire have I myself secured.
If in observance of rites consist true Muhammadanism,
Happy foYme, for then perchance I am a good Mussulman.

-
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Satan and my pnssions are in ambush at every brentll,
Till m y Iast breath shall I ever remain in terror of them,
M y virtues scarce as gold, m y vices are like pebbles ;
Blaclr dust upon my head, m l d tllougl~some gold is mine ?
The faith of his own chosen has God bestowed upon me.
However much in practice of my deeds I nm nslia~ned.
Whatever messengers or books have come from Heaven,
With all the prophets I agree to them.
H e who produced both worlds is without associate,
Firm is my faith in that article of belief.
Convinced am I there will be a Dily of Judgment,

I know well that from Thee comes good and bad.
After death comes life for human creatures ;
On all Lllese points from beibesy I am free.

My prophet is Mnhomed, son of Abdullah,
Devoted am I to his Companions and four friends.
The Imams of the desert all were in their rights
Until the M d ~ d comes,
i
of all I an1 the serrant.
They who are the enemies of his Companions and offspring,

.

Root and branch am I prepared to destroy them with the sword.
The masters of the religion are four, they are not five.

A Hanafi of the Suni faith I am in m y belief,
I cannot bear Thy punishments, pardon me !
To Thy threshold have I come, and there I wait.
What though I am full of sin and swollen with pride?
Of Him whose attribute is mercy am I, Bhush-ha1 the slave.
0

,

0 God, clo Thou not rend the curtain fkom my soul,
Display not Thou iny faults before the eyes of a11 the world.
On the path that is that of virtue and good name,
On that path do Thou lead me strdgl~t.
Whatever actions are for the good of the morld and of the Faith,
On such actions do Thou ever keep n ~ mind
y
intent.

In this world may my heart ever contented remain,
May all *trouble abide far from it.

My pnssiona and the Devil ar;! ever at my side,
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1

to ~me clearly
0
~ these two traitors.

IIomerer great the faults my hands comnlit,
Wllen I repcllt, do Thou remove it from me.
Grant unto me such sincerity of repentance
That never may 1 go back again from it,.

bIay lllortal sin be forbidden me as the flesh of swine,
And yeninl as that of mouse or rat.
J f j evil clispositio~lsdo thou take from out m y heart,
For such it is that drain m y heart of blood.
Grant lne Thy pover and Thy guidance for devotion,

I am Thy slave, of earth am I and helpless.
I11 my account with Thee no claim is mine for freedom,
Tct do Thou resign me for one moment to Thine own mercy.
'il'l~enp u t s m y soul from forth my body,
Do Tliou bear me away to the sight of Paradise.
Such t,hnt both the heavenly writers may be salisfied with me,
To such n grave do Thou consign me.
Keep Thou ever ruddy my face will1 the spirit of independence,
Let not n ~ ycheek be ever pale in expectation from any one.
The ~ m l l sof my faith surround me on all sides,
Guard Thou in snfety its fortresses and towers.
Keep me in Thy favour ever while in this world.
D

Gire me no family or descendants void of honour.
Time for Thee is ending, be no more careless, 0 Bhush-hd,
Fern are the days and nights that now remain to thy account.

Of Thee I seek for aid, 0 single and undivided God!

Be but Thou my helpcr, then will a11 my worlr succeed.
Thy helpless slave am I, yet Thy mercies I will praise,
Ever will I repeat Thy praises while remains with me the power.
Thy praises are without number, more numerous than the sand of the desert,
Who is there thnt can count the sand or reckon its number?
Neither Age is Thine nor Youth, as Thou wast so Thou reinainest,
As Thou wast, Thon wilt abide through all Eternity.
The earth, the seven heavens, the two worlds, human creatures,
All hast Thou alone created without any help from others ;
0
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All the worlds liast Than created by Thy siinple order ;
T h e Creator of all tl~eseworlds art Thou, yet has none crealed Tliee.
Whether white o r black all is witness to Thy anity,
F o r Thou encoinpasseth dl, whether white or black.
All thy works are lovely, in beauty and goodness are they fashioned,
Whilst such as are wrought b y 11s are sometimes good and sometimes bad.
Our misfortunes are our own fault, for bard is to ns riglit conduct,
Yet art Thou not such as closest Thy door to mercy.
Thou asltest of my conduct, does it agree with m y speccli?

Ah no! but Billal's stammering confession of faith was more acceptable than that of others.
Untutored is my speech, u n f t medium for Thy pmises,

By Thy grace will it become fitter, 0 E ~ e r n a lSingle God.

,

w h e n from Libra moves the Sun,

Geese and ducks are a11 around us,

w i n t e r then displays his banner ;

Countless are the water-birds.

See his flag tlie Star Csnopus
Which now stands forth in the skies.
Weakened by the summer's Heat,
F r e s h a h strong becomes the world ;
K e e n desire for food retiisns,
S w e e t the taste that water gives.
Side by side with arms entwining,
L i j by lip, the lovers sit.
Welcome now is heavy clothing,
Tho prancing steed the saddle takes ;
Yet the youth feels not his armonr,
Nor the steed his trapping's weight.
He whose heart i s for the chase,
G l a d is he this time has come.
From the north tlie wild-fowl trooping,
To the south their way are making.
F r o m Swat now returns the Falcon,
L i k e travelled Jogis coming home.
By the radiant moonlight marching,
S c r e a m the Herons in the sf ies.

Leaves his hilh now the rock-partridge,
On the peasant's grain to feed.
Is it falcon, hawk, or kestrel ?

On each the sportsman lays his hand.
Some are forth in search of hunting,
'Otliers seek the garden's shorn.
The Cent-foil opens vide its blossoms,
Brighter than Saffron's tints are they.

0

.

Many are the colours or the Abasi,
White and yellon! the Arghawan.
The flowers of the Cllainpa spread their scent
To tlie top of every bush.
Bright as is their show of verdure,
Still greater that of the saeet Basil.
With its young and tender branches,
Mottled show each tree presents.
The Bnlbul now and Parrot too,
C d l wit11 joy from every side.
Than tllis season's joys wilt thou
Greater hardly find in 1Ieaven ;

7G
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i n truth I say this season

Welcome art thou to Hhush-ha],

Takes the prize from t.hat of springtide.

0 Paman's star, I live by thee.

Before m e now for months lies frcedom,

T\Then thou sliowest forth thyself,

Beyond spring nothing but restraint.

Then m y happiness is full.

T~

Two tllings are there that I love inost i n this world and in myself;

I n myself my two eyes, and in this worlcl all fair creatures.
From the perfume of their tresses I nm as one distracted ;
Ever will he that has been snake-bitten be thus beside himself.
Looking a t the beauty of fair women I have found my God,
Short is the distance between ~netaphorand fact,
When I gaze at a lovely fme my eyes are never sated,
Every hair upon lily liencl beco~nesns though an eye with loolting.
Those of evil nature know notliing of love's troubles;
What liners the fly of the torments of tlie moth?
Hope not to escape from tlie slaughter of her sword,
Hers is no more compnseion even for those that she Iias slain.
The punishments of God are, ench one, charges brougl~tagainst us,
Many are the sufferings this world has brought on me from love.

A lovely face is ns a rose, my heart forthwith becomes a bnlbnl,
The bulbul i n distraction hurries wherever the rose may be.
Give me tears of blood, 0 ! m y lieart; wllen I would weep,
Snch have been m y sorrows that no other tears are mine.

I f tho11 consider poetry i n its nature is no harm,
The only fault in it is tlint some make foolish verses.
H e who makes verses without r h y t h and without measure,
N o poet is he, his are howlings of the dogs.
Persian poetry have I learnt, I have the taste for all ;
Pushtoo poetry I prefer, each one thinks his own the best.
I n measure, i n menning, in nicety, in metaphor,
H a v e I the Pushtoo langnage made to rival with the Persian.
The Pushtoo tongue is difficult, its Inensures hard to find;
Few are they that have come to me, thongll great has been m y IaJmnr.
There is no one that has taught m e tlie art of Puslitoo paetry,
The Mirza who wrote verses, i t is long since he wys dead ;

The book of Akl~undDnrweza I have rend froin end to end.
I n this tliere is no measnre, nor are verses to be found ;
The wise lrriow n d l their rulue, whnt should the fool know of them?
Pearls of speech are they wllich I, Bhusli-hal, have strung together;
Liars are all who say that such as I liave written in Puslltoo,
There are any other such verses, or ever h a r e been before.

T am not always pleased at my own verses, yet nrliat can I do ?
My heart drives me against m y will, at times I am impelled to it.
For twenty years ppst the cauldron of m y poetry has been seething,
Not till now is it fit for use, that my life has past sixty years.
If my rival on m y verses place his finger in caiticism,
Wliatever faults he finds I forgive him for them all.
I n poetry any purport if tliere be, i t is this,
That undcr corer of it, the poet may tell of noble actions,
Plain mny be the overcoat that l d e a the brightest dresses,

Like gold-washers have I brought gold from simple earth.
Two stmzas and two nlensures liave thesc i7erses if you see,
I n the month of Safar, one t.l~ousancland eighty-one i t was I wrote them.

Are there two hearts that are united, they will part in two a mountain,
To the union of two natures how nmny joys succumb ?
Blaclr must be her tresses, dimples she must have and jewels;
.*

The face that is a Fair one all men love to gaze upon it.
They who sincerely in this world love one another,
Trouble and good fortune to them are all alike.
People curae the Devil as the source of every evil,
Yet i t is their own passions that rule all in their actions.

A hundred troubles r o ~ ~ nthe
d , result of our own pnssions,
Two hunclred our c~lpiclityprepares before our face.
H e who portions sugar, many those that flock wound him,
Each one ss he takes his share puts the other to one side.
Blest indeed is concord, where hearts and wills are joined together;
Where there ztre disputes two-fold troilbles will be theirs.
Let each morhl's prayer be,

(I

May I need nought from another ! "

Yet is there noMonarch that llns not his times of need.
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Give a man a rose and a siu~plcflower will please him,
V h a t cares the bullock or ass if his load be made of flowers ?
Bhnsb-hnl's follies have become tlius conspicuous in the world
As the call of the M~lnzzinfrom the lofty steeple's summit.

Surely those are not thy checks wliicll thy raven tresses cover !
Rather these are fresh shoots of the liiacyntll lying amongst roses ;
Long has been my search for thee, at last fortune has faronred me,
Such a mistress have I found that all men's tongues are in her praise.

Vas j t Rsis or T;\iamalr? Was i t Farhnd or Khusru ?
All who knew love's troubles, a tl~ousnndblessings on each.
Mortals are but fleeting, there are none but; those remaining
Whose names amidst this passing worlll are told in futare stories.
Tales of others ! What are they ? To thyself they warning give.
Look thou at the candle, how it weeps at its own laughter!
See then, wheresoe'er I be, in whatever part I wander,
Cut from thy dark tresses lie these loclis upon iny heart.

B e who in his old age longetll after youth,
Say to him, "What dost thon tlmt thou moclcest at thy shame? "
H e \~r.]loseyenrs are many and joins y6uth and age together,
Better than his case is that of t l ~ ewild rue.
Now so gorged a t table that his power is gone of eating,
Yet insatiable he turns his eyes on the food that is before him.
In their designs, in their behaviour, in their deeds,
Snspicious are all men of one another.
Now my beard is white, why should I fear death?
Gone have all my friends, though their hair was bluclr, before me.
They whose ordera the whole earth lay under,
Come and loolr a t t l ~ e nnow
~ beneath the enrtli !
Man is but shifting sand if thou looli well at him,
Thus it ever changes, rolling round and round.
Bate's furnace many times have I with my own eyes witnessed,

I, Iibuah-hal, know well that it burns boll~green and dry.

I was going on my nay, wlien a lovely being met me,
Coquettish were her glances, and her smiles mere bright as day.
Sure her form was of a woman, but her nature of a fniry,

Like silver was her body, but her lieart mas hard as stone.
To the town we entered, hand in hand with one another,
Then from me she parted, now I seek lier to Bokliara.
Many are thc tokens of the beauty of lier person,

BOW
cau I tell you by what signs she may be I i n o ~ n .
Tall and bright-complexioned, in her stature lilie the Cypress,
Brighter than the roses is the colonr on lier clieelrs ;
Her teeth are pearls and diamonds, her lips sugar, arched her eyebroms;
H e r dark eyes are as ja~elinsstriking death from both her eyes ;
H e r nose is like a rosebud, as the jasmine white her chin,
Like musk are the moles on lhe sweet face of my fair one.

Of jewels she wore a necklace and a dnuble string of pearls,
Raven were her locks, nnd her liair1sperfume like Ainbergris ;
Rose-coloured, gold-embroidered, is the raiment that she wears,
Like a light her beauty shineth ; has no one seen her? Tell me, pray.
Favour me, 0 my good fortune, as tho~zdidst when she came will1 me,
Show me now the footsteps of my loved one that is lost.

m .

I said, "If I come to thee, wilt thou greet me with a kiss?"
Said she, " Hast thou a tl~ousandheads that thou askest tllis of me?"
I sdd, "Thy raven tresses are like so many black cobras."
Said she,

" Why trust thyself withiu the cobra's reach ? "

I said, " In what fashion thcn shall I appronch thee? "
Said she,

" Without sword can head parted be from body ? "

I said, I ever wander in divtraction in thy search! "
I(

Said she,

"

Wise art thou, why then thus disgimx thyself? "

I snid,." But for a moment let us two be happy together."
Said she, " Where nre those others in whose corilpany thou mast
I said, "Proud as thon art, know that tl~ereis God illat sees tliee."
Said she, " If I am proud, what to tliee ? Why talk so loudly ? "
I said, " I am the lover of that lovely face of thine."
Said she,

" For God's

eake why thus thrust thy love on m e ? "

I,:l;c thee is there no other fair one in t h i 8 world,
T I I Fp i t is of tile partridge, thy eyes ore like the peacoclr's.
S o ; v is the tilnc of early spring, all t h e meadowsare in bloom,

Ir is tile Creator's unseen power that has a11 these flomcrs produced.
Thou. art like a falcon, go not forth to prey my heart on,
As drinks the hawk its victim's heart-blood, thus dost thou, or as the Leopard.
Other men are free from trouble, I am e v e r plunged in grief,
S o l o w is tliat, but torment, p t I feed on i t by stealtIi.
V i n e there is, the I m p and pipe, bring hither, too, the tankard.
rSpring lasts not much longer when is passed the sign of Taurus.
IIere I sit beside the stream and watch t h e running waters,
Like life's tide they flow so quickly, t h e s e are now my thoughts.
If thy mistress keep her own faith, what matters that, to thee?
It is the test of true affection, take t h o u her faith for thine.
The lore of 31i?ju~111increased far more for Leila
In proportion as the people hated him o n her account.
The hope of Iihush-ha1 Khan is as fkom the gardener in

garden,

w h o gives to each one quickly the flower which he has clloscn,

Come listen, thou hast heard it, f a u ~ o n sis tliat saying,
That which has gone from the eyes has gone from forth the heart.
I die when thou art from me, lily life t h o u art, tlirlst thou but h o w it.
Go thou not then from me, stay thou e v e r b y my side,
Lost is niy good fortune when thou loolrest upon others,
Found again is it when on me thy glances light.
Thy beauties without rival, greater e a c h than those of Leila,
Me have they made like Majnun by t h e i r sight, 0 thou enchantress !
Many are the fair ones with eyes like d e r and forms like fairies,
Yet is there none like thee, so coo a n d yet so sprightly ;
T l l j lips they are like nlbics, thy teeth pearls, on hearts thou feedest,
Tlint little 1nout11of thine is ns a c a s k e t of fine je\veIs.
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L " and "p" then lisper, that my lips may print it on thee,

E a p p y times we spend together, let us tl~anlrfullyenjoy tltem.
Msny monarchs are there who are slaves of their belo~edones,
Thou it is, 0 God! that this power hnst granted to the fair.
Ever with bow mncli thought dost thou ridicule Iihush-hal,
Now thou makest peace, then mar, now kind thou art, then angrr !

Both her lips has she now parted,

I am maiting Tor our meeting.

Pearls she pours upon her lover.

Whether Faithful they or fdse,

When I look upon thy face,

Creathe not once upon my rivals ;

N o wish is mine for Bowers or garden ;

Tdie one glance but in thy mirror

The Rose from shame forgets to blossom
When it loolrs upon thy cheeks.

If the choicest flower thou'dst see.
To whom colnplainest thou, Klinsh-ha1 !

May good fortune now betide me,

Who is t h r e that licars thy plaints ?

Since my sight fell on those dark eyes of tllinc,
Never can I forget those lorely eyes of thine.

Of the hawk's are they ? Thc peacoclc's or the falcon's?
Or of the soft-eyed antelope? the glances of thii~eejes?
As the lambs crouch hidden in the pasture,
From the shade of those loose tresse%look those gentle eyes of thine.

As the armed trooper stands, his lance in 11and beside him,
Thus aTe standing the long lashes round those marring eyes of thine.
As one who has drunk wine, thus iutoxicatcd my being
When I gaze upon those languishing eyes of thine.
Whether they be Priests, or Devotees, or even Recluses,

On each one's heart they feed, those cruel eyes of thine.
Wllatever thou wonldst gaze on, look thou well upon it,

0 Kliush-ha1 ! while there is pover of seeing in thine eyes.

I a m a drinker of wine, why does the P ~ h quarrel
t
with m e ?
Our natures are made by Fate, q h l d tbat I could m a l his
~ like mine!
Well dost tlion say, m y adviser, blessings upon tl~gspcech ;
Well dost thou inean, but by v o r d s h ~ thou
~ t over yet tarned the torrent?

11

Those have gone to Heaven who llnd ncither knowledge nor sense,
Otl~ershave gone to Bell ahose esccllence mas their boast.

Of n-bat profit to Abujahul the words of the Propllet Mahommed?
Who mill polish the mirror that God has covered with rust?
The 3Ionlr who sits in his cell, tell me what thereby is Bis gain?'
8 1 1 y dost thou tlrns straiten this spacious world for thyself?

I vould hnre lore's troubles whatever mny be m y religion.
They w e but thine ovn words that thou tellest t h u s to me.
Uitller comc quickly, minstrel, and raise the New Tear's song,
Sncet heart-soothing elrains bring from the lute, t h e pipe, and tlie harp.

On erery side are flowers, the Anemone, Narcissus, and I-Iyacint11.
Foolisli in his design who would go elsewberc t h a n to the
Some there are who with alnple provision set out in search of Thee.
Otlicre nre they who seek Thee with but a cloth g i r t round their loins.

In Judgment lnagest Thou, 0 God, test severely eacli man's practice.
For now Thou art kind to my foes, but to me Thou art hard as stone.
A11 the armies of Delhi have come intent upon m y death,
Yet art Thou not yet resolved on Bhush-l~al'sdeath : Thou hast compunction.

The minst.re1 now attunes his lute af~s11,
New tales he tells ns with each c h o d he strilies.
Let the Monk stay in his cloister, I will wander through the gnrdcn ;
See the flowers of Spring are calling loud to me.
The beggar's mind is full of thonglit to stay his hunger,

On the Monarcll meigh the troubles of his State.
What will be her kindness when she once comes to love mc,
Now that in her coyness such gentleness is hers ?
X'l~en with her I am IChush-hal, yet am I saddened
As one who is grateful to yet injured by another.

If this be no sign of my good fortune, whnl else is i t ?
That to In7 rivals she slloas auch dislike.
If delight in gazing on the Fair ones be fi fault,
Then is Khush-ha1 r~ criminal throughout his life.

IIow deftly lm shc curled those two long tresses,
Forthwith dl men's affections are distraught.
H e r black locks are as a chain, her face the Basba,
With both hands seize tlme.loc1is if thou wouldst malie the Eixj ;

If but once it be that chain fall in thy gmsp,
Ever will i t bind thy heart in happy state.
Bonst thou of the blessings of trne affection,
When from thy lienrt thou llast espelled d l strnnge desires.

My fame and honour I hare squandered in t11y cause,
I n return what wilt thou grant me for my pains?

If I speak of smeel;meats, this is my intention,
That tl~oogliwith hard words thou sliouldst give me yet some Irissses.
Now liss Ihsh-hal's lieart completed its dcsire,
Since thy glance's sword has piepeed it throngh and through.

Praise be to God from mc who from nothing brought me into being,
Other of his creatures IIe made made me not, of Adam's stock am I sprnng.

.

In descent from father to son a follower of Mallornet am I,
I? the mission of the Four Friends I uin a firm believer.
Flill rightly do I know that there are foiir divisions of the Faith,
On the sect of the Eanafis firndy my 11ope.s 1 bind.
Great is the regard in my heart which he has iu~plantedfor the leanled,
And but little heed has He granted me for the religious teachers of the day.
No Drunlrard or Gamblcr or Debaucliee an1 I,
Nor yet Jndge or Lawyer, whose only tliouglit is for gain.
The lot of the sword He gave me, by birth a Pathan am I ;
Of no lineage I, lacking wealth or following,
Gory was the shroud in wlzich my htller went to his grave, and all my ancestors;
Many there were that died with tliem, spread o'er the world was their blood.
M y father Shahbaz Khan, liberal as Eatim was he ;
His heart like that of a Tiger, more skilled in the saord h n Bustam.
Steadfast was he in the Law, and upright in every deed;
No reader or writer was he, yet wiser than they that are learned.
How shall I praise my grnndsire, Pnradisc is now his abode.

.

Sound like Joseph was he from head to foot.
Were another znoal~ted,he on foot was lev51 with hila ;
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Most trusted friend was I of the Emperor Sllal~Jelian,
Folly mas it in Aurangzeb that he dealt so hardly with me.

I can scarcely draw my breath, yet there is none that can lessen my pain ;
For a wound I have in my heart that no Doctor or Ointment can heal.
How many thoi~snndwarriors have been idle for how Inany years,
IIad my heart not been ill at ease m y purpose had never thus failed me ;
Should twenty years yet pass, still that object will not bc accomplished,
As things are now going on, see what will result from this trouble.
That whicli Sh~unsherKhan in so many years brings about,

I in as many months would have settled riglit firlnly lhe matter.
That treachery and deceit which Hagat Khan's art is,
What is there manly in that? the wiles of a woman are such,
Where is there knowledge and discernment? blind is the world indeed,
Since thus it honours a woman with the title of Chief.
This writing and letters which Bayat Klian calls the work of the Devil,
Shall ever pour curses on him from tablet and from pen ;
The honest truth speak I wllich is well known to all,
If I an1 illdeed no poet, wlnt value in prnisc or in blame.

-

From whence has to us this Spring-tide returned,
Which on all sides has spread us a garden.
See the Anemone, sweet Basil, the Lily, the Hyacinth,
The Jasmine, Narcissus, Wild Rose, and Pomegranate;

.

Marly are Spring's flowers, of all kinds are they,
But conspicuous amongst all is the Tulip.
The maidens place bouquets of flowers in their bosoms,
With bunches of flowers are the youths' turbnns dressed.
Come, Minstrel, draw the bow across the violin,
Come, Cup-bearer, bring tankards brimming over,
That with the joy of wine I may be filled.
The Pnthnn youths again have dyed their llands,
As dyes his claws the Hawk in the blood of his prey.
B l ~ ~ s h i nare
g now their pale swords with red blood,
In S n ~ n m e rhow strangely the Tnlili becl has Mossolne(1,
I\cmal Khan and Dmya Khan fro111dcatll God preservc lllcln,
Never have t h y failed mc at the t i m gf neccl.
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Iillaibar's pass have they reddened wit11 the blood of the foe,
I n lirappe is the roar of their cannon still heard,

To Kmppa to Bajore straight the nionntains
Have been seized with quakes and trenlbling time after time.
Five years now are passed that in all these regions
Of bright swords every day the flaslring is seen ;
The Erst fight was in the lofty ridge of Tnhtar,
When scattered were fwty thousand RIoghal foe,
Their sisters and daughters became captives of the Pathan,
Their horses, camels, elephants, and baggages.
The second battle was with Mir Husscin in Doabah,
Where crnshed was his head as of a snake.
Again after that was the fight of Nanshahr,
When drunk with the slnugl~terof the Moghals was I ;
Then came the fights with Jeswant, Sing11 and Shujaa Khan,
On whom Aclnnl brought destruction in Gandnb.
The sixth figlit was with Mulinrram Khan and Sllarnsller Khan,
Whom in Iihapash Acmal scattered to the winds.
These are the fights vortliy of men that 1 remember,
Of the contests of boys on all sides is no account;
Every victory has been ours np to now,
For the future we must trust to the Olnnipotent.
,.

Now is a year that Aurangzeb is camped ~ g n i n s us,
t
Haggard in his features and wounded in his lieart ;
Year after year i t is that fall his nobles,

Of his armies destroyed what account is there?
The Treasures of Eindustan liave been scattered before us,
Swallowed by the mountains has been his ruddy gold.
Still of the Emperor's folly there is no lessening,
I t must be that from his father is this infatuation ;
Between him and us there is no result apparent,
Save that either the Moghals be removed or else the Pathans ruined.
The Pathan who holds nny other idea, it is futile,
Except from the sword no other relief is there ;
The Patlians are more d d l e d in tllc sword than ihe Moglials,
Would only a little more nnderstanclillg were theirs,
P

Would the tribes but be of one mind a'nongst themselves,
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Emperors would prefer to bow down before them ;

I alone amongst them am concerned for my nation's honour.
At ease are the Yasuhaies cultivating their fields
The Afridis, Mohmuncls, Shinwaris, what are they about?
Spread is the Moghal army in Nangrahar,
With calls for succour to them am I wearied,
Deaf are they, no attention is paid to my cries,
While a11 the other l'atl~ans from Candaliar to Attock,
Are openly or secretly combined in honour's cause.
Sweeter to me far is death than such a life,
As is passed from day to day without honour.
Ever in this world will he not be living,
But yet of Hliush-ha1 Khan will the memory abide.

Unlil his vengeance he has wrought upon his foe,
Neither sleep, nor food, nor rest knows a true man.
Who has no concern for his own lionour,
Little respect will be paid to such an one.

If ability and honour and pride be in him,
Consider even a slave better than his lord.
Slowly his steps planting he mounts upwards;
With one bound no one mounts up to h e roof.
B y careful search, if thou rclax not, believe mc,
The wntcr of life wilt thou find in thy pulwit.
Every day is not qnite like another,
Solnctimes time brings pain, aometilnes its cure.
Twixt manliness and meanness is no sympathy,
Distinct from one another are they in thought. and action,
What is within another's reach is his own ;

A man himself holds the reins of his own fancy,
Who by 'birth from his ancestors wields the sword,
Well befits him the trade of the unbending glaive.

My grief a t Gunbnt came from forth my heart,
When a t Doda God granted me my aesire of victo~y.
Abad Khan is one to whose face victory hastens,
I n every place his'fatl~er'sname has he renewed ;
May God grant he rival his Father in life and name and deeds,
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Were it o f defeat, wounds or reproaches,
Stinking was the earth with the stench of the slain,
Who mere cut to pieces in Doda by the sword.
The lot of the Bangash is the Peaks of Pali;
Now let t h e m put their swords within their sheaths.
H e who leaves his own trade for that of others,
Than him no greater fool will ever be.
What though the stag is fierce in battle, he forgets to figLC
When f r o m the Lion his head a blow receives.
Had the Bangash had any honour, never would I have cut
Out of their full garden a single dmond.
Of the dishonour of the Bangash this was the punishment,
That on their flesh are feasting the mild beasts.
Every man who quarreIs with his master
Will at length meet the punishment of his deeds.
Such grief and lamentation canie upon them,
That b r i g h t day to the people of Kohat became as night.
I n the fight of Doda again was filled with wine
That goblet which in Gunbut had emptied been;
I n that fight countless plunder became ours,
Of lovely maidens, fine horses, and raluable treasures ;
With t h e i r black armour, bows, and sheaves of arrows,
Every man of us was fitted out with a;r.ns.

.

-

There w e r e six or seven thousand Khatalis in that figlit,
Every o n e of us was rejoiced with booty.
The reports of this fight will spread through all the country,
With its glory will every Pathan be rejoiced ;
When o f this victory the report reaches Hindustan,
Lond will be the Emperor's plaint to great and small,
That when Pathan honour is disgraced he is dclightedSuch a Xing of Islam is Aumngzeb.
In the change fro111 the constellation of the Lion in the yenr 1091, in the month of Rajah,

On the third day after the fight, I began t.liis poem :
Words written on paper remain,
That is why I have com~nittedthis story to writing.

.

Mayest thou ever have such victory over thy enemies,

As in t h a t fight was mine, God be with'you !
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Astounded am I with my view of hnman nature,
What deeds they are capable of, for their passions such dogs are they ;
Such actions proceed from their nature
That the Devil himself would neither think nor mention.
Ever the Koran spread before them are they reading,

But little is their practice according to the Koran.
Whichever way I go in search of them,
Like the Elixir undiscoverable nre the vise.

A good man like a nuby or Sapphire is not easily found ;
Like other stones no lack is there of the worthless.
I t may be, in other nations good men are found ;
But few and far between amongst. Afghans are they.
What good is it to say words of advice to one ?
Even to his father's counsel he will scarcely hear.
Every deed of the Pathans is better than that of the Moghals :
Concord is what they lack, the pity of it !
From Bahlul and Sher Shah's words I hear
That formerly the Pathans mere Kings of Hind;
For six or seven generations was their Empire thus,
T l ~ a all
t the world was confounded at thein.
Either these Pnthans are different or sometl~ingelse has happened,
Or else God's orders have been such as they are ;
If only the P a t h w could find the hlessi& of concord,
Old Hhush-ha1 would again a youth become.

What greatest of a11 blessing is,
No else can it be than sound health.
IIe whose lot this blessing is,

-

From head to foot is favoured he.
If thou its valne Bnowest not,
The greatest fortune is good health.

In thy frame thy life alone
Than all the n7orld more precious is.
Hadst thou no life, but oflnedst the world,
Nonentity would be its meaning.
This world is like a n p t i c phrase,
The interpretation of which is thine existence.

T h a t the7 sl~ouldbe interpileted,

Of mystic phrases is the purport.
Of the l~appinessof thy body
T h e pivot is all centred in healt11.
He, whose body enjoys not I~enlth,
To him his wealth as rnbbish is.
Illness in one's home's a trial,
How much more in exile !
My foot pains me so severely,
The moment tllat passes is as an hour.
My horse is going slo.rvly on the road,
A fall from it is grievous lnck.
Since though my head's injury has Fdlen on my Icg,
In this some comfort is for me :
Even Tor this nlust I be grateful,
For than every evil there is n worse one.
I said the worst is over, but now I see
That worse ills yet reinain for me.
I said, Now indeed Portunc is kind,
Yet on me its violence falls.
Hindustan is now like Hell to me,
W11ich to others neaven is.
*
A prisoner came I to this land,
F o r some few months I cheerful was ;
E a r d for me as mas imprisonment,
Greater trouble than that calm on mc.
Every day to be obliged to attend the court ;
Consider what a hardship that !
Another's orders tire torture to him,
T o whom his own will has been cnstomary.
N o kindly kindly friends are here,
Nor pleasant intercourse with olllcrs ;
I can neither give nor seize,
Nor exercise authority.
No longing or'dcsire have I for the cltase,
Nor can I interest mysclf in anything else.
EIere no one a s h of othev's'~velhre,
8 0 ill-dispo&ioned tllis city is.
r t
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I reckon that there are only a few men
Who are well disposed towards me.
Akbar was one shnred in my grief,
But he is now engnged in 11ia own pursuits.
W1:ether i t be Emperors or Nobles,
Well lrnoiv 1 what their condition is :
No one wishes the other well ;
So selfis11 they, it is like the conf~lsionof the last clay.

I, that this poem coniposecl,
I n Delili was my s h y ;
The fourth of Rajah was the day,

Of the I-Iijr:t the 1077th year.
0 Khueli-ha1 ! grumble thou no longer :

If thou sayest more, disgraced art thou !

Saidst thou,

"

Grieve not, for I am thine, and thon art mine,"

Me in truth hast thou waked to life, whether thou treat me fair or foul.
Whal a lovely torment art thou, without rival is m y loved one-

'

Eadst thou not that one defect, that thy heart is hard as stone ?
Were the world made up of beaulies, on _every side were fair ones ;
Still were i t astounding such o lovely one as thou shouldst be born !
With so great slaughter art thou indeed not wearied?

What heeds the Executioner, i f a thousand lives he takes ?
When of thee I beg a Rose, of thy garden'of thy boTder,
If thou grant nle but a weed, still I prize i t as a Rose.
So long as 'I thy slave live on, a captive of those locks am I,
I n a single hair of which n thousand hearts entangled lie,
Whether they be boys or men, all in search of thee are wandering':
I n the city is there no one who is not in love with thee.
Look thou a t the Cypress ; in a moment it despised is,
When thou movest in the garden with that lovely form and stature.
IIappiness is the Paradise to bc alike, of Priest and IIermit;
Already from thy face i n lCl~asll..hnl'sgrasp is Pamtlisu !

TRANSLATION .OF POEi\lS.

Lo ! the early Spring has come, I apart from my beloved one,
Alas ! Alas! Alas ! without m y sweet-heart goes the Spring-tide :
Weep the Peaks and Monntsins o'er the lot of parted lovers,
No snow-born torrents those which now dash from rocky heights.
I t is the fire of wounded hearts which now kindles mountain forests,
See the deep brown clouds of smolie which arise from Pine and Fir.
Wouldst thou know the lot of lovers whom separation has divided?
See the Crane who from the flock bewildered wanders.
No such sad complaints are heard as are those of separation ;
Come, and list with me to the strains of bard and minstrel.
No solace for my grief: far from that day each day adds to it ;
Quickly come, lny healer, lest I die, for Hemeu's sake!
The b a t h of those that rival is fresh life to those that love :

By God! I swear these two things take place at the time of meeting.
What though yet m y breath remain, I am counted midst the living;

!

The illness that is incurable, what hope is there for the sick?

1,

i~
I.

IT~xmanbeings none are ronnd me, but the mild beasts of the forest ;
Thua no fear have they of the groans of the distressed.

I ,
$ .

1

Such the grief and pain that 1, Rhnsh-hal, for thee llave suffered,

%I

.That whether friend or stmnger, no one looks at me folbscorn.
Glad to me the time when I fly t? my beloved one ;

It is to me as though to Spring's gardens I betook me ;
Her hair has she unbound, I an1 sprinkled with fragrant musk
n o w shall I now a g d n to any perfumer ever betake me ?

:

-

May ,God grant me iu my home that peerless black-eyed beauty,
Now that she has favoured me ; to Farkhar ~ 1 1should
y
I betake me?
The plaints of wounded hearts grieve those at ense and 11nppy;
M y anxiety is in tllia, lest.to my grief I now betake me.
Wheresok'er the thorn is, there's the place of blooming roses ;
Therefore with this hope to the thorn-bush I betake me.
What witchery llus she wrought me by her wiles, I am astouncled:
To my death sho~ddshe be minded, yet to that cruel one I bctalie me.
Countless are the tyrannies which she hat11 wrouglit
Natheless, will I nil1 I, to that tyrant I bctal-~e me.

LIPOII I ~ I C ,

Sweet indeec1.the loved ones wliicl~lily eyes hare gazed on,
Now wit]] bitter tears to their to111bs I piiy "9 visits.

'

-

-

_
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Did fear but reach thy heart, how good it were !
Hadst thou but pity on poor me, how good it were !

I that for love of thee stand at the door lamenting,
Did thy ears but hear niy pleading, how good it were!
Were they who blanie me for my love of thee
But acqnainted vith thy beauty, how good it were!
Whoever to-day of purity boasts in this world,
Did he but see thy face, pixre indeed would he be and chaste!
After death, were m y grave in such a place,
That o'er it lay m y loved one's path, how good it were!

.

At thy gateway many hounds and spaniels lie,
Were. I but one amongst them, how good i t mere !
In thoughta of thee with this short life will I never be sated ;
Were Khush-hal's life but longer, how good it were!
If but once her face shows from forth her veil,
Lost will be for ever all claim of radiance to the Sun.
The Tulips will borrow colours from her face,
Shamed will be the Hyacinth at the sight of her tresses.
Why do people lay charges against Fortune ?
I t is she tliat with her eyes the vorld hath desolated,
Is it with the effects of wine that her eyes are thus flushed,
Or has some one out of sleep aw&e her too early ?

The blood of hearts she quaffs in place of wine,
Again for relish with it she takes broken hearts.
The special fate of those slaughtered by my fair one
I s that without question straight to Paradise they go.

My heart is as a compass, fixed its Benring,
I t points ever to the Altar of thy eyebrows.
Be not gladdened with her promises, Bhush-ha1 :
From the bubble what constancy does one expect ?
My grief is ended, now has come the time of gladness ;
What time the flowers of Spring nrrjved, my garden bloomed :
Ql~icklylct us prepare to wanrler t11r011gliit ;
Go, tell the Nightingale that Spring has come.

,
.
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Now too that of bright flowers it is the very season,
Let the Minstrel tune his strains to rejoice me.

It is his regrets and fears of S u turnn
That to the Roses now the Parrot discourses.
Heavy was the load of Separation, God has lightened it,
For now I rejoice again that the delight of my eyes has returned.
Others have indeed their various festivals;
For me my feast is then what time my mistress comes.
All sorts of bright garments does Hhush-ha1 put on, a merchant he,
When he enters the Bnzar wherein is his mistress's face.

What though with tongue strives with me my mistress,
I n her heart with many a kindness treats me my mistress

:

When she comes and throws her arms around my neck,
Far from me all trouble dispels my mistress.
No need to her of a sword, a cold look is enough,
If on my death resolved be m y mistress.
When the light of her beauty she displays to me,
Just like a moth do I become before my mistress.

A Beggar I, a monarch she, therefore it befits
That to my devotion respect should pay my miatress.
With every one she jests with epen heart,
But to me her heart has closed my mistress.

A studded nose-ring is dl that adorns her face,
Satisfied with a necklace of black cloves is m y mistress.
To my rivals is she softer far t l ~ a nwax,
But to Bhush-ha1 harder than stone is lhe heart of his nlistress!

The shord that is sharpened for the blow, is it or not?
The tresses tl~atare curled for her own lover, is it or not?
Why sayest thou to me,

"

Look not on the fair ones? "

The eyes that are created for seeing, is it or not?
Let the Priest fast and pray, let the Gallantgrasp filled goblets:
Every man that is created for his own part, is it or not ?
Saidst thw,

"

My lips' kiss is like a healing draught."
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The dranght I seek from thee, for my heart's wound, is it or not?
She drinks my very heart-blood, t l ~ a is
t not for any other;

My heart that was created for that cruel one, was it or not?
Why dost thou bewail the black locks of thy mistress ?
I t is of thine own self thou songht that black snake, is i t or not?
Compared to thy face as weeds appear they,
Both the Rose and Tulip, beside thy cheeks, is it or not?
Eere is Wine, thc Harp, and Flute, with thy mistress ;

Thy tablets in thy hand, it is to the garden thou hastest, is it or not?
Hard of heart, a cruel mistress thou,
Tyrannical and heart-oppressing art thou !
What though I thus londly cry,
Pleased art thon with this m y grief.
I t is thou that hast wounded me, to thee I complain ;
Well dost thou know the effect of thy blow.

It is to thee I look for ointment ;
Yet to my mounds as salt art thou.
Ever to thee will I pour out my plaints,

If it is that m y wailing please thee.
Let them their hearts for grief prepare,
Who have fised their hopes on thee.
What can any one say against me,
Since thou such a lovely idol art?
V h o herself her lover slays,
Then makes lamentation over him.
What fault has the lover committed,
That thou art eager to plunder hiin ?
Sometimes pain comes, sometimes pleaslire ;
Now art thon as a thorn, now as s Rose-garden.

On Khush-ha1 hast thou brought clistress,
That by his rivals thou art seated.

The Tulip is unrightly compared tt, her beauty ;

The Musk of China is ashamed at the fragrance of her tresses ;
Her black eyebrows are a bow, their laalies are arrows,
Every shaft amongst them has pierced the lover's heart.

-
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H e r two eyes in her body are as piercing swords,
Ever aye they warring with the hearts of those that love her.
Thou wouldst call it a Negro selling sweets,
That mole of hers which is on the side of her lips.
The radiancy of her beauty is of a brilliant light ;
The poor Lover as the moth that hovers round.
I t i s the earring that alone has ever touched her ear;
I t is the clove that alone has ever touched her nose;

In her beauty there is no single point wanting,
Except that one defect is hers, that of atone is her heart.
Each one's struggles are after his particular object ;
Khush-hal's design is on her beauty.

M y mistress has become reconciled again to my rivals, Alns! Alas!

To the words of m y enemies does she listen, Alas ! Alas 2
Just for a few days kindness took its place in her Iiearl;
Now merciless and cruel has it become again, AIas ! Alas !
That Rose which I watered with my own heart's blood,

.H a s become the companion of every weed and thorn, Alas ! Alas!
With design against me she looks towards my enemies,
Aesenting to my slaughter is she, Alas* ! Alas I
Apart. from thee my life's blood has been my food,

.

Thus has my life passed, Alas ! Alas !
Unhappy Khush-ha1 was in eager hopes of meeting :
The captive of separation now is he, Alas I Alas!

Though the maids of Cashmere are fiamous for their beauty,
And those of China and &fachin and Tartary,
Yet the Pathan maidens whom with my own eyes I have gazed on,
They would put all'such to shame.
On score of beauty, this is the sum of all their praisesThat of Jacob's lineage and descent .are they ;

No need have they of musk or of Rose-water ;
There is the fragrance itself of The Perfumer with their prajers five times a day.
13
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What of Necklaces or Jemels or other ornaments?
All such beside their tresses are of no acconnt.
V h a t of brocaded veils and robes of scarlet muslin ?
Not to be compared are they to their white snoods.
The beanty of their nature exceeds that of their appearnnce;
Sweeter hr are their secret chnrms than their external.

All their time is spent in privacy and seclnsion ;
Never are they seen in public wit11 persons half-exposed.
Prom modesty they can scarce raise up their eyes.
No experience ever theirs of hard word or blows.
I, Rhush-hal, have but little told of much,
Prate no further on this matter which is boundless.

The Arlamlrheyl Afridee maidens are red and white;
Many and varied are the charms that are theirs,
Great large eyes, long eyelashes, broad eyebrows,
Sugar-lipped, rosy-cheeked, moon-like foreheads,
Tiny mouths like a Rose-bud, even teeth ;
Their heads girt wit11 dark tresses, fragmn t as Ambcr,
Their skins as smooth as ivory, bare of hair;
Straight their figures, like Alif; fair Cneir complexions.
Like the EawB has been my flight along the mountains,

Many s partridge there has been my prey ;
The IIawk, whether young or old, seeks its quarry,
But the swoop of the old Hawk is the most unerring.

0 I of Lundi's streams the wnter, and of Bari,
I s sweeter to m y mouth t l ~ a nany Sherbet.
The Pealis of the M a t a ~ Pass
i
rise straight up to the Besvens, .
I n climbing, climbing upward, one's body is all melted.

I came to the Adamld~eylsin Tirah,
Then I parted with them a t Rhwarrah with sad heart.
Love's troubles are like fire, IIhush-hal,
What though the flame be hidden, its smbke is seen.
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0 morning breeze, shouldst thou pass by Kllairnbad,
Or should thy way lead thee by the side of Surai's stream,

A thousand thousaud greetings take from lne:
Thither from me conntless good wishes bearTo mighty Indus shout them out with Fervonr ;
But to the Lundi stream in whispers softly tell them.
Perchance again m y lot may let me quaff thee,

I shall not ever dwell beside the Ganges and Jumna :
If of Bind's climate I complnin, what shall I say ?
Still greater than on its climate is the curse upon its wut.er;
H e who drinks its river water, it tears forth his bowels ;
n o t without danger is the water of the wells.
Since no cold mountain torrents are in E n d ,
Curses upon i t 1 thougil it be filled with dainties.
Yet will no man remain always without hope in the world ;
On the distressed will co~npassionat length be showed by the Merciful One.
The wounded one is ever in expectation
That of his wound the blood will staunched be.
God grant that I again may meet my loved one,
From whom apart from myself two-thirds are parted!
P e t the wise bear no rebellious longings
Aiieut the treatment which the Physician orders.
3

Not for ever will Khnsh-ha1 remain in Bind :
At last from Hell will find release the Sinner.

Blessings on m y Grandsire, who took up his abode at S u r d :
Well do I lmow it now ; no place like it, believe me.
The dark mountains of Hodee stretch straight up to Tirah,
The Nilnb and Lundi have laid their heads below;
Along them lies the road to ELind and to Khurasslzn :

It is the crossing of the Attocli that makes both Prince nnd Beggar tremble.
Every abilndance that one can think of comes tliitherNo lack of rain ! What a freshne~s! Ah, indeed !
What of Swat, or Ashnuggar, or Peshawar, or other countries,
They a11 have recourse to i t ; in it are the delights of evcry clime.
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On every side is the sport of the Hawk, and every other sportWah ! Wah I Kalapani, what entrancing sport is thine?
Stout and strong are its youths, active i n every deed,
Bright-eyed, red and white, tall in stature ;
Whether my son, or grandson, m y family, or tribe,

I

Whoever now abides there, may he live in God's protection.
Fate has separated me from it. Whose power is above Fate's?
Never would Bhush-ha1 Khnu of his own will from Surai have been parted.

0 Cup-bearer ! give me wineSeveral goblets in snccession :
Hard it is if yon consider,
That without wine the spring should pass.
Where with flowers is found a commde,
What restraint does bind a Inan?
See tvhat they say, listen to them :
What says the music of IIarp and Pipe ?
Comes not back the passing moment?
Ah, how sad I Alas ! Alas !

G oocl, indeed, is this world's life :
C

TVoulcl that it might last for aye;
Since for aye it lasteth not,
Count it worthless and despised.
Many lovers i t hath turned awayPate does no con~passionfeel.

What though grief or joy increase ;
As they quicken, so they cease :
Their constitution can never be foundOf many kinds are Fortune's changes.

Such as ncver entered the mind,
Many such events will happen to you.

.
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I11 separation

it is the thought of my mistress,

Which ever is around my heart.
Whatever passes from the view
At length will from the mind be rased :
E e who praises now Khus11-ha1
Perchance in time will be like him.

Re, whose heart is filled wit.h good will towards his kind,
A happy man is lie ; he has an Expire in his heart.
He, whose ears are open to the co~inselof the wise,
What a store of knowledge has he got in his heart!
On the ladder of manly actions never can he ascend
Who possesses deficiei~cyof courage in his heart.
Blackened face has he, both in this world and hereafter,
Who against his fellows has blackness in his heart !
Happy lots of those, in whose hearts are good intentions !
111 the lot of tl~ose,who perverse are in their hearts !

By the warning of no teacher ever will he be improved,
Every man who keeps corruption in his heart.
IIold thou ever fast to those arts, Khnsh-hal,
Which a warrior holds dear ~ i t h i nhis heart.

I'le who gains, and spends, and gives, a gallant is he ;
ITe who is skilled with the sword, a chieftain is he.

A mine of Rubies, or Sapphires, or Jewels, what is that?
H e who is the source of l<indne~ses
a mine is he.
Wliat thon eatest by thyself will never feed thee,
What thon eatest in company a feast is that.
Through day and night, through month and year,

The time spent in God's service, time is that.
Call no one else broken, Q Rhush-ha1 1
I& whose word and promise is lxolren, broke indeed is he !
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A man, indeed, is he, that is brave, yet full of kindness,
Courteous to his fellows iu his life and conversation.
His face his face, his word his word, his promise his promise,
No lie or wile or changing his.
Little in speech, great in action, but in silence
Like a Rose-bud, his breast open to his mouth.
When speech is being made of loftiness or lowness,
I n greatness like the Eeavens, in humility like the Earth.
I n dignified bearing like the Cypress, in generosity
With boughs drooping on all sides like the Vine.
Blooming his face like a fresh Rose in the garden,.
With the joyous clamour of Bulbuls around it.
Since such discourse he makes, I a m astonished;
From whorn gained Khush-ha1 this conlprehension ?

In the excellence of yontli, what doubt is there?
The time of old age is full of defects.
I n my heart fresh fresh wounds have I,
Well smeared in every wound is salt.
If joy come upon thee, be not rejoiced at it ;
F.or close upon joy follows ever sorrow.
Make no complaints of other's wrongs PP injuries,
For the greatest wronger of all is Destiny.
Xot without design has trouble been created,
For trouble is the touchstone between the inanly and the mean.
What of numerous luxuries, delights, and hardships ?
Happy is he that is satisfied with a single piece of bread.
On some one else I bind my sword, and now turn Devotee :
Enough for me if on my shoulder I bear a staff.
If any one makes inquiry of wounded hearts,
Ruined is Khush-ha1 a t the hands of his own tribe.

Perplexed am I, no knowledge mine, of what I am, or what shall be,
From whence I came, and to what quarter I go.
No news has nny one brougl~tback of those departed,
Rowever much I inquire of what theirestate msy be.
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To-day I see them stay the night in this Hanilet ;
But ever, each in his kurn, I count them as they quit it.
The world is like a bowl, I, like an Ant inside it :
Distraugb,t I turn within it, and struggle with all my ponrer.
Vhen I consider this world, and the circumstances of mankind,

It is all the play of children, yet I too join in it.
Art thou wrapt up in i t ? I-Iast tbou wealth and lands?
All these I look upon bat os sleeping fmcies.
White bas turned from black thy hair, yet cl~angenot thou thy nature;
Think,not, Khush-hal, that without reason still I style thee a man.

Worthless are the Patbans in reason and understanding,
As the dogs in the courtjards of the butchers are they.
They sold their Sovereignty to the Moghals for gold,
For the titles of the Moghnls is all their desire.
The camel with its rich loads has come into their Iiomcs,
Yet the only plunder they seek are t l ~ cbells on the caunel's neck.
The very name of the Sarbunni is a title of contempt;
First among the despicable they, the others in less degree.

Of those that are shameless, what else but a h m e in their actions?
Of those that regard their own honour, every breath is for honour's cause.
Frorn Candal~arto Damghar stretch t!le lands of the Pathnns;
But through all that extent their abode is only in name.

Evil disposed are all Pnthans,
From house to house they figl~tinggo;
If one but lift his head a bit,
Another quickly lays i t low.
Thou of the Moghal's eye to-day,

0 Khush-hal! art the piercing thorn.

That the blood in my veins still courses, this even n grief I hold ;
That in the graye are a11 my friends, I yet in my home I deem a vrong.
Since so many noble faces have all in their tombs turned to dust,
Could I but join*them there, 3s Paradise were to me the grave I
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Old age 1x1s come, a weakling 1, in this the proof,
That which I do succeeds not, though my people and land are the same.
When I s p e d any one fair, to his heart lie takes it ill ;
Either fortune is for the Moghals, or my reason is failing me now.
No! it is not the luck of the Moglials, nor is my reason less ;
I t is all the fixult of old age, that my plans do not succeed.
%'hen Iloo1r at the Moglals, not as before are they:
Past is the day of their fighting; now they cleave to the pen.
With gold and fair promises it is now that they beguile the Pathans ;
Yet such is the mercy of God froln me have they naught yet atkained.
No Fly am I or Vulture, that over carrion should be my hover;
As a Falcon or an Ea.gle in its own prey m y heart rejoices.
Were the others in this like me, right hearty would be my rejoicing ;
But since in this they have no part, in grief is my heart now plunged.
Actnal and D a r p Khan, both have passed away noMy in honour :

Ever in grief and sorrow is Hhush-ha1 at the loss of them both.

A Khatali, when he mounts on horse-back,
Binds his shield upon his Back ;
Lets loose the end of his t~zrban
Over his forehead long and broad ;
Looks at the shadow of this end,
As his horse goes prancing on ;
Hopes to be a Chieftain bold,
Seeking ever for the fray.
Quarrelsomene~san evil is,
I t ruins a inan's future ;
No good is it to any one else,
B~ztspoils its owner's nature.

Know thou well this world its state, what is, is ; what is not, is not :
Whether Rake or Devotee, what is, is, etc:
Whether much or little thine, count i t all as passed away;
Be thou of the Prophet's nature, for wjiat is, is, etc.

.
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If for life thou grievest, what cause if thyself thou knowest ;
Alive to thy grave thou goest, what is, is, etc.

Of sea and land the Monarch thou, if wet and dry d i k e thou countest ;
Be thou then the Nonarch of the age, for what is, is, etc.
Whether pearls or jewels, whether flowers or trees,
Take no account of all, for what is, is, etc.

111 thy wishes, bad thy actions, causeless grief and envy thine ;
In patience be thou wealthy, for what is, is, etc.
Weep thou not, nor yet rejoice ; leave alike both grief and joy ;
Be acquainted with this secret, what is, is, etc.
Alas! what though it collects, with no one does it here remain :
Of gold and silver be thou free, for what is, is, etc.
Of thy loved one seek for kindness, an thou find it not, then weep :
Do thou as thy loved one wills thee, for what is, is, etc.
Whether Union or Separation, to me they both are all alike :
Be thou a t ease as thou art, for what is, is, etc.
Why dost thou strive and strnggle, and day and night art full of concern?
Be thou the same whatever betide, for what is, is, etc.
Short is life, and many its troubles; wlly so anxious in your heart?

.

Be thou satisfied with wet or dry, for what is, is, etc.
Consider thou thy special talent, while alive make good use of it,
0 Bhush-ha1 ! a Lion be thou, for what is, is, etc.
7

Jcsus never in his life made a fool a wise man,
Though by miracles he made many blind ones seeing.
H e whom God at his birth has not with wisdom gifted,
Who can have the power to ~nakesuch foolish wise?
What though the fool learns lessons, what will be his state?
As though the dye upon his hair restored to age his youth !

What is that, if not Good Eealth,
Which better than an Empire is?
If aught more precious is than wealth,
Than wealth sure Honour dearer is.

TRANSLATION OF POEMS.

What though ontnrardly are bonds,
How can such bind hearts together?
Vhether it be father or son,

Far apart their purports lie.
Eopes have they now none in common,
Naught their confidence in oaths.
Scathless go the evil-doers,
Who dares lop the robber's hand ?
By Aurang's evil rule are broken
All the ties that Baber wrought:
Now such t h e e are come upon thee,
Better death than life, Khush-ha1 !

Until the Sovereign has cut off many heads,
How will the plains and mountains of his land become quiet?
Either others will a t your own door mourn your death,
Or they must weep for tliose slaughtered a t your hand.
H e that finds faull; with thy rule leave him not in thy country;

Be thou quit of him, by gold, or treachery, or by force of arms.
Such as is accomplished by the sword, the arrow, or the spear,

A hundred-fold is gained by skill and %ystrategy.

.

-

Slain be thy son and brother, for the security of thy kingdom,
And closely be thy rivals dl guarded in thy jails.
Beside the water of Ihe sword, no other streams are there
Which cool the fevered blood of those that seek for war.
The tree of a Chiefs Sovereignty well watered

By the blood of his enemies bears fair fruit.
On the battle-field it is good that bleeding heads should be lying ;
Far better that, than that their heart.s should be filled wit11 ill-blood.
Either like a man loosen the turban Lravely o'er thy forehead,
Or wear in its place n woman's yeil.

All God! what use my writing? who will heed me?
Yet every verse hnvc I written in this book.
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Strange are the pretensions that I have known in this world,
As the cries for mercy of those who have urged them!
Strange, indeed, it is if you consider,
That the Crow should dare to swoop upon the Falcon.
Strange, again, it is if you consider,
That the Moghal should engage in contest with the Afghan.
Strange would it be, if you consider,
Were the Jackal to be full of meat, the Lion hungry.
Stranger yet is it, if you consider,
That against Khush-ha1 Khan Bahram should send his armies.

Still am I grateful for this to Heawn,
That my view is o'er the Inclus from Meer Knlnn.
From door to door I wandered in Tirah and in Swat,
Now whither dost thoix press me on m y evil fate?
As the ball flies before the mallet's bidding,

All my body is wounded by the blows that drive me on.
Written was this in my fate from all elemity ;
Whom then can I blame for what they do ?
Of old is the ignorance 'and obstinacy of the Pathans,
Still stronger is this now shown in their lust of gold.
I t cannot be that Sher Shah was such as we,
Who in these days are born amidst our rocks and mountains.
Shameless are the deeds of the Pathans ; yet who cares for i t ?
To our graves must we now go grieving and dishonoured.
Sad to me are the disagree~nentsof the Khatalrs,
Yet sadder still the troubles which I bear in my own home.
Whom shall I tell of them? To whom mritc them ? Not so few are they,
That I could ever find their end in my narration.
These wounds which Kllush-11x1 SChan bears in hia heart,
Thou alone canst heal their scars, Almighty God !

0, thou saddened heart of mine ! n ~ a n ytroubles lmst thou felt:
All that was denr to thee is gone, thwarted thou in all thy hopes.
Gone the time of Spring and Flowers, Winter's shades have come upon thee ;
Thou, who erst was full of vigoar, rnfdst the aged now thy place.
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I n thy garden, where once were the songs of Inmy nightingales,
Now not a single one is heard-only cawing of the crows.
The boat, that once with thy strength thou forcedst orer mountains,
Sinking, wanders here and there like a straw amidst the currents.

The Lions, which were in terror of thee amongst the rocks and mountains,
Fearless roar around thee now ; nay, the Jaclrals join too yelping!
Thou, who once wast sheltered in such fair and costly dwellings,
Now a filthy hovel thine, that is all that Fate has left thee.
When shall I wake up again? What awaking is hereafter?
Alas ! Alas ! why has fortune been so fickle ?

Old hast thou become, HhusH-hal, be thy gaze now on the Heavens;
For of what account is life to thee? What. its worth or due now ?

Infatuated have the Pathans become for ranlrs and titles,
Mny God preserve me ever from such desires !
Whose is knowledge and counsel, if not the warriors ?
Plain is all to hiin as the Koran read in the schools.
There is none of them who knows aught of plans or schenles,

-.

Well a m I informed of the tempers of them all.
Great the weakness of the Pathans, as thou seest ;
By the titles of the Moguls they are led away.
No thought i s theirs of honour, fame? or pride;
A11 their talk is of either rank or gold.
F a r preferable to me is the Khatalc buckler o'er m y loins,
Than the g-olden'badge of service hanging round my neck.
Thc nights in the Emperor's prison are ever in m y mind,
When all night long I called to God in vain,
When the Pathans drew their swords on the Moguls,
EverJ: Pathan led a Mogul bound beside his horse.
No thot~ght]lave they for honour now, Iil~ush-ha1;

Of what stock can these Patbans then have becn sprung?

I dreamt (mould God i t were true ! ) that thou cmd I were friends together ;
Let us tell-then one another thc sweet qecrets of our hcnrts.
See, I have bo$ ; it is filled with 101m' g rcrses :

Of thee I seek but love, let us wander 'through the gardens.
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Hand in hand together, we will wall:, and sit, and rise ;
Let us be happy togethe18, let us join in merry converse.
Offer me the welldilled goblet, from thy hands alone I take i t ;
Give me yet again thy lip's kiss, and again I press thee for it.
The Minstrel at a distance draws his bow across the strings ;
Let us turn from base to treble, and forget ourselves in his strains.
Lovely art thou above all others, I above all most fortunate :
Let us turn our faces to pleasure, and on sorrow turn our backs.
Alas I from this dream I awoke of a sudden in the morning :
Where then wert thou ? No longer wert thou with me,
While I live in this world no care have I for any other;
Alone am I with thought of thee; let us then remain together.
Yet how can Khush-ha1 be alone, while there is love for him in his country ?
Vhether awake or asleep, let us be foolish and happy !

Whatever thou doest do with forethought,
Thus do I advise alike friends and strangers.
They who despise good advice,
In what work will they succeed ?
As the courage of a man's heart,
Such will always be his spirits.
When once a man's courage fails him,
Near indeed is he to ruin.

Only then is life worth living,
When thou art in enjoyment of good health.
When a man's honour has departed,
What flavour has life for him?
He in truth is only really wealthy,

Mrho is satisfied with dl about him.
ILiave thou no concern for death,
While yet life and health are thine.
Blest art thou in faith and living,
While with wise men is thy walk.
Make no more fricnds, Iihush-ha1 ;
False have nll thy frienda been to thee !
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What new troublcs has Heaven again brougl~l;on me ?
Who can tell what will be their end ?
As Aurungzeb's prisoner it has borne me away from my home;

Many a town and village have I passcd on my way.
When the Pathans look on my condition, they b u r n with rage ;
At the sight of me they burst into cries and tears ;
Great and small, they run out to gaze upon me ;
Alike of Hind and Mussulman is lamentation.

T smile upon all as T pass by them,
For well I lrnow how great is their conccrn.
Not alone am I the victim of tyranny and oppression ;
Fate is hard-to

all alike there is no appeasing it.

Wherever I stop, armies collect to guard me ;

I am treated with fear and respect, as though n Tiger or an Eagle.
The Elephant when standing looks mighty as a nlountain ;
But when he falls, as of two mountains is tlie slloclr.
Pierced through and through is my henrt, it is as a sieve ;
To be separated froin one's loved ones is n grief that lrnows no solace.
Perchance i t m q be that Fortune will again befriend me,
All m y people tell me that this will soon be so.
If a golden bracelet fall into a furnace,
I t loses not its vdne, though it loses of its shape.
By all other support has Hhush-ha1 6een deserted ;
There remains alone to him his trust upon his God !

-

One only King I know, 2nd His orders I obey ;
I-Iis behests and prohibitions are alike m y rule of life.
Is this tlie Mehdi then, or the Mcssiah, tirat has appeared,

That in thy world, 0 God ! such tumults have arisen?
Of the Messiah and Melidi's coming these indced the signs,That first should appear Antichrist and his armies;
Darya Khan and Darweza both we prcsent in IIis Court ;

I too am waiting a t the thresl~olclof my God.
Some day will bc the order, " Come thon hither!"
Then with eagerness will Thy slnvc present hi~nselfbefore Thee.
Though Thou readest the petitions that I send thce,
Yet in words I will assail Thee with m y prayers.
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I had devoted myself to retrieve the Pathan honour:
Then choice the bands of warriors I had collected,
Would that I could die slain by another's hand in battle!
Rather that than as a Tiger bitten by a mad dog.
Many and vain and useless are m y regrets,
Every moment as it passes brings its griefs ;
At one time joy is with

US,

again trouble;

But either passes by at Heaven's decrees.
All the thousands who mustered round me in iny dreams

I found scattered far and wide when I awoke;
Some are dead, rind some, thoagh live, are parted from me ;
Lonely I wander where the Hills alone hear my complaints.
Yet, though slain my noble warriors, my ~nanhoodwas not forgotten ;
For in place of each, twenty lives of equal d u e did I take.
Were but lengthy life nllowed me, and fortune on my side,
Dire should be the vengeance I would bring upon my foes ;
Slain ~houldbe the grown-up, bound the children, burnt their cities,
Plundered a11 their goods, not one should escape m y bonds.
When I destroyed Naushnhar, I let Rollat alone in peaceS o w great was then my folly that I acted thus?
He who treats the base well, what is his reward?

.

To those distressed, what good has thy kindness brought?
Thus another year is passing by, Khnsh-ha1 ;
Wait and see what Heaven has yet i n store for thee.

In these days all look but to their own interests,
Whether it be father or son ;
Such indeed is my sons' nature

-

I know not if all men's experience is the same.
No regard is his for m y rights, or the respect due me;
I know not how such a state of things can have arisen.
H e who treats his children with too great indnlgence,
Elow can such an one be deemed wise ?
Alas! I )mow the return my clddren give me :

All my children are like the Scorpio; or the Snake,

Thirty are my sons in number,
How can I tell the number of my grandchildren?
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Great and small know this too well,

.

That each one of these is bent on quarrels.
Yet, again, consider, Aurungzeb,
What a bloodthirsty Tyrant he is !
His father and his brother he has brought to ruin,
And now wields the Sovereignty that was theirs.
Yet that thou art alive and well, Rhush-ha],
For thie be grateful to thy God !

Why are the Bangash tlius calling aloud to m e ?
Ready I am and armed, my gun have I laidbeside me.
Greater the sense and the might of the Gwarrikliels than of the Bangash :
Risen are the Gwarrilrhels with me in honour's cauae.
I n the Bangash see I power neither of numbers nor of valour,
Eow then shall they join in fight against m e ?
Perchance they dcem me blind, or I am crippled in thcir eyes?

Of this the ruin of their designs slid1 be the proof.
Too wise is the Locust to waste his life for nothing ;
The foolish Moth it is that seeks the candle's flame.
Even yet his brains are quivering from the sl~ock,
Who dashed his head against me as upon a stone.

In the heart of the Rhinoceros will 112 find my bullet,
Who has matched me when I search the forests with my gun.
rn
.)

.

Sleeping, from his bed he falls through trembling,
Who has heard but or~cethe mliistling of my sword.

If thou wouldst know m y fame in this generation,
I a m he who has sorely wonnded Aurung's heart.
Bhyber's Pass have I made to the DIognls their dearest purchase,
In every spot have they paid taxes to the Pathans.
From the Pathans great were the hopes I entertained,
What can I do? No regard is their's for their own honour.
Fortune helps me not now in this m y object,
Thongh far greater has been my fortune than that of Faridun.
Consider well the state of Khush-hal's heartThough seated on a throne, he is h u m b as a pilgrim !
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J& wlio brings trouble on his parents, rebellious indeed is that son :

Hell's fires are the retribntion that await the wicked son.
Filled are the parents' days with trouble and with sorrow

Of whom is born a son evil in disposition.
Low will be his ending, he will lie amongst the dust,
Who conceals not from the world his dispntes with his own parente.
Such is the custom that 11as been inangumted in Anrung's reign,
That every son shonld be jealous of even his falher's life ;
For now he deems himself the noblest of the noble,
To whose unnatural baseness a11 the Heavens are witness.
Rather let him pray that a base son may never leave the grave,
The Father who would crave of God for offspring.
All my herd have turned out half-bred ponies,
Shon me where amongst them there is one that shows his blood.
The offspring of a pony has all a pony's hicks,
Wbat though his Sire may be nn Arab of pnrest blood?
I n the religious Faith of the ill-bred cvhat trust is there?
Rather than such, the accnraed Guehre and his creed !

No pleasure has m y l~elzrtin Ballrsm's rnle,
Distracted is m y household with hia qnarrels.

30concern has now the Khatalr tribe f ~ honour,
r
Their actions are all those as of the blind.
Like flies are the Pathans, they crawl around
The dish of sweets placed before them by the Moguls.
All I trusted on are stuttered far from me,
There remains me but the mercy of m y God.
Gone are Acmal Klmu and Darya, wlio had good judgment ;
Now Khush-ha1 aloile stands in the Mogul's way.

See two mountains now encounter one another,
One the Moguls, and the other the Pathans.
Such the violence of their shock,
That men's hearts are trembiing still.
Wise art Thou, 0 God ! far-seeing,

Cause and effect are liuown t'o Thee ;
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Thoiz the Pl~gsicianart, Thou knowst,
Though I know naught of ills or cures.

'

All that happens is by Thy order,
Whether it be right or wrong ;
Thou alone canst bear such tronbles,
Such as pass n Monarch's strength.
Streams that last year flowed with water,
Like Jihoon roll tliis.gear with blood.

In every mabter thanks are due to Thee,
Better submission t l m repining.

Seven months are now passed t l ~ a in
t I-Iind and Kl~urrasan
Hain has fallen nowhere, either on mountain or on plain;
Great has been the failing both of water and of the crops,
Very high have been the prices everywhere of grain.
When we were in despair, then at length the rain-clouds gathered;
Opened were IIeaven's gates at the change from the Constellation of the Crab.
Blest the twenty-ninth day of the month Asnd above all others,
Then the rain covered the world wit11 fresh green shoots.
In the year that Shah .hlam came from Hind,
There was peace between the Mogul and the Afglinn.
This present year, whose date is o w thousnnd and eighty-eight,

m

Blessed for all rnanliind is this year.
One great trouble indeed it has brought with it,
That great mortality was there of children from small-pox :
Many were the children that died amongst my tribc ;
But the death that touched me most was of Abdulla, son of Y d ~ i aKhan.
What though Rani's heart is breaking for Neknam,
I n ETako.it rejoices and i n Harnran.

No distinction does he make between his friends and his foes,
See how misguided are the ways of hurungzeb !
He who has ruined by his tyranny the devotee and stranger,
What fault is tl~erein hiln that he lins robl~cdKhnsli-11d of his rank ?
By the deprivakioll of' his rnul; not a bit distressed
Is Rhush-hnl's I l e i d ; still it is joyoos, as God lcuows.
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While he held office Khush-ha1 was bnt a servant ;
Now that his post has gone, a Monarch has he become.
Seven months is i t now that closed has been the road to Cabul,
Distressed i s the condition of the people on all sides.
What of that? In Hindustan the sword is ever drawn,
Everywhere from his ill tempers is there moaning.
No peace is there in the Empcror Aurung's rcign,
But who would call this world a place of rest?
Black in truth and ill-favoured as is his countenance,
Still blacker are the movings of his heart.

If you consider his designs, a traitor he, like Yezeed ;
Thongh in his demeanour he would proclaim lknself God's servant.
What good action has he done I;o save himself from retribution?
With speech does Khnsh-ha1 threaten him ; for well he knowa his end.

I-Te who fears to risk his life,
Or who grudges money spent,
Never will be Chief or Monarch,
Nor will conquered lands be his.
Either tile Throne or the Bier :
Such the resting-place of Rings;
I-Ie who has not a-warrior's l ~ a r t
Armies bring him no success.

Came the Negro hordes to Mecca,

Bent on laying Wecca waste;
Feared the Horeisll then from bnttle,
And they flying left their place.
When Mahomed's time arrived,
Famed Lhc Arabs were for wadare ;
Success thus depends upon the leader,
And naaght else : know this, my son.
When the Captain's heart is stout,
The hardest entpprise is casy ;
If he have but patience arid courage,
Victory bears h i h from the field.
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Violence for Kings, Roguery for Priests,
Parsimony for the rich, Luxury for womenThese four nre their besetting faults,
As it seemed when I thought on them.

Not by the arms of the Bangash have I been defeated, believe me ;

In the fight of Gunbut Heaven it was that fonght against me :
I t was not the Bangash, or their arms, or numbers;
But i t was the incantations of the dogs of Mecca that undid us.
Since they fled to the mountains without hgl~ting,
Great was the injury that many of my bands did me.
That I did not send m y best liorselnen on in hont

Is a thing that gave me great cause for repentance.
That we did not all advance at once and keep together
Was d l owing to the folly of the Hussun-lrheyls.
A hundred blessings on the bands of the Mohmunds !
For timely was their action on that day.
Red were they with blood and well-smeared their swords with slaying,
Gallantly did each one throw his life sway.
When with his sword he struck down Sher Khan from his horse,
Great was the feat that Abad K l ~ a nshowed on that field.
Yet though the Bnngash Chieftain feu, the KI~atakswere defeated-

*
9

.

So strange were the events of that day.
When Abad Khan came back bravely froin the battle,
To his father right welcome was the gift that he brought.
I n tatters were the clothes about his body,
All red with blood his face was like a Scarlet Poppy.
Fighting hand to hand, he took vengeance for his father;
Deserving was he in that action of all praise.
While he was fighting on that field, few the horsemen that stayed with him :
All the rest had sought in flight their safety or their ease.
Curses, then, upon the Khatak horsemen :
With one accord they thought but of escape.
Uallant were the warriors, who died on the field of Gunhrrt, ;
Ilear to cadi om's heart was the honoui. of the Afgl~nns.
Great is m y regfet for all my warriors,

But especially for the fresh y out11 of Abdullah ;
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With his enemy he wrestled on his horse ;
Yet his fortune naught availed him on that day.
Never hnve I seen such a daring fight
Since I was born a Kbntak, made a Chief.
All the day-long fight my warriors and they yield not;
In one moment, in the winlr of an eye, comes defeat :
Not by greed, nor by hope, nor by shame or fear,
B u t by necessity, was all rny army moved.
An army should be urged by pride, or hope of plunder;
All those troops of mine were but serving for their bread ;
They all were collected round me for my pay :
This was the reason that forthwith they were defeated.

How will he fight who hopes not for honour, nor yet. profi t l
Easy is the slaughter of such as these.
Such as are collected from need, or from compulsion,
V h a t stnbility is there in thosc arnlies?
That I myself e.scaped from the blows of the enemy-

In that, indeed, was Heaven kind to me.
As the Heron tries to imitate the Falcon,
Thus the flight was of the foeman on thnt day :

Had I been sound, and in m y place, what wo~ildhe have done?
But wounded was I, and thus this ruin came.
Though my fortune openly does not bcbiend me,
Still great is my confidence in it in secret.
Great my hopes for a long life and happier times,
Though my enemy rejoices over me for a while.
Those who died in the battle are not the only warriors I have;
They are but a fern guests that I invited to die in honour's came.
Whether friend i t was, or foe, who was slain in that battle,
From each one was my object well attaineq.
Many were my enen~ies,who remained not from thnt fight;
As an empty dream were their perverse desires.
Forty score of my wwriors were slain on that field :
On the vigil of the Feast day a filting sacrifice was made.
I t was the tl~ousaridand eighty-sixth year of the Hijva,
The Snow was on the mountains, it was yet the eady Spring.
Who leaves lhe field ~iawonnded,not B Inan is he ;
Wounded was I when I left, I vent to save luy life.

t
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At one time flight is manly, and again i t is unmanly ;
To the wise this fact is well known.

It was for the vengeance that I fled from off the field,
No thought was mine of life or this nrorld's goods.

The fierce Tiger sometimes fights, so~neti~nes
seeks safety;
Yet who is there would despise hinl for his flight ?
The Prophet, too, fled before the Infidels,
Though his heart was bent upon their slaughter.

W hetller victory be mine or defeat, the battle-field for me ;
For there my father and my grandfather have thrown my lot.
If in this world I live on, then shall I see
What success or what ill-luck attcnds m y sword.
Greater were lihush-hal's power than t l ~ a of
t all the Bangash,
If only the Khatalcs and R a r l ~ n r a had
i some pride.

Of the Pathans that are famed in the land of Roh,
h'ow-a-days are thc Mohmuncls, the Bnngnsh, and llic Warral;zaies, and the Africlis.
Tlie dogs of the Molmunds are better than the Bangaeh,
Tliough the Mohmunds thelnselves are a thousand times worse than dogs.
The Warrakzaies are the scavengers of the Africlis,
Though the Afridis, one and dl, are bnt scavengers themselves.
This is the truth of the best of the dwellersin the lands of the Patllans,

%
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Of those worse than these who would say that they were men?
No good qualities are there in the Pathans that are now living :
All that were of m y worth are imprisoned in the grave.
In these days of all Pathans the Mohmunds are the best;
This indeed is apparent to all who know them.
14
B e of whom the Moguls sap, He is loyal to us,"
God forbid the ehame of such should be concealed !
Let the Pathans drive all thought of honour from their hearts;
For these are ensnared by the baits the Moguls hare put before them.

No great deed will ever be wrought by the Pathans ;
Eeaven has ordered that petty should b8 their undertakings.
However much I t r y to st~~aighten
them., thcy straighten not ;
Crooked is the vision of the evil-natured.
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No regard have the Yosufzaies for Pathan honour;
Get you gone from amongst these disgraced Pathans, Ellush-hal.
Go to Bunnoo, and there collect your followers,
And spread fire and clouds of smoke right up to Khusli-Zb ;
Or in retirement in your house give yourself up to devotion;
Or go to Mecca ;-these

three things I can advise you.

I n mar and violence there is no profit, Khush hnl ;
The fire burns up alike the grain and clinff.

So long a s a man's heart is young,

Pleasant, too, the sport the bow gives,

Great is his delight in hunting.

If thou art a skilful archer.
Best of dl sport with the gun,
If thou handlest it with speed.
On the chase with H a n k and Gun
So much value does he set,
That to these pursuits Khush-ha1
Ilas devoted all his life.

What is there that like the chase
Keeps a man's attention fixed ?
For the pursuit of rvinged quarry
Well-trained H a ~ l i are
s what is required.
Follow the hounds a s they run
Over hill and plain alike.

A Gourd climbed up il Pine Tree's trunk,
And then he thus addressed the Pine:
66

0 Pineitree! how many years hast 4hou been living 1
Tell m e of thy age and growth."
The Pine-tree said, "Two hundred years my age.
As I can reckon, perchance six months more or less."
The Gourd said, " How long the time thy growth has taken!
Look at me-in one week I have reached t.hy height."
The Pine-tree said, " Wait thou for winter's rigonrs,
Then will we talk upon our age and growth. "
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